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Showers today. High in the mid 60s. 
Vol. 68 Issue 27 
THE BG NEWS 
Thursday, October 10,1985 
Image key to success, Molloy says 
by Patti Skinner 
staff reporter 
John Molloy BG News/Joe PheUn 
John Molloy, best-selling au- 
thor of Dress lor Success ad- 
vises, "Follow the leaders. 
Look, act, and sound like a win- 
ner." 
In an interview before the 
speech Molloy said the title of 
his presentation, "Dress for Suc- 
cess" was inappropriate be- 
cause he stresses overall image 
rather than dress. 
He said to be successful stu- 
dents must emulate the rich, 
and think and act like the 
sucessful. Molloy said 90 percent 
of students don't understand the 
importance of Image. 
In an interview before the 
speech he criticized the educa- 
tion system for not being de- 
manding enough and not 
training students to work to 
their full potential. 
He said he is not contradicting 
what colleges teach. But since 
all students are given the same 
job hunting hints, they need to 
acquire the polished look of the 
successful to gain that extra 
edge. 
THEY ARE representing a 
company and have to project the 
image of that company, he said. 
"You have to be ready to move 
with the people with power." 
Molloy said the United States 
has a caste system whether it is 
recognized or not. 
"You are taught values of the 
lower middle class, and you are 
taught to fail," he told the audi- 
ence. 
The caste system is enforced 
everyday by television. Anchor 
men and women are exemplary 
of the sound of success; they use 
a large, active vocabulary and 
speak in complete sentences. 
He said the presidential de- 
bates from Nixon-Kennedy to 
"You are taught 
values of the lower 
middle class, and 
you are taught to 
fail." 
— John Molloy, 
author of Dress 
 for Success 
Mondale-Reagan proved that 
people vote on the candidate's 
looks, and not because they 
agree with views on issues. 
Molloy, who lectures at about 
20 colleges a year, spoke last 
night in Kobacker Hall to an 
audience of over 850. He said 
those who listen to him are not 
those who need his advice most. 
"Most on this campus won't 
listen because they're from blue 
collar backgrounds." 
MOLLOY SAID he created the 
field of image consulting, and 
his qualification for speaking on 
the subject was his research in 
the field. 
Molloy affirmed Pavlov's the- 
ory of conditioned response. 
Those in the upperclass are con- 
ditioned to fit the image of the 
successful, while those with blue 
collar backgrounds must culti- 
vate and learn that upperclass 
style. 
People can change the way 
they are perceived by changing 
body language, vocabulary, and 
dress to emulate the rich and 
successful. 
Molloy   is  negotiating   with 
Sublishers on his latest book 
low to Work Your Competition 
into the Ground and Have Fun 
Doing It He said the book Is on 
personal productivity and came 
out of his experiences in teach- 
ing college students how to 
work. 
CISG to commence lobbying for bill support 
by Zora Johnson 
staff reporter 
As part of its involvement with the 
Ohio Student Association, Undergrad- 
uate Student Government will be lobby- 
ing locally to gain support for passage 
of Senate Bill 215, the Guaranteed 
Student Aid Bill. 
USG will be collecting the signatures 
of 3.000 students during the next few 
weeks, said Kelly McCoy, national, 
state and community affairs coordina- 
tor. 
Senate Bill 215 was introduced into 
the Ohio Senate in June by Sen. Charles 
Butts. 
"The purpose of this bill is to meet a 
need that clearly exists among middle- 
class students,'1 Butts said. "They or 
their parents earn too much money to 
qualify for other student loans, but they 
don't nave enough in the bank to fi- 
nance their educations." 
If the bill passes, financial aid will 
take the form of either deferred student 
loans or co-op programs, Butts said. 
The student may choose which pro- 
gram will better serve his or her needs. 
THE AID program will differ from 
others in that any student who can 
demonstrate an unmet financial need 
will be eligible. The only criterion is 
that they be a permanent state resident 
attending an Ohio-based institution of 
higher education. 
There is a $200 million unmet finan- 
cial need in Ohio, which is an average 
of $1,100 per student," Butts said. "We 
hope that passage of this bill will have a 
dramatic impact on decreasing this 
average." 
But the senator said he does not 
foresee easy passage of this bill in the 
Ohio Legislature. 
"I have no illusion that this bill will 
be passed without widespread support 
from across the state.'' Butts said. 
"But if we get response from university 
campuses, I am convinced it can be 
passed through the Legislature as part 
of this session." 
Butts said he hopes to get 100,000 
student signatures supporting the bill 
by Thanksgiving. He has asked mem- 
bers of the Ohio Student Association to 
help him meet this deadline. 
"OSA HAS been actively involved in 
the writing of this bill. Butts said. 
"They feel that a need has been demon- 
strated by middle-income students, 
and they are going to try and prove it 
through this petition drive." 
Bills gain OSA support 
Assembly votes 
on proposals 
by Zora Johnson 
staff reporter 
The general assembly of the 
Ohio Student Association voted 
last weekend to support three 
bills pending in the Ohio Legis- 
lature. 
The bills are Senate BUI 215, 
the Guaranteed Student Aid 
Bill; House Bill 257, the Student 
Trustees Bill, House Bill 257; 
and House Bill 497, which pro- 
vides for all instructors in state 
institutions to be proficient in 
English. 
The Undergraduate Student 
Government delegation voted 
along with the assembly to ap- 
prove the Guaranteed Student 
Aid Bui. State Sen. Charles 
Butts appeared before OSA to 
gain support for the legislation. 
"He answered a lot of our 
questions about how the bill will 
help students," said Michele 
Nemes, USG academic affairs 
coordinator and delegate to 
OSA. "We wanted to make sure 
that the bill would not jeopardize 
the financial support students 
already get" 
NEMES    ATTENDED    the 
meeting as the appointed de- 
signee of Mike McGreevey, USG 
president. Five other delegates 
also attended. 
Although the Student Trustees 
Bill was approved by the gen- 
eral assembly, the USG dele- 
gation abstained from the vote. 
University and Cleveland 
State University are the only 
members of OSA which already 
have representation on their re- 
spective Boards of Trustees. 
"Our delegation abstained be- 
cause we didn't want to jeopar- 
dize any of the privileges we now 
have," Nemes said. 
If the bill passes, student gov- 
ernments will be able to nomi- 
nate representatives to the 
Board of Trustees. The governor 
will then appoint two of the 
nominees, Nemes said. 
House Bill 497, the bill requir- 
ing English prof iency was unan- 
• See OSA, page 7. 
Cruise ship hijackers surrender 
PORT SAID, Egypt (AP) - Palestinian hijack- 
ers of an Italian cruise ship gave up yesterday, 
ending two days of terror for more than 500 
hostages, but Italian officials said the pirates 
killed an American and threw him overboard. 
Prime Minister Bettino Craxi identified the 
dead passenger as Leon Klinghoffer, 69, of New 
York City, who was traveling with his wife Mari- 
"Unfortunately I have to give you mournful 
news," he told a news conference in Rome. "In 
the course of this aggression, an American citizen 
was killed. The captain of the ship told me this a 
few momenti ago, when I spoke with him. 
The Achille Lauro's captain had said earlier 
that no one was injured. About a doxen Americans 
were aboard, and earlier unconfirmed reports 
had said two were killed. 
THE FOREIGN Ministry said the terrorists 
surrendered to representatives of the PLO. They 
were taken to the Port Said Naval Base. 
"The hijackers, who number four, will leave 
Egypt," said Foreign Minister Esmat Abdel-Me- 
guidT "There were no demands." He did not say 
where the hijackers would go from Egypt. 
Abdel-Salam Morgan, the shipping line's local 
agent, said general manager Gaetano Casiero 
told him the Achille Lauro would sail for Ashdod, 
Israel, the next scheduled stop on the cruise, and 
would not come into Port Said harbor as Meguid 
had said earlier. 
A top Egyptian official said that the military 
would make travel arrangements for the prirates. 
The Palestine Liberation Organization denied 
involvement in the hijacking and Yasser Arafat 
said the pirates were not PLO members. 
CJAO elects new officers 
by Valerie Clptak 
staff reporter 
The University Activities 
Organization elected a new 
president and vice-president 
last night, as ex-president 
Lori Wolfinger officially re- 
Eric Rosenberg 
Stic Rosenberg, who had 
been elected interim vice- 
president three weeks ago, 
was named president by the 
UAO board, consisting of its 
executive board and 13 com- 
mittee directors. 
Mary Lisa Lindsley won the 
vice-president's election 
unopposed. 
Rosenberg, junior business 
major, ran against UAO com- 
mittee coordinator Jennifer 
Boles, an English major. In 
their speeches, each em- 
phasized the need for cohe- 
sive and unbiased leadership 
within the organization. 
"It was leadership that got 
me here," Rosenberg said, 
referring to his quick rise 
through the organization's of- 
fices/'ITl represent the orga- 
nisation as a whole." 
Admittedly outspoken, 
Rosenberg asserted he plans 
to represent the organization 
objectively  and   profession- 
BOLES SAID she felt that 
the outcome was "all for the 
good of UAO," and that prior 
to the election she and Rosen- 
ben bad discussed what their 
working relationship would 
be after the election. 
• See UAO, page 7. 
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Reimbursement 
not 'ill'-favored 
§tudents who suffered from the outbreak of the 
"Norwalk virus" last month may benefit from a 
iritable move by the University. 
The University is processing claims through the 
state attorney general's office for reimbursement 
of hospital bills of the virus victims, said Philip 
Mason, executive assistant to University President 
Paul Olscamp. 
Beginning Sept. 16, about 100 people suffered 
from the virus which caused flu-like symptoms. 
Many of them were admitted to Wood County 
Hospital for treatment of inflamed stomachs and 
intestines, and others were treated on an outpatient 
basis. 
What makes the University's gesture for re- 
imbursement so commendable is that it has no 
legal responsibility to provide such repayment. 
At first, it was believed the rash of sickness was a 
result of food poisoning in the University food 
service. If that had been true, the University might 
have been found liable for the sicknesses. 
But that proved to be untrue, thus clearing the 
University of any responsibility. 
The virus can be transmitted by food, air or 
water and cannot be killed by refrigeration or 
heating. So, while this doesn't prove the virus was 
transmitted by University food or water, it doesn't 
rule out the possiblility, either. 
At first, one might expect the University to pay 
the hospital bills itself. But according to Mason, it 
is illegal for a state university to reimburse individ- 
uals for hospital bills. 
While help in processing reimbursement claims 
was not required of the University, we're glad the 
University chose to help the Norwalk virus victims 
anyway, through the only course available. 
Freud completes trinity 
No 21 drinking age 
Cenglzkhan Pamir  
It is a commonly known fact 
that one of the leading causes of 
death among the young is auto- 
mobile accidents. Roughly half 
of these accidents are caused by 
drunk drivers. Of these drunk 
drivers, 42 percent are under the 
age of 25. Is raising the drinking 
age a viable solution to drunk 
driving? I say definitely not 
There are two basic reasons 
why the solution is not accepta- 
ble to me: it violates the rights 
of those under 21 and there are 
other solutions which have been 
tried and proven to reduce acci- 
dents by drunk drivers. 
The laws of this country exist 
to protect the rights of the every- 
one. One of our most sacred 
rights is the pursuit of happi- 
ness. At the age of eighteen, all 
people are considered to be 
adults. They are held responsi- 
ble for all laws. They have the 
power to sign binding contracts, 
to work, to marry, to buy a 
home, and to fight for our coun- 
S. In the eyes of the law, all 
ilts are supposed to be 
treated equally. Then why is it 
that a 50-year-old and a 22-year- 
old can drink but an 18 or 20- 
year-old cannot? Both groups 
are supposed to be mature and 
responsible, yet one group is 
considered to be immature and 
irresponsible when it comes to 
alcohol. 
Some people say that the 18-to- 
20-year-olds cause a dispropor- 
tionate amount of drunk driving 
accidents. That is true, but is ft 
right to punish the 99 percent 
who are innocent of such acts 
because of the one percent who 
do cause accidents? Of course it 
is not fair. It is like banishing a 
religion because their members 
cause a disproportionate 
amount of crime. We cannot 
punish everyone for what a one 
percent minority does. 
Also, 16-to-20-year-olds cause 
as many accidents as 21-to-24- 
year-olds. It was found that 7 
percent of the driving population 
is between the ages of lS-to-20 
and they cause 15 percent of 
drunk driving accidents. How- 
ever, 21-to-24-year-olds make up 
13 percent of the driving popula- 
tion and cause 27 percent of the 
drunk driving accidents. In 
other words, 21-to-24-year-olds 
cause an equally disproportio- 
nate amount of accidents as the 
lS-to-20-year-olds (2:1 ratio). 
Why don't the advocates of 
raising the drinking age raise it 
to 25? Better yet, to save even 
more lives, why don't they abol- 
ish alcohol! 
There are better ways to re- 
duce drunk driving accidents. 
One method is to form a drunk 
drivers watch where people call 
in suspects to the police. During 
the first two years of this pro- 
gram's operation in Oregon. 
drunk driving accidents dropped 
by 20 percent. Another proven 
method is stricter punishment 
and law enforcement. This cre- 
ated a 29 percent drop in drunk 
driving accidents in New York. 
Another thing that can be done 
is to teach people to drive better. 
This can be done by making a 
defensive driver's education 
course mandatory. A more com- 
prehensive driver's licensing 
test could also help the situation. 
In many states, raising the 
drinking age has not seriously 
affected the number of drunk 
driving accidents. In states 
where it has, it can be shown 
that this was mainly due to 
stricter laws and enforcement. 
Not only is raising the drinking 
Se ineffective, but there are 
n other much more effective 
methods of reducing drunk driv- 
ing without discriminating 
against groups of adults. 
Why punish the innocent when 
better solutions exist? 
Pamir is a student at Case West- 
ern Reserve University in Cleve- 
land. 
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Editor's note: This is the last 
at a three-part series of com- 
mentaries on influential think- 
ers of the modern world. 
by Bill Maiden 
"It is too simple to think of the 
narcissist as someone in love 
with himself. One can detest 
oneself intimately and still be a 
narcissist. What characterizes 
narcissism best is that the fun- 
damental relationship is with 
oneself. That same to-and-fro of 
love and hate which mates feel for one another is experienced 
within the self. A special kind of 
insanity always underwrites the 
narcissist, therefore. The inner 
dialogue almost never ceases. 
Each half of oneself is forever 
scrutinizing the other." - Nor- 
man Mailer, "Narcissism." 
We come now to the last stop 
on our tour of the Heavenly 
Realms. In recent weeks, we 
have paused at the shrines of 
Marx and Darwin, where we 
have trembled with devotion 
and made our humble oblations; 
today we look in on the third 
person of the modern Holy Trin- 
ity, the noble Sigmund Freud. 
Great will be our reward, for at 
Freud's right hand there are 
pleasures forever-more: the sub- 
lime bouquet of smouldering 
cigars, the glories of unimpeded 
defecation, and the seductive 
giggles of punked-out maidens 
emerging from the latency 
stage. 
Freud abandoned the primal 
radise of his mother's womb 
1856, in Freiburg, Moravia; 
his family moved to Vienna four 
Sars later, and it was there that 
lived until the Nazis chased 
him out in 1938. Unlike Darwin, 
who fled the study of medicine 
for the greener pastures of re- 
search, Freud started his stud- 
ies at the University of Vienna 
as a would-be researcher, and 
only set his feet on the path of 
Hippocrates as a second choice. 
In 1886, he hung out his shingle 
and slipped into his white coat 
on Easter Sunday, a gesture of 
contempt for the overwhelm- 
ingly Catholic population of 
Vienna. (Lest I be accused of 
embellishment, be it noted that 
Freud's most ardent biogra- 
pher, the starry-eyed Ernest 
Jones, described Freud's grand 
opening as "an act of defi- 
ance.") If his practice did not 
blossom, it at least budded, and 
he was soon in the swing of 
things, sucking his cigars con- 
as his patients, lulled 
by the" 
forth 
hood trauma and adult malad- justment. 
Freud listened to every word, 
his perceptions heightened ad- 
mirably bv the daily doses of 
cocaine which surged through 
his veins, and he soon learned 
the trick of extrapolating uni- 
versal verities from the bizarre 
and utterly unique experiences 
of his patients. His first patient, 
of course, was himself, and his 
habit of regarding his own per- 
ceptions as normative revealed 
him to be a solipsist of the first 
order. 
Freud, far from being a man 
of science, was a dour, monoma- 
niacal ass whose greatest ambi- 
tion in life was to shock polite 
society into acknowledging his 
singular genius. He was the 
Lenny Bruce of the nineteenth 
and early-twentieth century, de- 
liberately choosing the most out- 
rageous concepts and the most 
offensive vocabulary as his mes- 
sage to the world. In his magnifi- 
cent book Tne Ordeal of Civility, 
John Murray Cuddihy has labo- 
riously documented Freud's ob- 
sessive desire to scandalize, and 
has revealed the Freudian piffle 
for what it is: a cultural, rather 
than a scientific, phenomenon. 
As Shaw said of a young writer. 
Freud's theories were both good 
and original: but the parts that 
were good were not original, and 
the parts that were original 
were not good. 
Freud erected a huge and hid- 
eous theory of personality upon 
the shaky foundation of the Oedi- 
pus myth, without even examin- 
ing (at least in print) the 
historical account of the pha- 
roah Akhenaten, the real-life 
prototype of Sophocles' Oedi- 
pus; like so many philosophers, 
Freud vastly preferred the va- 
garies of mythology to the harsh 
demands of history. His schema- 
tization of the id/ego/superego 
structure was undoubtedly in- 
formed by the social stratifica- 
tion of nineteenth century 
Vienna, but be laid it out as 
irresistable scientific law. And 
he was, it hardly needs to be 
pointed out, violently misogynis- 
tic, attributing to women such 
absurd "problems" as penis 
envy. (Penis envy, indeed! As 
well envy the lowly squid its 
loathsome testicles.) The snar- 
ling denizens of the feminist 
movement have not often been 
right in their pronouncements, 
but they are right when they 
lambast Freud. 
In Freud's defense, of course, 
it must be said that he was not 
merely a misogynist, but was, in 
fact, a perfect misanthrope: he 
despised men as well as women. 
"People are trash." be once 
wrote. Thus the perfect summa- 
tion of his entire philosophy, 
and, one might say, the perfect 
self-portrait of the man. A sex- 
obsessional neurotic, he was the 
perfect prophet for a sex-ob- 
sessed society, which accounts 
for his assumption into the 
Heaven of the Second-Rate, and 
his permanent installation in the 
halls of the dime-store divinities 
of the twentieth century. 
Pardon me, please: neander- 
thal that I am, I choose to 
worship at a different shrine. 
Melden, a free-lance writer from Chattanooga, Term., Is a 
columnist for the News. 
Letters 
Where's my number? 
Not in phone book 
Steve Martin was over-joyed 
when he found out that he had 
gotten his name in the phone 
book, exclaiming "I'm some- 
body now." I wish I would have 
been able to do the same when I 
got my off-campus phone book. 
Don't get me wrong my name 
was there, but my phone num- 
ber wasn't. 
I'm not sure if it's me or not, 
but I always thought that the 
function of a phone directory 
was to list the phone numbers of 
the residents of a specific area. 
Maybe I was wrong. 
I realize that comprising a 
phone book for students who are 
moving every semester is a dif- 
ficult task. But, for those of us 
who filled out the card (with the 
phone number included, and I 
know of others with the same 
problem) and deposited it in the 
box by the deadline, it is hard to 
understand the difficulty in 
printing the given pertinent in- 
formation. 
I know that it is too late to do 
anything about this problem 
now. I just hope that everyone 
who has to get in touch with me 
this year sees my phone number 
at the end of this letter. 
David R. Ryan 
220 Napoleon 
352-7115 
Stop oppression 
In Isreal, also 
In the recent year, a great 
public movement has Deen 
aimed toward ending apartheid 
in South Africa. This movement 
has shown us how important 
public opinion is in a free nation 
like the United States. 
Perhaps we should re-eval- 
uate our strong, though some- 
times biased, relation with 
Israel. 
If we compare South Africa's 
policy against blacks, with Is- 
real's policy against Palestin- 
ians, we will find a surprising 
parallel between the two na- 
tion's policies. These parallels 
include: 
First, the blacks in South Af- 
rica represent the majority. 
Palestinians represent almost 
50 percent of Israel's population, 
and even a higher percentage in 
places such as the Gaza Strip 
and the West Bank. 
Second, although in the major- 
ity, the blacks in South Africa 
are considered second class citi- 
zens by the government and are 
not allowed to vote during elec- 
tions. Israel also considers Pal- 
estinians second class citizens 
and does not allow them to vote, 
except for those who were born 
before 1948 (the year Israel was 
created) and were living in the 
newly created nation. 
Therefore, this policy ex- 
cludes Palestinians living in the 
West Bank and Gaza Strip 
(which were occupied in 1967). 
While other countries in the 
world are starting to impose 
sanctions against the white 
South African government, Is- 
rael, on the contrary, is 
strengthening its ties with the 
South African government. 
These ties can be seen in Israel's 
full military support to the South 
African's white government to 
stay in power. South Africa on 
the other hand is strenthening 
its ties with Israel by exporting 
uranium for manufacturing nu- 
clear weapons. 
In its efforts to abolish apart- 
heid, the United States is pres- 
ently reevaluating its relations 
with the white government in 
South Africa - a responsibility of 
a free nation. Shouldn't we take 
the same responsibilities toward 
the Palestinians in Israel? 
Now, our relations with South 
Africa are based on the premise 
BLOOM COUNTY 
that morality should come be- 
fore money. Wouldn't it be fair, 
then, to do the same with other 
suppressed people in the world? 
Especially when we claim to 
be - the free world? 
I wonder! 
BasselOjieh 
Senior Computer Science major 
Students must unite 
to end double standard 
I attended the Student Rights 
Forum Tuesday night and I 
think that one major point was 
not addressed. No one seemed to 
realize that the majority of pan- 
elists actually work for us (the 
students and other residents of 
Bowling Green). We elect the 
mayor and the judges. We pay 
their salaries as well as those of 
President Olscamp and Mr. 
Marsden (City/University Rela- 
tions Committee representa- 
tive). 
Think about it. The "employe- 
r/employee" relationship just 
doesn't exist between students 
and city/school officials. The 
respect for the student isn't 
there. We have a University 
president who overrules the stu- 
dent (court) decision to suspend 
three resident advisers who 
were found to be in violation of 
the student code. We have a 
police chief who asks the city 
prosecutor to answer most of the 
questions directed (by students) 
toward him. We have a Munici- 
pal Court judge who puts out a 
memo to attornies in town (and 
to Sandra Scott our Student Le- 
gal Services attorney) stating 
fiat "A small fine will deter the 
defendant (in a loud party case) 
but a bigger fine will deter oth- 
ers onceThey hear about it." 
Student must band together. If 
you've had a problem with a 
rude police officer, report your 
complaint to Galen Ash, chief of 
police. Register to vote in Bowl- 
ing Green. The students could 
have the controlling vote In 
many city elections; if all stu- 
dents voted. Make your com- 
plaint known and if you don't get 
satisfactory treatment, take 
your complaint to the students! 
If all the students band to- 
gether on this issue of a double 
standard for students and com- 
munity residents, fair treatment 
will result. 
Bonnie Winbere 
425 E. Court St 
Respond 
Tne BG News editorial 
page is your campus forum. 
Letters and guest columns 
should be typewritten, dou- 
ble-spaced and signed. Your 
address and phone number 
must be included. 
The News reserves the 
right to reject submissions 
that are in bad taste, mali- 
cious or libelous and all sub- 
missions ara subject to 
condensation. 
Please address submis- 
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Editorial Editor 
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Library litter BG News/joe Pheian 
Julie Marous, left, and Allison Dowe notice a dead cockroach atop a pizza box in a display showing 
students how much food is consumed outside the snack bar in the Jerome Library. 
The food attracts silverfish and roaches which eat the glue in book bindings, said Diane Regan, 
coordinator of circulation services. The library is using a monitor system with student employees 
checking for food outside the snack bar. When caught, an offender is given an educational poem 
and food is confiscated. A second offense results in a citation, and the student is referred to 
Standards and Procedures, Regan said. 
In 1983, the University adopted a restrictive food policy and removed half the vending machines In 
the library and consumption was restricted to the snack bar. Problem areas include the first, fourth, 
seventh and eighth floors. Library officials are asking students for suggestions to help preserve the 
resource material. 
SAT, ACT scores rise 
Ohio SAT average drops; ACT unchanged 
by Julie Fauble 
staff reporter 
While national averages for both the SAT and 
ACT went up from 1964 to 1985, Ohio's SAT 
average was down four points. The state's ACT 
average didn't change. 
The national averages for the Scholastic Apti- 
tude Test for 1984 were 426 verbal and 471 math. 
The 1965 averages were 431 verbal and 475 math. 
The national composite scores for the American 
College Test rose from 18.5 in 1964 to 18.6 in 1965. 
The average Ohio verbal SAT scores were 460 in 
1984 and 1965, and the math average fell from 508 
to 504. Ohio ACT composites averaged 19.2 for 
both 1964 and 1985. 
One million students take the SAT nationally, 
about 37 percent of high school graduates, accord- 
ing to Fred Moreno, a spokesman for the College 
Board, the national office which processes the: 
data. He said that about 12 percent of the high . 
school graduates, or 26,000 students, take the SAT 
in Ohio. About 30 percent of the high school 
graduates in Ohio take the ACT. 
OHIO AVERAGES are higher than the national 
averages in the SAT, but Moreno said that was 
Sirtly because a lower percentage of students in 
bio take the SAT. A lower percentage of students 
taking the test usually means the better students 
are taking it, he said. 
Ohio's assistant superintendent of public in- 
struction, Robert Bowers, said it is unfair to try to 
compare test scores from different states because 
percentages of students taking the tests vary 
widely from state to state. 
College seeks name change 
The College of Education is 
seeking approval from the 
Board of Trustees to change its 
name to the College of Educa- 
tion and Allied Professions. 
The new name, which was 
chosen after two years of dis- 
cussion and voting by the college 
faculty, was approved by Uni- 
versity President Paul Olscamp 
and is on the agenda for tomor- 
row's Board of Trustees meeting 
at 10 a.m. at the Student Recre- 
ation Center. 
Gerald Saddlemire, interim 
dean of education, said the 
change is intended to "reflect a 
broader curriculum and pro- 
i other than teacher train- 
The college has added pro- 
grams in restaurant manage- 
ment, sports management, 
College Student Personnel pro- 
grams at the graduate level and 
other programs "unrelated to 
preparing people to teach," Sad- 
dlemire said. 
RITA KEEFE, assistant 
dean, said the name change 
would fulfill the college's desire 
to".. .be known and recognized 
for its diversity of programs and 
activities" and "more accu- 
rately define" the programs of- 
fered by the college. 
The process of changing the 
name has taken two years and 
had involved ballots circulated 
to all college faculty members, 
Keefe said. 
Meadowview Courts 
Apartment 
Call now at 352-1195 
• Two Bedroom Unfurnished 
$265 plus gas and electric 
Landlord pays water and sewage 
All residents have the privilege of 
using The Cherrywood Health Spa 
located at ffh and High St. 
Hours: Mon.-Fr?. 9-4:30 214 Napoleon Rd. 
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Independent TV-36 offers 
alternative to affiliates 
by Valeric Cipiak 
staff reporter 
BGNews/kevin Hopkins 
Robert Hartman is the vice-chairman of TV 36. Toledo's new indepen- 
dent station which plans to include "bold programming." The station 
started operation late last month. 
Public reaction to Toledo's 
first independent television 
station has been "absolutely 
terrific," according to Robert 
Hartman, vice-chairman of 
WUPW, Channel 36. 
The station, whose concep- 
tion began in the minds of 
local and national investors 
four years ago, first aired 
Sept. 22. The investors, col- 
lectively called Toledo Tele- 
vision Limited Partnership, 
saw a demand for an alterna- 
tive programming in Toledo, 
Hartman said. Because an 
independent station does not 
answer to a network, it has 
free rein over programming. 
(We have) boldprogram- 
ming," he said. WUPW, un- 
like affiliate stations, does not 
run 6 or 11 p.m. news because 
there are "newscasts avail- 
able on a number of different 
stations." 
JEFF BELL, promotion 
manager for WTOL-TV. a 
CBS affiliate, said the policy 
does viewers a disservice. 
Claiming news is an impor- 
tant part of programming, he 
said the news briefs that 
WUPW offers are "not what 
news is all about." 
Bell, who has experience 
with both independent and 
affiliate stations, said that 
there is a market for both in 
the Toledo area. The advan- 
tage of being an affiliate, he 
said, is "not having to con- 
cern ourselves with program- 
ming the entire day." 
That concern is something 
that Hartman enjoys. 
Soap operas are one net- 
work tradition that Hartman 
was glad to break away from. 
WUPW programs Inday, a 
series of informative shows 
with topics ranging from en- 
tertainment to money man- 
agement, instead of the 
standard daytime soap op- 
eras. 
THE DECISION not to 
carry soap operas was an 
effort by the programming 
board to offer something "at- 
tractive, fresh and uplifting," 
Hartman explained. 
Bell, on the other hand, 
feels that having network 
shows like day ana night-time 
series is the ''nitty-gritty" of 
programming. 
"People want to see some- 
thing new (without) paying 
(cable) fees," he said. 
George Williams, general 
manager for WKBD-TV, an 
independent station in De- 
troit, also supports the notion 
that independant stations 
have a great advantage in 
being able to program for 
themselves. 
WKBD counter-programs 
the network news by ainngits 
own newscast at 10 p.m. But 
I depends on the 
station individually, and on a 
lot of thought and planning, 
be said. "You can't Just throw 
on the air," he 
talked about the 
thought that went into pro- 
gramming classic movies 
and reruns like Star Ire* and 
Benny Hill. They appeal to 
many because of the lack of 
variety in the newer shows, 
he explained, adding that the 
public "absolutely, unequivo- 
cally," looks for an alterna- 
tive to television's new 
situation comedies, he said. 
THE EXECUTIVES at 
WUPW aim to reach the "key 
block" of 12-34 year olds in 
their choice of programming, 
Hartman explained. The col- 
lege student is one specific 
target the station wants to 
reach, he said. 
Big Ten Football and Mid- 
American Conference basket- 
ball in December are two 
examples of weekend pro- 
grams aimed at college stu- 
dents. As an independent 
station, TV-36 has the option 
of showing classics like Satur- 
day Night Live and Dallas on 
weeknight evenings. 
The concept of the indepen- 
dent television station is 
fairly new, commencing in 
the early 1970's and experi- 
encing its greatest growth in 
about 1975, Hartman said. 
sk one of the 3 million Americans who've survived cancer, if the money spent on research is worth it. 
Apartheid 
protest 
encouraged 
by Caroline Langer 
staff reporter 
Students axe encouraged to 
raise their voices against apart- 
heid at a series of rallies as the 
University plays its part in Na- 
tional Anti-Apartheid Day to- 
day. 
Campuses and communities 
all over the country will be stag- 
ing protests against South Afri- 
ca's system of racial separation, 
said George Fields, vice presi- 
dent of the Black Student Union. 
BSU is organizing an anti-apart- 
heid rally at 3 p.m. tomorrow in 
the Union Oval. 
Cassie Madden, president of 
BSU, said a car caravan and a 
complimentary van will leave 
the University after the rally for 
the city of Toledo's protest 
march, which begins at Interna- 
tional Park and ends at Portside 
where there will be speakers. 
The University of Toledo BSU 
has organized a protest there for 
11:30 a.m., Fields said. 
"It's time to wake up people 
on campus - we don't keep our 
heads in the sand about world 
issues," Fields said. "BSU feels 
that apartheid is morally wrong 
and we want people to raise 
their voices against it to change 
public policy. 
Today at 6:30 p.m. BSU is 
sponsoring a pre-rally sign- 
painting party at the Amani 
Room ui the Northeast Com- 
mons, Madden said. 
Tomorrow at 2 p.m. in the Taft 
Room of the Union there will be 
a video for better understanding 
of apartheid. 
IS YOUR IMPORT FEELING ILL? 
WE HAVE THE CURE!! 
12953 KRAMER RD. 
— BG. — 
BG s LARGEST 
AND MOST 
COMPLETE 
IMPORT 
FACILITY 
352-7031 
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♦ Ribs ♦ 
Every Thursday Night 
Large portions of 
Big Beef Ribs 
or St. Louis Baby Back 
Pork Ribs 
more than you can eat for only ♦ $7.95 ♦ 
GflILL and CAFE 
KW State street at E Utooster 
Bowling'Green Ohio 43402 
353-8735 
s* 
Cold King Kegs, 24 Returnables, 
Sunday 
Wine Sales 
We Have Long Neck Returnables, 
Coolers(Bartles and James, 
Seagrams, California, White 
Mountain, two liter Sun and 
Calvin Rasberry) 
State Minimum on All Boer, Wine, and Coolers 
To Save Money — Watch Your Prices!! 
COLD WINE - SUNDAY SALES 
mtos 
Frito Lay Ruffles 
R.C. Cherry Cola 
7K«.99* 
Si .39 
12 or. cans 6 pk. 
2 Liter Pepsi & Diet Pepsi     $1.09 
Post off on 12-pack cans of Bud, Bud Light, 
6-pk. bottles Bud Regular, Cold 24 Retur- 
nables, Coolers, King Kegs, Suitcases 
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RACKETEER'S     * 
iSIbRIN / 
I Hi 1) Q   BUILDING 
Your Party Headquarters J /\ 
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0>'i 
k Wild life" =\ 
THURSDAY 
College ID Night 
No cover with college ID 
FRIDAY 
Centerfold Contest 
$100 to the Best Centerfold 
SATURDAY 
Weekend Party 
COME AND DANCE 
THE NIGHT AWAY 
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Record labeling questioned 
by Amy Reyes 
reporter 
Almost every college student 
enjoys the sound of rock 'n' roll, 
but the profound change that has 
taken place in rock 'n' roll has 
alerted parents' groups to speak 
up against the popular form of 
entertainment. 
U.S. senators, National Par- 
ent Teachers Association and 
Parents Music Resource Center 
(PMRC) have begun to take 
serious steps against today's 
style of rock 'n' roll.      ' 
Their arguments are similar 
to the parents' groups of the 
1950s. 
"Rock 'n' roll is poisoning the 
minds of today's youth," said 
Sen. John Danforth on Sept 18 
on the CBS Morning News. 
In the 1950s pressure groups 
argued about sexual innuen- 
dos" and the fear of rock 'n' roll 
in general. But today's groups 
claim to have a more serious 
argument. 
"ROCK TT roll is promoting 
devil worshipping, suicide, sub- 
stance abuse, sex, violence, glo- 
rification of rape and the 
prolongment of psychological 
ramifications," Danforth said. 
On Sept. 19 the Senate held a 
5V4-hour hearing of disclosure 
concerning song lyrics. Frank 
"Iff a labeling system were imposed, the 
curiosity of children would be awakened. 
Should I start asking for IDs when selling 
records?" 
— Greg Halamay, Finder's Records manager 
Zappa, one of the sons artists 
opposing the hearing, defended 
the recording industries. 
The PMRC and the National 
PTA were proposing three mea- 
sures. They proposed to have a 
labeling system on records simi- 
lar to that of the movies. They 
asked that the lyrics be printed 
on the Jackets of records and 
that albums with obscene covers 
be wrapped in blank paper, said 
Ellen Clifford, assistant to state 
Sen. Paul Gilmore, R-Port Clin- 
ton. 
Steve Essick, of Boogie Re- 
cords, 3142 W. Central Ave. in 
Toledo, said he believes the pro- 
cedure of labeling records is not 
as simple as movie rating. 
"It Is not as simple like a 
movie to translate what is vio- 
lent and what is not," he said. 
"It's a matter of how someone 
interprets it." 
"we have a select group of 
people deciding what is to be 
heard and not heard. The deci- 
sion is being put in the hands of 
small committees," Essick said. 
THE RECORDING industry is 
arguing that labeling these re- 
cords are a waste of time. 
According to Greg Halamay, 
manager of Finders Records, 
128 N. Main St., "If a labeling 
system were imposed, the cu- 
riosity of children would be 
awakened. Should I start asking 
for IDs when selling records?" 
If a labeling system were im- 
posed on records and videos, 
recording companies think this 
would be an imposement of the 
first amendment, Zappa said 
Sept. 18 on the CBS Morning 
News. 
"This is censorship in one of 
the strongest degrees. If they 
start labeling records they will 
have to start labeling television 
programs and magazines. The 
people that are proposing the 
legislation are only a slight ma- 
jority," Halamay said. 
Several of the local churches 
in Bowling Green have been 
taking steps against rock lyrics 
before the topic was brought up 
in the Senate. 
The Plain Congregational 
Church, 16159 W. Poe Road, has 
been active with their youth 
group on this issue. 
"EIGHTY PERCENT of our 
youth have made their own deci- 
sion on rock music," said Chip 
Plank, pastor of the church. 
Instead of promoting popular 
music, the church promotes 
Christian rock, which Plank said 
points toward a positive attitude 
and life in Jesus Christ, instead 
of devil worshipping. 
Although the two sides have 
different views, they both agree 
that it is the parents' responsibi- 
lity to know what their children 
are listening to. 
"The parents' job is to make 
their children informed about 
sex. Sex is a normal body func- 
tion. Don't make it into some- 
thing it's not," Zappa said. 
If a labeling system is im- 
posed, the PMRC, National 
PTA, some senators and reli- 
gious groups believe labeling 
will serve as a guideline to par- 
ents and children. 
At this point no one has pro- 
posed a legislation or censorship 
in the Senate. As of yet there has 
not been a date set for another 
hearing. 
"There are more important 
problems in the world than re- 
cord lyrics," Essick said. 
University offers hospitality training 
by Susan McDonald 
reporter 
Fifteen people in Wood County and 25 
people in the surrounding counties of Erie. 
Ottawa, Seneca, Sandusky and Huron will 
have the opportunity Nov. 12 to receive 
specialized training in hospitality manage- 
ment through a program set up by the 
University management support services. 
The program, funded through private 
industry councils and a $60,000 grant from 
the private industry council of the Fremont 
WSOS involves 30 to 33 weeks of training, 
according to A.I. Milliron, director of man- 
agement support services. He said the 
participants in the program undergo 30 
hours of class a week during the first three 
weeks and eight hours of class a week in the 
remaining 27-30 weeks. 
Milliron said that by the end of the three- 
week period, participants are instructed in 
interviewing, resume writing and positive 
thinking. 
He said the program is based on the need 
of the person. The applicant, who must be 
between the ages of 18-55, must apply 
through a local Ohio Bureau of Employ- 
ment Services. Through the employment 
office, the applicant must qualify in the Job 
Training Partnership Act, he said. 
Mike Crosley, work and training program 
administrator for the Wood County Depart- 
ment of Human Services, said the Job 
Training Partnership Act benefits the eco- 
nomically disadvantaged by providing 
services for them. 
The program is open to people who have 
met barriers to employment. These bar- 
riers include people who are economically 
disadvantaged, handicapped or recovering 
from drug or alcohol-related problems. 
IT'S NOT TOO LATE! 
Your group can still be a part of the 
Homecoming Parade, 
Friday, October 25 
Entries can be turned in today or tomorrow for:   floats 
banners 
bands 
anything else you 
can think of 
For more information stop in the UAO office, 
3rd floor, University Union, or call 372-2343 
Presented by the 75* Anniversary Homecoming Committee 
QUQDQNQ 
Your Choice of Any 
Mexican Combo 
or Grand Burrito + 
a Margarita for $4.96 
n. 
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EVERYDAY LOW PRICES! 
•SCHOOL SUPPLIES 
'    -BEER & WINE 
•HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS 
•RECORDS and CASSETTES FHT 
902 E.WOOSTER -- Next to T.O.'s -PHONE 352 3951 
SERVING COLLEGE STUDENTS FOR 25 YEARS 
OPEN MON. THRU THURS. 9 lo 9 FRI. & SAT. 9 10        SUNDAY 10 lo 6 
ALBUM OF THE WEEK: 
WHITNEY 
HOUSTON $4. 
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ST AT! COUPON 
SOFTLEN ENZYMATIC 
CONTAC LENS CLEANER $6. 
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SUAVE MOUSSE 
• EXTRA BODY 5 oz. 
• SOFT CONTROL $1. 
LIMIT   1       EXPIRES 10 17 8b 
ST ATI COUPON 
TDK        2PK 
AD    90MIN. $4. 
LIMIT I       IXPIHIS   I0-T7.MI 
POP 
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12 oz. CAN 
•COKE     «TAB 
• DIET COKE «SPRITE 
• CHERRY COKE 
40* 
UMIT 3       IXPIHIS   10 17 85 
STATE COUPON 
AQUAFRESH 
ITOOTHPASTE 3for$,N°° 
I IT ATI COUPOW1 
UMIT S - IXPNHI 10 17-M I 
KLEENEX 
TISSUES 
175 CT 
89* 
UMIT   I        IXPIHIS   10 17 85 
STATf COUPON 
|VALU PAK 
TRASH BAGS 99* 
UMIT 1 - IXPIHIS 10 17-M I 
FABERGE iso«. 
ORGANIC 
SHAMPOO & CONDITIONER $1. 
UMIT   1 ooth       IXPIHIS 10   17 8b 
STATE COUPON 
I WET -N- WILD 
• NAIL POLISH 
• IVE COLOR STICKS 
•LIPSTICKS UMITI 
TATI COUPON I 
99* 
■ IXPIHIS 10-174* 
POST IT 
NOTE PADS 
50 sheets 
2 for $1. 
UMII 3       IXPIHIS   10   17 85 
STATE COUPON 
ISEA BREEZE 
ANTISEPTIC     10 oz. 
REG. & SENSITIVE 
$2. 
hr.inv.'i.-ni 
UMIT 1 - IXPIHIS 10-1745 
ROBITUSSIN 
COUGH SYRUP $1. 
UMII i     IXPIRIS io 17 a 
SUMMIT 
| TOILET PAPER 
4 Roll 
STATE COUPON 
UMITI -BUM 10-17-U 
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by Jim Nieman 
staff reporter 
Urschel Pond BG News/Alex Horvath 
The world is waiting. Be an exchange student 
The windmill on Clough Street 
always attracts a lot of attention 
from passers-by, but what lies 
beyond the windmill, just out of 
sight of the road, was once the 
center of summer activity and a 
gathering ground for University 
students. 
The former University swim- 
ming pool, carved from lime- 
stone, hasn't been used since 
1953. In 1950, more than 100 
students a day flocked to the 
pond. 
The pond is named for Burtis 
Urschel, who operated the Urs- 
chel Engineering Company near 
the pond until about 1963, 
according to Edna Urschel, his 
daughter-in-law. 
URSCHEL DONATED the 
pond and most of the property 
(except for the engineering com- 
pany) surrounding it to the Uni- 
versity in February 1950. The 
property consisted of the five 
acres of land that is bordered by 
Clough Street, Scott Hamilton 
Avenue; and South College and 
Troup streets. 
The pond was used once be- 
fore for swimming, for about 15 
years in the 1920s and 1930s, by 
the city. 
The pond was used by the 
University for only three years 
before swimming was banned 
because the water was polluted. 
According to articles from the 
1950s that appeared in the BG 
News, the pond was opened for 
swimming in May 1950, after 
members of the swimming team 
had determined there were no 
danger spots that could possibly 
harm swimmers. 
During that summer, a plat- 
form area with a diving board 
was installed. 
In May 1953, the east side of 
the pond was turned into a re- 
sort. Two huts were placed at 
the pond that were used as 
dressing rooms, the ground was 
seeded, and three fireplaces 
were installed and picnic tables 
were put in place. 
BUT, IN that same month, the 
pond was found to be polluted. 
The cause of the pollution was 
the ponds location to "Hog- 
town," Givens said. Most of the 
houses on the south side of Woos- 
ter Road were shanties with no 
indoor plumbing - they had out- 
houses. 
"The theory was that it (hu- 
man feces) was lurching 
through the limestone, which is 
layered rock, and it went to the 
lowest point, which is the 
quarry,   Givens said. 
Since it was created in the 
1880s, the pond has been used by 
the community in different 
ways. 
The pond was created when 
rocks   were   needed   to   pave 
Wooster Road. The resulting 
quarry was abandoned and then 
allowed to fill with water. 
The first use of the pond came 
at the turn of the century, when 
water was pumped from the 
quarry to help cool machines at 
Bowling Greens electric gener- 
ating plant that were located 
nearby, Givens said. 
AFTER A NEW source of 
electricity was developed, the 
pood was controlled by the 
Bowling Green Women's Club. 
The Women's Club opened the 
pond as opened as the commu- 
nity's swimming pool in 1921 
because there had never been a 
place for women to swim in 
Bowling Green, Urschel said. 
A beach was made on the 
south end of the pond by trans- 
porting 300 truckloads of sand 
from Orchard Circle; a bath- 
house was also built at the south 
end, she said. The bathhouse 
and the old engineering com- 
pany still stand and are used by 
the University's maintenance 
department. 
The pond was operated as a 
swimming pool until about 1929, 
Urschel said. At this time the 
Women's Club sold the pond to 
Mr. Urschel, who had a mort- 
gage on the property. 
In 1936, the Works Progress 
Administration built a new 
swimming pool in the city park, 
Givens said. 
Painting 
continues as 
planned 
by Linda Hoy 
reporter 
Although some on-campus stu- 
dents have voiced concern about 
the painting of their rooms dur- 
ing the school year, the painting 
that has taken place so far has 
"been going beautifully," 
according to William Lanning, 
director of residence manage- 
ment. 
"Because of summer confer- 
ences, we try to paint the public 
eces and ceilings of rooms (in 
Is) in the summer and simply 
do the walls when students are 
in school," said Roland Engler. 
director of plant operations and 
maintenance. 
Both Engler and Dave Fried, 
complex coordinator, said that 
all residence hall painting is not 
done in the summer because of 
summer workshops. 
"There's only a one or two 
month period when it (summer 
painting) can be done," Fried 
said. 'The growth of confer- 
ences in residence halls over the 
years has made it impossible to 
paint all the residence halls at 
one time," Engler said. 
ACCORDING TO Engler, the. 
University uses only its own; 
painters, instead of contracting 
more painters, to keep the cost 
down. 
Harshman Quadrangle is now- 
being painted while Chapman 
and Dunbar halls have yet to be 
painted. Fried said. 
There are six painters who do 
the whole campus, working 12 
months out of the year, Fried 
said. The halls in Harshman are, 
being painted now "because 
that's when they were sched- 
uled," he said. 
Anderson resident Tom Rube; 
sophomore management infor-. 
mation systems major, was one 
student concerned with the 
painting. Prior to the painting, 
Rube circulated a petition pro- 
testing it, which he then for-; 
warded to the Undergraduate; 
Student Government vice presi- 
dent-Ruhe said he is "a little 
sore" about the fact that he's; 
heard nothing about the petition. 
FRIED SAID there were net 
problems with the painting of 
Anderson Hall. On the average, 
20 rooms were painted a day, 
with each room taking no longer 
than an hour. 
Students with lofts had to dis- 
assemble them and the painters 
moved the furniture to the mid- 
dle of the room. Students were 
contacted by the painters either 
personally or by note the day 
before their room was to be 
painted. 
Bromfield resident Sheri. 
Courtney, freshman business: 
major, had her room painteq: 
about 10 a.m. one day. The.' 
painting took about 20 minute*; 
and the walls dried "prettg 
fast," she said. 
Every three years, the reaft 
dence halls are inspected to de-c 
termine the painting schedule.- 
Kreischer Quadrangle is sched- 
uled to be painted in February. < 
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PRO-Peace March planned 
to protest nuclear weapons 
by Julie FauMc 
staff reporter 
What has 10,000 feet, travels 
about 15 miles a day and eats 
more than 3 million meals? The 
Great Peace March does. 
The Great Peace March, put 
on by PRO-Peace, People 
Reaching Out for Peace, is to 
include 5,000 people marching 
from Los Angeles to Washing- 
ton, according to Doug McWfl- 
liams. regional recruiter for the 
march. The inarch will last 
more than nine months, from 
March 1 to about Nov. 15, 1986, 
and will cross 15 states. 
PRO-Peace is a national orga- 
nization working to abolish nu- 
clear weapons, he said. 
The purpose of this march is 
"to ganranixe a peace commu- 
nity of millions and to make 
their voices heard." McWil- 
liams said. "We want to make a 
powerful voice that elected offi- 
cials can no longer ignore." 
He added that the march is a 
non-partisan protect, willing to 
support any candidate who has 
plans for arms reduction. 
MCWILLIAMS SAID the gov- 
ernment plans to spend $85 bil- 
lion on nuclear weapons during 
the next five years. '"We'd like to 
explore bow we can use that 
money in more life-affirming 
ways," he said. 
McWilliams said that organi- 
zation will try to educate the 
public about their views as they 
march, and there will be educa- 
tional sessions for the marchers 
covering topics related to nu- 
clear arms. Topics will include 
things such as economic conver- 
sion from nuclear industries to 
producing consumer goods. 
PRO-Peace is attempting to 
set up a system so that partici- 
pants will be able to get college 
credit for marching. McWil- 
liams said about half the march- 
ers will be students. 
Tsuneo Akaba, an assistant 
professor in the political science 
department is attempting to set 
up a Peace Studies workshop or 
independent study this summer 
wort three credits. He said that 
he will have reading material 
for students, and they will use 
the material to help with some 
peace activities, which could be 
some time spent with the march 
or some type of community 
work. They will then write a 
paper about the experience us- 
ing what they have learned 
Akaha said that he needs to 
have at least 10 students to run 
the program. Anyone interested 
in the class should contact the 
Eolitical science office at 2-2921 
y Friday. 
McWilliams said the total cost 
of the march will be $20 million 
to $25 million. Expenses for the 
march include the purchase of 
2.500 tents for participants and 
six mobile kitchens that will 
serve more than 3 million meals, 
he said. 
Stars such as Bruce 
Springsteen, Kenny Loggins and 
possibly Sting will be perform- 
ing   concerts   to   help   raise 
OS A     Continued from page 1. 
imously approved by the OSA. 
In other business, Todd Baker, 
co-president of OSA and student 
at Kent State University, said he 
wanted to address the issues of 
campus alcohol and divestment 
in South Africa at upcoming 
OSA meetings. 
"We tabled discussion on di- 
vestment at this meeting be- 
cause we didn't think we had 
enough information on the sub- 
ject." Nemes said. "We didn't 
think we were adequately pre- 
pared to make a decision for 16,- 
000 students." 
APARTHEID AND divest- 
ment will be a major topic of 
discussion at the next OSA meet- 
ing, Nemes said. 
Nemes added that USG will 
gain more understanding about 
money, McWilliams said. He 
added that not only do the con- 
certs raise money for the pro- 
jects, but they are a fun way for 
people to get involved in the 
peace effort. 
MCWILLIAMS SAB) the orga- 
nization is seeking sponsorship 
from major corporations and 
aid from universities. 
Another fund-raising tech- 
nique will be "adopt-a- 
marcher." Organizations will be 
able to sponsor participants and 
follow their progress along the 
march, McWilliams said. The 
cost per marcher will be about 
$1 per mile, he said. 
The Social Justice Committee 
had a booth in the Union Oval 
last week, and the Bowling 
Green Peace Coalition will have 
an information booth in Univer- 
sity Hall on Wednesdays and 
Thursdays this month, accord- 
ing to Brian Szittai, a member of 
the coalition and the Social Jus- 
tice Committee. 
The Social Justice Committee 
will be working closely with 
PRO-Peace, and Dan Foley, a 
member of the committee and junior pre-law major, said that 
when the march comes through 
Toledo next September, they 
will try to organize people from 
Bowling Green to meet them 
there in a show of solidarity. 
Szittai said that there have 
been about 50 interested in ei- 
ther marching or helping with 
the march. Graduating seniors 
have shown the most interest in 
marching, he said. 
state issues through involve- 
ment with the organization. 
"OSA is really important be- 
cause it brings together state 
universities, giving us a chance 
to see and meet other dele- 
gates," Nemes said. "But it also 
S'ves USG the chance to really 
ok at state issues." 
USG is already making plans 
for the November OSA meeting, 
which is at the University. 
Scouts set up 'camp'us 
Women still 
enjoy tradition 
of scouting 
by Janet Pavasko 
staff reporter 
There are some things you 
can never outgrow. For 10 
University students, Campus 
Girl Scouts provides an op- 
portunity to further mem- 
ories of campfires, cookie 
sales and songs. 
"Our purpose is to aid 
neighborhood scouts. We at- 
tend a monthly service meet- 
ing which keeps us in touch 
with local leaders," said 
Christy Cox, vice president of 
Campus Girl Scouts. "We 
keep in touch with local high 
school scouts, making them 
aware of campus scouting." 
Cox said the Campus Girl 
Scouts are trying to establish 
and increase the popularity of 
the {group. 
"We are trying to stress the 
positive aspects of scouting, 
such as strong morals and 
values. Some students might 
establish us as being goody- 
;oody but we are normal col- 
;e students," she said, 
irl scouting takes dedica- 
tion. We would rather stay 
small as long as our members 
remain dedicated." 
COX SAID plans to in- 
crease University awareness 
include designing a home- 
coming banner, a group logo 
and T-shirts. 
According to president Les- 
lie Trout, Campus Scouts, 
which began in 1980, was open 
to both males and females. 
"We've never had any guys 
in the group, so last spring we 
Christy Cox 
revised the constitution and 
changed the name to Campus 
Girl Scouts," Trout said. ''We 
hope the new name will in- 
crease recognition among- 
former Girl Scouts; but, guys 
are still welcome to join. 
The group camps and sells 
cookies, but its main project 
is organizing a Tri-State con- 
BG News/Kevin Hopkins 
ference to be held at the Uni- 
versity March 7-9. 
"We provide workshops for 
high school scouts from Ohio, 
Michigan, Indiana and Ken- 
tucky. We hope to (host) 150- 
200 girls," she said. "We want 
to stress to girls that there is 
more to scouting after grad- 
uation." 
(1AO   Continued from page 1. 
"(We) decided a long time ago 
that whoever won, we would 
work together,"she said. 
UAO director Gale Swanka 
agreed on the need for cooper- 
ation. 
"Maybe (the members of 
UAO) didn't walk into the year 
ready to cooperate," Swanka 
explained. With a new executive 
board they are ready to start 
from scratch and develop a new 
sense of professionalism," she 
said. 
Lindsley said she didn't ex- 
pect to be elected into office. "I 
thought there would be more 
people (running,)" she said. 
Four committee directors de- 
clined nomination for the office 
of vice-president. 
With five new committe direc- 
tors and the resignation of two 
officers this year, UAO has un- 
dergone considerable change. 
"But the transition has been 
smooth," Swanka said. 
The 
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BECOME A A LETTER MAN. 
Why are a loi of college men and women 
becoming buddies in Army ROTC 
Probably because Army ROTC is full of 
the land of peopleocher people go out of iheir 
way to meet. 
ROTC students tend to be high achievers 
who are interested in more than their studies 
They're popular students with a serious side, 
but who like to have a good time, too. 
In other words, when people join Army 
ROTC they often meet people a lot like them- 
For more information, contact your Professor 
<if Military Science 
ARMYROTC 
BEALLYOUCANBE. 
MILITARY SCIENCE 101 
Contact Capt. Dave Wolf at the Dept. of Military Science 372-8880 
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Balanced budget supported 
Plan would dramatically alter fund allocations 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The 
Senate voted 75 to 24 yesterday 
to force the federal government 
to balance its budget in six 
years. The vote opened the way 
to expected congressional pas- 
sage of legislation to temporar- 
ily alleviate the government's 
current credit crunch. 
The balanced-budget plan 
would dramatically alter the 
process by which government 
funds are authorized and spent, 
requiring the president and Con- 
gress meet increasingly strin- 
gent   yearly   deficit-reduction 
Under the Reagan administra- 
tion-backed plan, authored by 
Sens. Warren Rudman, R-N.H., 
Phil Gramm, R-Texas, and Er- 
nest Hollings, T>S.C., govern- 
ment spending would have to 
match receipts beginning in fis- 
cal year 1991 - and remain bal- 
anced from then on. The deficit 
for fiscal 1965, which ended Sept. 
30, was about $210 billion. 
The Republican-controlled 
Senate then moved toward ex- 
pected approval of stopgap leg- 
islation to temporarily extend 
the government's exhausted 
borrowing authority, a move to 
assure federal checks wont bo- 
unce. 
THE BALANCED budget pro- 
Cl has been holding up 
er-term legislation to ex- 
tend the national debt ceiling to 
above $2 trillion. It was to the 
longer-term bill that the amend- 
ment to balance the budget was 
attached. 
The current national debt 
reached 11.824 trillion on Mon- 
day, the current statutory ceil- 
ing. 
The debt ceiling extension is 
needed for the cash-short Trea- 
sury to borrow more money to 
continue to operate the govern- 
ment. 
The Democratic-controlled 
House of Representatives, 
which in August approved the 
higher borrowing ceiling, was 
expected to approve the tempo- 
rary debt limit increase by day's 
The measure would let the 
government get by for about a 
week, to allow time for negotia- 
tions between the House and the 
Senate over the longer debt limit 
measure and the balanced-bud- 
get amendment. 
Anticipating that an 
agreement was close at hand, 
the Treasury Department yes- 
terday went ahead with an 
emergency auction to borrow $5 
billion to keep the government 
afloat. Treasury Secretary 
James Baker tola Senate lead- 
ers in a letter that the alterna- 
tive would have been an 
"unprecedented default." 
Official to inspect vessel, 
possible killing in hijacking 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Presi- 
dent Reagan, confronted with 
conflicting reports about the 
welfare of Americans aboard an 
Italian cruise ship held for two 
days by Palestinian terrorists, 
dispatched his Egyptian ambas- 
sador yesterday to inspect the 
vessel to determine whether one 
or more of the U.S. citizens 
aboard had been killed. 
Presidential spokesman 
Larry Speakes said U.S. Ambas- 
sador Nicholas Veliotes flew by 
helicopter from Cairo to Port 
Said and was en route by launch 
to the ship, which stood at 
anchor five miles off the Egyp- 
tian coast. 
The Egyptian government had 
announced that all the passen- 
gers were safe. But a short time 
later, Italian Premier Bettino 
Craxi said an American hostage 
apparently had been killed and 
thrown overboard by the hijack- 
ers. 
Speakes said the United States 
"will do everything possible to 
see that those responsible" for 
hijacking the vessel are brought 
to justice, regardless of the ar- 
rangements Egypt made to gain 
release of the snip, its passen- 
gers and crew. 
HE SAID the hijackers had 
left the ship and were taken to 
an undisclosed location by the 
Egyptians. "We do not know 
where they are," Speakes told 
reporters. 
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News Briefs 
Ohio village declared state of fiscal emergency 
COLUMBUS (AP) - State Auditor Thomas 
J.A. Ferguson yesterday declared a fiscal 
emergency in the village of Irondale, making 
the Jefferson County community the 16th to get 
a fiscal emergency declaration since 1979. 
An examination by state auditors on Dec. 31. 
1984 and July 31 of this year showed that 
Irondale was In default on a $15,000 loan from 
the Ohio Environmental Protection Agency, 
was more than 30 days past due, as of July 31, in 
making payroll payments to the chief of police, juvenile officer and firemen, had accounts 
malable more than 30 days past due from the 
general fund, and had deficits that exceeded 
revenue as ot July 31. 
Irondale Mayor James Smith asked for a 
fiscal emergency determination in August. 
A fiscal emergency declaration paves the way 
for the creation of a seven-member, locally- 
controlled financial planning commission to 
monitor village finances and develop a long- 
range plan to bring the village back to financial 
solvency. 
The village is the 16th Ohio municipality to be 
declared in a fiscal emergency since the fiscal 
emergency law took effect late in 1979. Seven 
have since had the declarations lifted. 
Puerto Rican citizens mourn mudslide deaths 
PONCE, Puerto Rico (AP) - Gov. Rafael 
Hernandez Colon Joined hundreds of mourners 
in the city coliseum yesterday for a mass 
funeral of many of the 68 known victims of this 
week's floods and mudslides. An official said as 
many as 500 more are feared dead. 
Sobbing and wailing relatives and friends 
filed past the caskets of 23 of the 25 bodies pulled 
from the mud and debris of the nearby Ma- 
meyes shantytown, where a Monday morning 
landslide triggered by a tropical deluge de- 
stroyed 400 homes. 
Hernandez Colon said, "This is the worst 
tragedy ever to hit our island in its history. It 
fills me with pain, as governor and as a Ponce 
native." 
Rescue teams working around the clock re- 
ported finding three more bodies under the 
Mameyes mud Tuesday night, bringing the 
unofficial count there to 28. 
Ponce's deputy mayor, Ansel Emeterio 
Atienza, estimated as many as 500 bodies are 
still buried in Mameyes. But Luis Armstrong, a 
deputy district attorney in charge of a tempo- 
rary morgue at the site, said interviews with 
relatives and neighbors led him to believe up to 
100 are still missing. 
Judge dismisses 2 charges against Presser official 
CLEVELAND (AP) - ILS. District Judge 
John Manas approved a motion by federal 
prosecutors yesterday to dismiss two charges 
against John Nardi involving an alleged ghost- 
payroll scheme at a Teamster's local 
As part of an earlier plea agreement, Nardi in 
March had pleaded guilty to one count of 
embezzling the assets of Teamsters Local 507 
and one count of soliciting a bribe as a witness 
from Teamsters President Jackie Presser. 
But Nardi's attorney Friday filed a motion to 
retract the defendant's plea, claiming that 
government prosecutors had failed to reveal 
that Presser - the man whom Nardi was sup- 
posed to testify against before a federal grand 
jury - was an FBI informant. 
Manos allowed Nardi to take back his guilty 
K" a yesterday, prompting the U.S. Justice 
partment attorneys to then seek dismissal of 
the two charges relating to the embezzlement of 
about $110,000 in Teamster funds. 
Special U.S. Attorney Stephen Jigger said 
prosecutors would have to confirm or deny 
Presser's alleged role as an informant in any 
new trial for Nardi. He said that would be 
contrary to Justice Department policy. 
Former director denies knowing of investments 
COLUMBUS (AP) - A former director of the 
failed Home State Savings Bank said yesterday 
that he had never heard of ESM Government 
Securities Inc. before early this year and that he 
"never took anything home except my pay- 
check" from Home State board meetings. 
Stanton Brock said he knew nothing about 
ESM despite Home State's sizable investments 
in the Florida securities firm and state regula- 
tory concerns as early as 1960 about the exent of 
Home State's involvement with ESM. 
Brock, an outside director of Home State from 
1973 until it closed its doors in March, said daily 
operations of the thrift were left up to manage- 
ment. 
"We didn't have any responsibilities other 
than what was implied by being an outside 
director," he said. "They were running the 
company, and we were there to talk about what 
was going on and review the financial reports." 
Brock's comments came in testimony before 
the Ohio Legislature's Joint Committee on 
Savings and Loans, which is examining Home 
State's closing March 8, four days after the 
collapse of ESM. 
Home State's closing triggered runs at some 
other Ohio savings and loans. 
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Congress supports military aid to Afghan rebels 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Con- 
gress has approved about $250 
million in further covert mili- 
tary aid to rebels fighting the 
Soviet-backed regime in Af- 
ghanistan, Senate sources said 
yesterday. 
One source, who with the oth- 
ers asked not to be identified by 
name, said the money will be 
spent to buy large quantities of 
ammunition, small arms, gre- 
nade launchers, and anti-heli- 
copter air defense weapons. 
'It will enable them to replen- 
ish their stocks," he said. "It's a 
one-time replenishment. There 
is nothing being introduced that 
is brand new or especially eso- 
teric. It's the kind of thing easily 
available anywhere in the 
world." 
He said he could not confirm 
reports that the weapons may 
include the British-made Blow- 
pipe portable missile system, 
used by Britain during the 1962 
Falklands War with Argentina. 
The issues of the long Soviet 
occupation of Afghanistan, and 
covert aid by several nations to 
the Afghan resistance, are vir- 
'Prayaway' held 
S. Africans gather in peace appeal 
JOHANNESBURG, South 
Africa (AP) - Tens of thou- 
sands of South Africans of all 
races attended prayer serv- 
ices yesterday to "repent for 
the national sin of apart- 
heid," while blacks around 
the country stayed home 
from work in droves. 
Police headquarters in Pre- 
toria said mobs killed two 
blacks early yesterday in 
black townships outside Port 
Elizabeth in eastern Cape 
Province. Both were victims 
of increasing black mob vio- 
lence against people who may 
be seen as collaborators with 
the white government. Tires 
were placed around their 
necks, they were doused with 
gasoline and burned to death. 
After telephoned bomb 
threats, Anglican Bishop Des- 
mond Tutu and about 100 
other worshipers abandoned 
their prayers briefly in a 
downtown Johannesburg ca- 
thedral, one of hundreds of 
church services conducted. 
WITNESSES reported 
black youths attacked some 
workers as they returned 
home to black townships, al- 
though organizers saia they 
were not seeking a general 
strike. 
Townships that have been 
caught up in 14 months of 
bloody rioting that left more 
than 750 people dead ap- 
peared relatively calm dur- 
ing the nationwide display of 
support for peaceful change 
in the national system of insti- 
tutionalized racial separa- 
tion. 
The "prayaway" was ar- 
ranged last month by about 
400 church leaders from 48 
Christian denominations who 
launched a National Initiative 
for Reconciliation. Tutu, the 
1984 Nobel Peace Prize win- 
ner, initially asked the group 
to endorse a week-long boy- 
cott of work to press for race 
reforms, but the church 
group decided instead on a 
single day of prayer. 
Anti-apartheid groups have 
called protest strikes in the 
past, and about 800,000 work- 
ers joined a two-day "staya- 
way'' last November that 
resulted in widespread vio- 
lence and more than two 
dozen deaths. 
This time, unions and anti- 
apartheid organizations 
made it clear they opposed a 
full-scale work boycott. 
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tually certain to be raised In the 
summit meeting in Geneva next 
month between President Rea- 
gan and Soviet leader Mikhail 
Gorbachev. 
THERE WAS some anno- 
yance in Congress over the lat- 
est aid request because the 
Reagan administration asked 
for the funds late last month, 
immediately before the end of 
the 1965 fiscal year, the source 
said. 
And he said there was some 
concern over the size of the 
request. 
''We're reaching a position 
where a lot of us think there 
should be more debate on this 
program." the source said. 
'"There is a lot of money in- 
volved." 
The funds will be tunneled to 
the Afghan rebels through the 
Central Intelligence Agency, the 
source said. He said the House 
and Senate intelligence commit- 
tees approved the transfer of the 
money last month from secret 
CIA accounts appropriated for 
the 1985 fiscal year. 
By reprogramming CIA 
money that had been appropri- 
ated for a previous fiscal year, 
the Reagan administration 
made the funds available for the 
1986 and 1987 fiscal years. The 
committee actions did not re- 
quire votes by the full House and 
Senate because the money had 
already been approved by Con- 
gress. 
ONE SOURCE said the CIA 
had asked Sens. David Duren- 
berger, R-Minn., and Patrick 
Leahy, D-Vt., the chairman and 
ranking minority member of the 
Senate Intelligence Committee, 
to approve the reprogramming 
on their own authority without 
consulting other members of the 
panel. 
"They refused," the source 
said, adding that the decision 
was made by the full committee. 
The Soviet Union invaded Af- 
ghanistan in December 1979, 
saying it was responding to a 
request for aid from the Marxist 
Afghan government in Kabul. 
Mental health awareness urged 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Her 
voice cracking with emotion, a 
congressman's wife emotionally 
recalled yesterday the anguish 
she felt during her son's 15-year 
battle with mental illness. 
"I used to ask myself what I 
had done wrong to cause him to 
act the way he did," said Norma 
Lagomarsino, wife of Rep. Rob- 
ert Lagomarsino, R-Calif., as 
she occasionally dabbed her 
eyes with a handkerchief. 
"It wasn't until later that I 
learned my son was suffering 
from schizophrenia, and that the 
illness was very, very real," she 
told the the Senate Labor and 
Human Resources Committee. 
Norma Lagomarsino, 59, said 
she agreed to tell her story in 
hopes of educating more people 
about mental illness to eliminate 
the stigma attached to it. 
Thanks to a combination of 
medication and psychotherapy, 
Norma Lagomarsino said her 
34-year-old son has been able to 
K his life in order. She asked 
t he not be identified. 
"He's a student at a univer- 
sity, enjoying his studies and 
college fife. He has a girlfriend 
and tells me he has never been 
happier." 
BUT SHE said the emotional 
and financial toll was high. 
Only after her son was incar- 
cerated at a state hospital for 
destroying property was he 
forced to confront his illness, she 
said. 
Besides talking publicly, 
Norma Lagomarsino and other 
congressional wives have joined 
together in an informal group to 
press lawmakers for more 
money for mental health re- 
"Once the awareness goes up, 
stigma goes down, research 
goes up and services go up," 
said Nancy Domenici, the wife 
of Sen. Pete Domenici, R- 
N.Mex. 
Like the Lagomarsinos, 
Nancy Domenici said one of her 
eight children "had the symp- 
toms of mental illness." 
"It was really hard to find 
help and a lot of doctors are in a 
bind because diagnosing is very 
difficult," she added. 
Last summer, six congressio- 
nal wives wrote to the Senate 
and House appropriations com- 
mittees asking them to increase 
research money for the National 
Institute of Mental Health. 
BESIDES Norma Lagomar- 
sino and Nancy Domenici, they 
included Susan DeConcini, wife 
of Sen. Dennis DeConcini, D- 
Ariz.; Jane Denton, wife of Sen. 
Jeremiah Denton, R-Ala.; Ca- 
therine Stevens, wife of Sen. Ted 
Stevens, R-Alaska, and Corrine 
Conte, the wife Rep. Silvio 
Conte, R-Mass. 
Sen. Lowell Weicker, R-Conn., 
chairman of a Senate Appro- 
priations health subcommittee, 
said fellow panel member Do- 
menici worked hard for more 
money. 
Domenici "put his shoulders 
behind that wheel and I'm de- 
lighted," Weicker said. 
The House has approved $210 
million for research at NIMH for 
fiscal year 1986, an increase of 
$17 million over last year. A 
Senate committee has boosted 
that figure to $216 million, and 
the full Senate will consider the 
issue shortly. 
Shervert Frazier, director of 
the mental health institute, said 
state and local officials must 
turn their attention to the grow- 
ing number of mentally ill peo- 
ple who live on their own, 
without the support of family or 
trained professionals. 
MANY OF those people, be 
said, are young adults with drug 
or alcohol problems. 
Figures from the Department 
of Health and Human Services 
said in 1979 there were an esti- 
mated 1.7 million to 2.4 million 
people suffering from mental 
illness. About 900,000 were insti- 
tutionalized. 
Reg. $10 
During Sept. S Oct.. you con 
register for a chance to 
WIN $100 
at the B.G. Jaycees' 
Recycling Canter 
Ahjffi. Cof.i-Glo.»-Oil'N.w.pop... 
Alum. Cans — 15 lb. 
Op*n 2nd S 4th Sat.. M. mo.. 91 
Jl J I. Foe M.      352-3446 
■ ■ieieieiHSMI    expires 10-16-85 
Haircut 
I Hours 
| THE HAIR REPAIR 
■ Is closed on Mondays 
! T, W, TH, - 9:30 - 6:30 
■ Fri. • 9:30 - 7:00 
I Sat. • 9:30 - 4:00 
l    THE HAIR REPAIR 
"Where quality comes first" 
located In the Stadium View Shopping Center 
Lois      Leah      Suzle 352-2566 
AsaMarmeOflk^youcouklrjemchargeofa a freshman or sophomore, ask about our under- 
Mach 2 + F/A-18A, a vertical take-off Harrier or graduate officer cornmissionirig programs. If you're a 
one ofourother jets or helicopters. And you could junior, check out our graduate programs. Starting 
do itbythe time you're 23. But it takes a special salaries are from $17,000 to $23,000. And 
commitment on your part Vfe   |    -_       ~ l youcancounton 
Go farther,, ■8<*86rtKr ■••tat demand leaders at all levels. Vte teach you to be one. If you're Werelooking fora feu-good men. 
See Capt. Power or Lt. bembenek Oct. 9,10 at the Student 
Union or call collect (313) 668-2211. 
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Late Falcon comeback ties Indiana, 3-3 
Kasten ( 
rises to I 
occasion 
by Ron Fritz 
' sports reporter 
When everybody had the 
Bowling Green soccer team's 
coffin sealed and six feet under, 
the Falcons rose from the grave 
to tie Indiana University 3-3 in 
double overtime Wednesday at 
Mickey Cochrane Field. 
BG rallied from deficits of 24, 
2-1, and 3-2 to tie the Hoosiers. 
With just 5:29 left to play, BG 
. freshman Tom Kasten took a 
comer kick from sophomore 
. Larry Valbuena and kicked it 
past Hoosier goalkeeper Chris 
Paddock to tie the game 3-3 and 
force the extra periods. Neither 
team was able to muster much 
offense in OT. 
"I was just holding my posi- ■ tion on the far side of the goal 
when Larry served the ball," 
Kasten said. "I was going to jump into the crowd bull didn't 
think I had a chance for it. So I 
let the ball fall down and then 
knocked it in." 
IU coach Jerry Yeagley 
wasn't happy with his team's 
effort, but praised BG for never 
giving up. 
"I was very disappointed that 
we gave up the lead three 
times," he said. "But you have 
to give BG credit. They never 
quit. They went after every ball 
hard and played with a lot of 
enthusiasm." 
AFTER TRAILING 2-0 for 
most of the first half, the Fal- 
cons finally got untracked with 
two minutes left in the initial 
period when senior Drew Daw- 
son drilled a shot from 40 yards 
out which found its way through 
a maze of players in front of tne 
net and into the goal. 
; "I have been kicking the ball 
good in practice so I thought I'd 
give it a try," Dawson said. "I 
fust kicked it low and got 
lucky." 
BG coach Gary Palmisano 
wasn't too thrilled to see Daw- 
son shoot the ball, but had no 
complaints when it went in the 
net. 
"When I saw Drew winding up 
I thought no don't shoot it, he 
said. "^But it was an unbelieva- 
ble shot." 
The Falcons (2-5-4) were able 
to tie it at 2-2 with 29:15 left in 
the second half when sophomore 
Steve Alerlc booted in a ball 
which was headed to him by junior Gary Mexicotte. Val- 
buean had served the ball to 
Mexicotte off a corner kick. 
However, BG wasn't able to 
keep the Hoosiers away from the 
goal and with just 8:25 left in 
regulation time, IU forward Rod 
Castro scored his second goal of 
the game past Falcon goal- 
keeper Jeff Vincent. The goal 
put the Hoosiers up 3-2 before 
Kasten came through with his 
heroics. 
THE FALCONS continued 
their fetish for overtimes. In 
four of the last five games, BG 
has gone into OT. In their last 31 
games, the Falcons have gone 
into the extra periods 14 times, 
including six of 11 games this 
season. 
Palmisano said the key for BG 
was going into the game with 
confidence. 
"We couldn't think upset be- 
cause that would already have 
put Indiana above us," be said. 
"We also couldn't go into the 
game saying, well if we beat 
Indiana then ... because we 
would have lost." 
But the Falcons' coach wasn't 
happy with the tie. 
"You can't get too excited 
about a tie," Palmisano said. 
"We have to use this as a step- 
ping stone or building block for 
the rest of the season. The only 
good thing is we scored three 
goals and didn't have to travel 
after the tie. It would have been 
a lot worse if the game was at 
Indiana." 
BG is still undefeated at home, 
boasting a 2-0-3 mark when they 
don't have to travel. The Hoo- 
siers are now 6-5-1 overall. 
According to Yeagley, IU 
lacked the killer instinct they 
has in their 3-0 win over Akron 
last week, which is why they 
didn't beat BG, he said. 
Palmisano was impressd with 
his team's desire to win. 
"The kids really played with a 
lot of heart and character," he 
said. "It was a complete team 
effort." 
r The Getaway 
October Special 
Cider and Doughnut 55 « ! 
eat in or carry out 
with coupon 
998 S. Main     Expires 10/18    352.4162 
by Ron Fritz 
sports reporter 
BG News/Joe Phelan 
Bowling Green's John Felton heads the ball during yesterday's match against Indiana which ended in a 3-3 tie 
at Cochrane Field. The Falcons' Gory Mexicotte and Mark Jackson (background) were also involved in the the 
play. 
Freshman Tom Kasten would 
have been an unlikely choice for 
a hero going into Bowling 
Green's game with Indiana Uni- 
versity yesterday at Mickey 
Cochrane Field. 
However, Kasten, a walk-on 
for the Falcons, scored the goal 
with just 5:29 remaining in regu- 
lation time that tied BG and the 
Hoosiers at 3-3. The game ended 
in the tie following overtime. 
"This was my biggest goal 
ever," Kasten said. ''Especially 
since it was against Indiana." . 
After a successful career at 
Mentor High School, where he 
was named all-Ohio his senior 
year, and a short stint in the 
development program of the 
United States Soccer Feder- 
ation, Kasten chose to walk-on 
atBG. 
"I got a letter from BG, Ohio 
State and some other schoolsi 
but none really recruited me," 
he said. "So I spent the summer 
going to school here and playing 
with some of the guys from the 
team and decided to walk-on. 
"I really wasn't sure I was 
going to make the team, but I 
had to give it a try," Kasten 
said. 
KASTEN, WHO was one of 
five walk-ons kept by coach 
Gary Palmisano, gradually 
worked his way into some play* 
ing time. The first time Kasten 
got playing time was against 
Creighton in BG's 2-1 win in the 
BGSU/ Toledo Trust Soccer 
Cup. 
He not only saw action in the: 
Falcons' third game of the sea-: 
son, but he also scored a goal in 
the victory. 
"There he is playing in his 
first college soccer game and he 
• See Kasten, page 11. 
■ RENTALS 
C>       Starting as low as    UCfr 
10.00 per day 10* per mile 
Must be 21 yrs. old 
SMITH AUTO SALES 
17715 N. Dixie HWY.    352-4324 
ANY LARGE  2 ITEM PIZZA 
l 
l 
I $5.95 I 
we deliver      with coupon       352-3551 
CALL FOR APPLICANTS FOR WOMEN FOR WOMEN- 
SPONSORED POSITION ON ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON 
GENERAL FEE ALLOCATION (ACGFA)* 
We encourage students who are sympathetic to the concerns of women and hove familiarity with an 
understanding of women's issues to apply for the Women-sponsored position on ACGFA. 
Return the application form by Monday, October 14. 5:00 p.m. 
The Women's Center 
315D Student Services Building 
372-2381 
I ( i Interested In applying for the Women for Women-sponsored position on ACGFA. 
Mm 
• ACO» A I* f ho committee responsible for recommending allocation* of General Fee money to 
student organizations. 
SAVE ON YOUR WATCH SELECTION AT KLEVER'S! 
Lassale. 
Because quiet 
elegance is 
his style.        / /: 
A remarkably ihin profile in i 
deliberately simple design The 
nchne» is in the gleam ol gold 
t.me In that Lassale perfection 
ol finish that cant be matched 
In ihe luxurv ol commanding ihe 
highest quartz performance A 
gift par excellence par elegance 
lassale The heritage is obv>ous 1 
KLEVER'S 
—Layaway now for Christmas 
—Many more styles for men and women in stock! 
Mon.,Tues.,Wed.,Fri.l(Hi 
Thar. 10-8, Sat. 10-3 35*6691 
Weekend Special 
Thurs., Fri., Sat. 
Cotton & cotton blend Shirts 
solids, stripes, plaids 
1/4 Off 
Jke PoJL Puff 
525 RJ,. Si. 
V 
TODAY 
is the last day for 
1985 Homecoming King and Queen 
applications to be submitted. 
Open to all BGSU Seniors 
Applications due 5:00 p.m. 
in the UAO Office 
3rd floor. Union 
372-2343 If 
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No more long trips to NIC! 
K.tlS-l.h 
The bus drivers (or Bowling 
Green's athletic teams can 
heave a sigh of relief, Northern 
Illinois is going to drop out of the 
Mid-American Conference. 
Apparently, the DeKalb, HI., 
based university doesn't think 
the MAC is keeping up with the 
rest of the National Collegiate 
Athletic Association in the area 
of scholarships. 
While the NCAA allows 95 
football scholarships per team, 
the MAC has the only conference 
imposed restriction of 80. This 
limitation will be raised to 85 
next year, but NIU wants the 
process to move faster. 
According to the Chicago Sun- 
Times, they are so upset that 
one high-ranking athletic 
department official said there is 
a 90 percent chance that NIU 
will be independent by the 1987 
season and could announce that 
by Dec.l (the start of high school 
football recruiting season) of 
this year. 
"I don't think that anyone's 
aware of the seriousness of our 
intent," NIU athletic director 
Robert Brigham said. "The 
other schools are aware that 
we're unhappy but that's the 
extent of it?' 
All I can say is goodbye, good 
riddance and goodluck. 
HAVING MADE the trip 
myself (and preparing to make 
it Nov. 2 when the BG football 
team plays at NIU), I can safely 
say that no one is going to miss 
the seven to eight hour drive 
through the heart of no-man's 
land. If you ever want to get to 
DeKalb (Lord knows why), Just 
go west until you hit Chicago and 
the next semblence of 
civilization (some 60 miles past 
the Windy City) is the home of 
NIU. 
The MAC is a fairly 
consolidated conference with 
most schools within reasonable 
driving distance of each 
other.Getting to last week's 
... they are so upset that one high- 
ranking athletic department official said 
there Is a 90 percent chance that NIU will 
be independent by the 1987 season and 
could announce that by Dec.l (the start of 
high school football recruiting season) of 
this year... All 1 can say is goodbye, good 
riddance and good luck.  
game in Kalamazoo, Mich, took 
little over three hours. 
But even Ball State, NTU's 
closest MAC counterpart, is 
some five hours away. Hours 
spent traveling from Kent State 
to DeKalb could reach double 
figures. 
NIU is trying to make a power 
play of the MAC office but 
they're probably doing the 
conference a favor. Those 
drawing up travel budgets 
across the MAC will not waste 
any time lamenting the 
abscence of NIU. 
Maybe NIU thinks that they 
are such a perenial conference 
powerhouse that the MAC will 
fall to its knees to keep the 
Huskies. The problem is, 
nothing could be farther from 
thetruth.  
THE HUSKIES are far from 
patsies, but they aren't exactly 
steamrolling every MAC team. 
The Huskies are a far-from- 
dominant 159-161 in basketball 
against MAC schools, a program 
they take great pride in. 
On the gridiron, the Huskies 
have been consistent but far 
from spectacular. To their 
credit, they did win the 
California Bowl in 1963. 
However, in their ten-year 
association with MAC teams, 
they have posted a less than 
impressive 48-80-5 mark. 
Despite that mark, it seems 
that NIU thinks it can become 
the big school in the Chicago 
area and they say they done 
studies that prove it I'd like to 
know who did these studies, 
especially since Big-10 member 
Northwestern is nearby. 
In addition, there is Illinois (another Big-10 member) and 
Illinois State to contend with. 
Nearby, there is Wisconsin to 
the north and South Bend, Ind., 
Howard's club H     ] 
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* VOTED BEST BAR IN BG * 
October 10, 11.12 
Thursday 
Friday 
Saturday 
210 N. MAIN NO COVER 
i 
MAKE YOUR DREAK 
TO DEKTLEY'S! 
You deserve a break and 
Bentley's in the Holiday 
Inn, has just the risht 
deals for you. Monday throu$h 
Saturday enjoy special drinks at special 
prices! And, don't forget the Bentley's 
Happy Hour, every night from 4-9 pm 
featuring our famous Sip 'n Dipl Make 
your break a "Bentley's break!" 
■entity's in the Holiday Inn-Iowling Green 
1590 E. Woost.r St. • Bowling Green, OH 43403 • 3S2-52I1 
\. 
dome of Notre Dame, to the 
The Huskies scheduled 
Wisconsin, Northwestern and 
Iowa this year and, as could be 
expected, got thumped three 
times. However, they received 
some big money for those games 
and Brigham said that, because 
of those cash incentives, NIU 
will continue to take on big- 
name schools. 
I THINK the big money NIU 
made this year during non- 
conference play has blurred 
their senses. 
It will take a mere two or 
three seasons of getting 
pummeled as an independent for 
NIU to wish they were in a 
conference. After NIU goes 
through a few years living like 
kings from these big money 
games and getting crushed, the 
Huskies will find it hard to 
schedule a game with a 
respectable Division I opponent. 
In other words, the gravy 
train won't last forever. 
Independents live in a feast or 
famine mode. If an independent 
is good, like Air Force, then they 
wiB get scheduled with toxHWcth 
teams. If an independent is not 
so good, like NIU will be after a 
few years, they'll end up filling 
in non-conference games for 
McNeese State. 
Akron, who went 2-1 against 
MAC teams in football this year, 
is just itching to take NIU's 
Cce. So throw the Huskies to 
dogs and let them take their 
lumps as independents. 
NIU will be happy to get out of 
the MAC, Akron will be happy to 
get in and athletic team bus 
drivers around the conference 
will have reason to 
celebrate... and so will the rest 
of us dreading this year's trip to 
NIU. 
Playoff Picture 
Oliver's 10th inning single propels Jays win 
TORONTO (AP) - Al Oliver slapped a single 
to left field with two outs in the 10th inning, 
driving home Lloyd Moseby from second base 
and capping a two-run rally off Kansas City 
relief ace Dan Quisenberry that gave the 
Toronto Blue Jays a 6-5 victory yesterday and a 
commanding two-game lead in the American 
League playoffs. 
Moseby had been the center of controversy In 
the top of the 10th, when Kansas City scored to 
take a M lead. 
But the quick trunaround in the Blue Jays' 
fortunes sent the best-of-seven series to Kansas 
City for Game 3 tomorrow night with the 
Roayls in an unenviable position. 
The Royals started as if they would easily 
snap their nine-game postseason losing streak 
taking an early 3-0 lead. But this game was full 
of twists and 10th inning was the most dramatic 
of all. 
Willie Wilson scored from second base when 
center fielder Moseby trapped Frank White's 
with two outs in the top of the inning, 
Kansas City the lead for the second 
White hit a hard liner up the middle. Moseby 
came charging in, reached down and scooped 
rthe ball, raising his glove as if he had made 
catch. 
Second base umpire Ted Hendry ran toward 
Moseby but did not make an immediate call. 
Hendry looked toward crew chief Dave Phil- 
lips, who was on the right-field line, for help, 
and Phillips waved that Moseby had trapped 
thebalT^ ' 
While all this was happening, Wilson, who led 
off the 10th with a single and stole second, 
scampered home. 
Different angles showed different results on 
the replay. 
Los Angeles opens series with win over Cards 
LOS ANGELES (AP) - Los Angeles stole an 
offensive ploy from St. Louis last night, and 
Fernando Valenzuela pitched the Dodgers to a 
4-1 victory over John Tudor and the Cardinals 
in the first game of the 1985 National League 
playoffs. 
Bill Madlock, acquired by the Dodgers five 
weeks ago in a trade with Pittsburgh, was the 
offensive catalyst in both innings in which the 
Dodgers scored. 
Valenzuela worked 6 1-3 innings for his first 
victory in nearly a month, and the Dodgers 
scored their runs with the help of an error, a 
stolen base and a two-out squeeze bunt, offen- 
sive tactics more commonly thought of as 
belonging to the Cardinals. 
The opportunistic Cardinals, meanwhile, 
wasted one opportunity after another against 
Valenzuela. 
The best-of-seven series, which opened be- 
fore a Dodger Stadium crowd of 55,270, contin- 
ues tomorrow night with a match of right- 
handers - Orel Hershiser, 19-3, of the Dodgers 
against Joaquin Andujar, 21-12. 
Hasten 
Continued from Daee 10. 
takes the ball the length of the 
field, splits two defenders, and 
scores, Palmisano said. "I just 
looked at Charlie (McSpiritt. 
BG's assistant coach) ana said 
why not?" 
Against IU, Kasten took a 
comer kick from Larry Val- 
buena in front of the net and put 
it past Hoosier goalkeeper Chris 
Paddock. 
That shot, his second goal of 
the year, was Just as spectac- 
ular as his first collegiate goal, 
according to Palmisano. 
"Tommy really made a gor- 
geous shot," he said. "He didn't 
panic or rush it. He showed a lot 
of poise in putting it in the net." 
Kasten. who stands 5-foot-9 
and weighs 145 lbs., wasn't only 
working hard for playing time 
when he made the team, but also 
for the respect of his team- 
mates. 
"BEING A walk-on, I was 
trying to establish myself so the 
other guys weren't afraid to 
pass the ball to me," Kasten 
said. "I think I'm to the point 
where they have confidence in 
me and respect me." 
The one thing you notice about 
Kasten when he enters a game is 
he is always hanging around the 
net. The forward attributes this 
to the coaching he has redeved. 
"My high school coach Tom 
Macker always taught me to go 
for the goal,'' he said. "And my 
Ohio Amateur Soccer League 
coach Sam Bothel told me when- 
ever I'm near the goal to go for it 
and shoot." 
«f tint WOM&tf'S tfcXJM 
sharing 
Native and 
SATVRPAY, 
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IPANU49KM 
vwpvr 
BRING TOUR LUNCH!! 
other Natural 
Women's Chants and 
Dances.... 
Anylee,  Iroquoi 
.Apprenticing 
Medicine Woman 
will share 
Ancient Vi? <U "       $5 donation 
Wisdom for the Next Age— requested 
[kcAuAtM*^.    Female/Male Energy 0 Energy Balancing 
Healing the Healers of Mother Earth 
/ Female Moontime Energy •* 
Halley's Comet:  Gate to the New Age 
PiJjO-    Music and Movement and Tai Chi Chuan 
If cJuAtW
SPONSOI5:      WHEN FOR K0HEN / ART THERAPY / KONEN'S STUDIES 
BLACK STUDENT UNION 
OPEN HOUSE 
MEETING 
APARTHEID RALLY 
SIGN PAINTING 
PIZZA PARTY 
When: Thursday, October 10        FREE! 
Time: 6:30 FREE! 
Where: Amani FREE! 
RALLY AGAINST APARTHEID 
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 11 
11:30  Rally, Univ. of Toledo 
2:00   Play (Video for a better under- 
standing of Apartheid by 
South Africans) 
Taft Room Union 
3:00     Rally Oval Union 
5:00    March Toledo's International Park 
•If in need of transportation call BSU 372-2692 
Toledo's BSU 537-4281 
BSU is just BS WITHOUT U 
Buy your sweetheart 
a rose! 
Sweetest Day Rose Sale 
and raffle 
through Oct. 11 
9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
Union Foyer 
$1.50/rose and free chance 
in raffle for 
dinner for two 
at Aspen, Sundance 
and Tradewinds 
Roses will be hand delivered on 
campus 
1 
372-2343 
Cash & Carry 
Good Through October 12th 
Long Stem .   ^   -^    __ 
Red Roses  $10.00 
dozen 
Select .   wm    _ _ 
Carnations     $5.00 
dozen 
Mixed 
Bouquets $3.50 
pack 
Place Homecoming Mum Orders as 
soon as possible 
Group Orders $2.00 each 
Singles $2.50 each 
Your choice of ribbons, printing, etc. 
4JT*       434E.WOOSTER     N£ 
«$* IN THE DAIRY QUEEN BLDG.   (J> 
.V 
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CAMPUS AND CITY EVENTS 
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COMVCMAMM Bl LM CAM M OAMKLLE 
1 Ul   M4   ».» I 110   E WOOSTER   12 
ATTENTION: Frkjey. Oct. 11 It your LAST day 
to become t nm of Ihe Arnertcen Manuri- 
ng Aaaocaaaon Sign up In So BA toy* and 
gin If AMA mptrttootl  
Bac« Student Union Open Home 
Mealing 
Arjertherd Rely 
Sign Parting 
Pbza Party 
Thureday. Oct  10 « 30 cm nthaAnayil 
CMtWl III CuiatlaaUllaMI wi have a 
meeang n the 2nd Door Commont (tllUl tie 
BO News) In WM Mil on Uondty. Oct 14 
Joumetsm. VCT. tKO. RTVF tnd other com- 
nuHoMom major* welcomed » l« «• 
campus mode  
COSBMB SOON: A hum tree way lo IM a 
rate homt — brought to you by (he American 
Marketing AaaocMon  
Tha Earl Oaugntara ol Ina Woman a Drum 
October 12. 1985 
10 a.m. — 4:30 p.m. 
Top Floor Otlenhauer Waal 
Sponaorad By  Woman tor Woman/An There- 
pyflttoman'a Sajdy  
Trla "TAKE BACK THE MQMT" 
I' B Wn 
ana aM Meaday. Oat 14 at WO p.m 
at ma Faaajty It—Bt at ma Waif 
WANTED: MOKE TO ABORT OPJuaDPA- 
RWTSI CALL TBMT: 171-aee* ON UN 
man AU WBLCOMEU  
LOST AND FOUND 
Loot Large amount ol monay at Woman t 
voeeybal gama Friday night  Reward   Plant 
eel 688-3096  
Found Dog S/27. ytoMy ol E. WooaUr ( 
Wain fitraala. Light brownish, amal dog. 
3523814  
LOST CALCULUS ANO ANALYTIC GEOME 
TRY BOOK BY SCHENK ITS A LARQE BLUE 
BOOK. ANO VERY IMPORTANT F FOUND 
CALL 352 1385 OR DROP OFF M OEOLOQY 
DEFT OFFICE. ...  
A SS3 THANK-YOU QOES OUT TO THE 
DELTA ZETA SOFTBAa COACHES: BLAKE. 
ROOD. PAUL. AND J.T. YOU OUY8 WERE A 
GREAT HELP, WE COULDNT HAVE DONE IT 
WITHOUT YOUI 
LOVE-THE DEE ZEES 
AU SAE DMONAP VWT1MSI 
»tt tan wha yea ami Ar* y's« reeeyT Ow 
mam a> Bat hay tt oaty a waa* awayl 
"55T 
Arm. BO*U TOUR OMOU (ACRONYM POM 
TOuaaFFK PEOPLE): 
« OUR MANDATORY PRE- 
VIEW DAY TRAHtMQ BCTTPNOS ON: 
Oat Mk, l a- a. - MeFaa IBH Re 
Oat l tax, 1 a.*. - MeFaa: AaaamMy n 
Oat tMk. ■ pja. - in Waal Hal 
YOU ONLY MUtTAIIENB ONI 
• MOM DAY* 
■TV. THE 
AOMTMNI 
FESTIVAL SERIES FREE 
PRE-CONCERT DISCUSSION 
Join Or. Vlncant Corrtgan at 7 30pm In Bryan 
Radial Hal ol ma Moora Muecal Ana Center 
tor a Iraa pre-BEAUX ARTS TRIO concart 
dacuseion  
RIDES 
I dnaiiaim am a rtda to LatiMae. aw» 
gan Ma waatand ol Oat 11 and back M> B.O. 
an San. I wM pay aaa I. Plaatt tafta mal 
lllHI'l Aekhx Amy  
KEVM MARUBKIN 
HAPPY IM BMTHOAY 
HAVEABLA8T 
LOW, AMY 
BOSU BaSeee I ar HOT Mar aaa mrafcx al 
"- YOU CAN PROVE THERE'S A 000, THEN 
I'LL BELIEVE IN MM". MAYBE YOU'VE SAU 
THAT BEFORE OR HEARD IT FROM OTHERS 
JOSH MoDOWELl SET OUT TO DIBPROVE 
THE OeaaTlAN FAITH IN THE SAME WAY 
ME WOULD OISPROVE A CASE IN AN AMERI- 
CAN COURTROOM. BUT IN THE END CAME 
TO SOME VERY INTERESTING CONCLU- 
SIONS. CHECK OUT THE EVIOENCE FOR 
YOURSELF M "A SKEPTIC'S QUEST" AT 
COLLEGE LIFE', THIS THURSDAY, 7:30 
P.M., 3rd FIR. UNION, ALUMNI ROOM. SPON- 
SORED BY CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST. 
FREE APaMBStQtL 
SERVICES OFFERED 
FOUTS TYPPtQ 
$1.00 per paga. double epecod 
On oamput pick-up 4 00 pm 669-2679 
Pregnant? Concamt? Fraa pragnancy Mat. 
Oblaeava mtormaPon Cal NOW 354-HOPE 
ALL YOUR TYPING NEEDS 
FPOMPT ANO PBOFESSIONAl 
CAU CLARA 352-401 7   
Oct 1 »m. Satantt,, 2,000 toests pkia am 
••^"•••■a* le MvfJfMf nVMlW Off PTX pTIMf^vaiV 
Baa PiaHaamRttiialai. Ttia a mat at al peo- 
Ha t aa VolaaMar QuUee la • raai 
>ilw » ar nat Rgara. a year waatd Ma to 
nek. out eleeoo aBand ana al ma lokewln* 
lalnamtaiHiai. 
Oat • at 1 p.*. m m*t» Aa •or, Pm 
LAG* 
Tha LaaUan and Qay Alanca 
wfl maat tonight In tha neegtoua  Education 
room ol St   Thomas Mora at S 30 p.m. To- 
rsght's topic la Mock Panels   Opan to tha 
pubic Bring attend! 
RESUMES ANO COVER LETTERS 
proltltlonati wrtltan tor tl laao* 
Vary raaaonaala 352-3744 
PERSONALS 
Oat 10 at • pm. ki in Waal Haa 
BRIAN Mtnraaa Mania aaa a Deal Thank* tor 
aharlng my birthday with ma and making It tha 
baal ever" Lova and Uaaaa and 
RACHELLE 
Chrta CtialaiRi 
Tea* Mar  sleets  naa...caaaa the   Atoha 
PtlllMl data party la aarr I days awayl Oat 
iinkidllkmayaal 
LkM 
CongrMuaWora BOM Faranaki Taam 1« 
Ptaaa M Merer**' Wowl 
Ingrtd 
The Getaway 
50*off 1 dozen 
Doughnuts with coupon 
Expires Oct. 18 
998 S. Main 352-4162 
We deliver 7"am  lo 9" weekdays,  7" to   10* 
Saturday, No delivery Sun. 
B^^Mi^sysfdQ^^^rl^^ 
'! 
Oaa. Joan, Donna and Jan 
Latt Friday waa Ha boat and ao am youl 
Tha Champagna Fourttm, Tha Baroar Snoppa 
Ouartal Oaa, I hopa > waa a Happy 22ndl 
Thanks tor auch a graal amal 
Lova yal Your Suado Roommla. Anna  
DEE ZEES- 
GET WOUND-UP FOR THE WESTERN WPtD- 
IN DATE PARTY!! 
DELTA ZETA TOUWNQ QUEEN CANOCATE 
CARLA STRAWMAN 
     VOTEI VOTEI VOTE! 
Parma and Mail, 
That a war" 
BEWAREIi 
NAHA 
ON) YOU KNOW 
AprjroxrnakaV how many parking ttckata are 
gkan out each year on campus? 
A. 5.000 C. 20.000 
B 10.000 0. 40.000 
Have a due? Check Friday'a paper tor me 
l*5tr.l1uri 
WfH, If VOUfTHtK  ARE 50 
PPPW  Ft*  JFlrW CHOlCKi  I 
EX6TENCE,   COUO BE  A 
WHAT urn kanhiW. BEING. 
TOU ELECT /'M "OU OR A 
TO Bt'/Gim-WT HOW 
lONt UOUID IT IAST» 
OR. I COULO BE  nN ttANrWE 
C8JECT    BEING COMPOSED  OF 
MATTER, m nTOMC CCWONiNTS 
UOUID EAST FOREVtR!   UPON 
DfelNTEGRATON,  (D BECOME 
A PART Of THE   UNMEfKl 
AS A  WHOLE 
I KNOU A TWU C6V0U5LV 
KSWWPIT IHAVWT HEP«D 
CKTK.I    y   ABOUT  Trie 
I    The BG News' .Classified Information. Mail-In Form 
DEADLINE: Two days prior to publication no later than 4 p.m. 
(BG News not responsible tor postal service delays) 
RATES: per ad are 60' per line, $1 80 minimum 
50' extra per ad lor bold type. 
Approximately 35-45 spaces per line 
PREPAYMENT is required lor all non-university related business and individuals. 
NOTICE: The News will not be responsible for error due to illegibility or incomplete Information. Please 
come to 214 West Hall immediately if there is an error in your ad. The news will not be 
responsible lor typographical errors in classified ads for more than two consecutive Insertions. 
CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM 
Name  
Address  
Social Security # or Account #  
(For billing purposes only) 
Please print your ad clearly. EXACTLY how you wish It to appear: 
(Circle words you wish to appear in bold type)  
Phone # 
ClassHlcatron in which you wish your ad to appear: 
      Campus S City Events" 
      Lost 4 Found , 
       Rides 
       Services Ottered 
Personate 
Wanted 
Help Wanted 
For Sale 
For Rent 
•Campus/Clty Event ads are published free of charge tor on* day tor a non-profit event or meeting only. 
Date* of Insertion 
Total number el days. 
Mail to: (On or Off-Campus Mat) 
The BG News 
214 West Hal BGSU 
Bowling Green, Onto 43403 
(Checks payable to BG News) 
Phone: 372-2601 
— faaiaaaaai    I II I        11  |B3| 
IS THE COUCH HEADY? 
JUd-T 
II 
JUST CAU 
DOUG. MUNPe and TOM CAHOON. 
Potah your boots, enarpen your spurs. 
Fnteyl be BUPCP. - that's tor aural 
OCT PtYCHtD - We are' 
Lova, your Oaa Zaa data  
DTD 
I steady dull 
Oat excaad tor Kidnap' 
00 
Eaten LMtooh. I want to thank you tor tha 
phone cat I raoahod from your friend Petti It 
ahowa mat you donl have the courage to M 
•omfjona wwwfjht In tnty oy*J soouf Ina proCMama 
In your He You have to lei your beat Wand 
•*■ to aapINn your probtoma to others Do you 
eaaact ma to btteie that you aduaty have two 
boyklanoaT 
I asa aa kaaaa/ ta hare yau as my Waell 
Laatkas kanaard to aome add Hmee! Wet- 
eaasetslhebeelAlahsPhllamllyllltoeeyeu 
Xaaaall 
tata, Baj Jeaa. 
U Mary Aloe. 
ToragM'a ale raght you aa And out 
What your Bkj a tt about. 
So oat ready to party Into na na» 
Wat have a Uaat and do ■ up nghtl 
Lova, Your Atont Oam Big 
UTTLE LESUE FUBMAN- 
WELCOME TO THE BEST ALPHA PHI FAM- 
IY. I HOPE THOSE LONG HOURS ON THE 
BACK STA«S WSBE WORTH ITI 
UTB-BP3 EJLKN 
Frtday -Happy Hourt" 
rta at 3 p.m.. Hot doge SO- 
Paraw SAC M' sls's end all SAC s, dan't 
toraat akaM tat rl.ali. aaiaahl, t:00 et 
Markal aalpaaakadl 
Lovely ramaaona $2 BSItoien Caah S Carry 
Floral Ongmals by Qragory Scotte 
BIS El 
QRCCX WEEK 
STCEPJNO CCaaWTTEE: 
C0N0PATULATIONSI 
AU OF YOUR SUPPORT 
HELPED TO MAKE ORCEK WEEK A 
OPCAT SUCCESS! THANK YOUI 
>eak akl II meana aa much 
You're my tavonte Phi Pal and Irlend   Thanks 
tor everything awaanel I hopa to aaa more 
Stargazing, atudy breaks, "t nuiriUlii". tnps to 
tot B to gal baby,  champagne  tor  2  and 
randervoualng at S a.m. Maybe boon II give 
you a back rub from your toee up lo your 
fingers I Lara Yaalt 
Your blonde, blue-ayad Kappa. Laa Ana 
Ouys N QaM Jean Jackata 
S27.9S 1 Up Jam N Things 
S31 Rtoge, Open tonight a 8:00 p.m. 
HEY JONMANKE 
OMpayohad 
For Alpha Game Oat a 
Clue Data Party 
 From you know who!!!! 
KEVkM MANUSKM 
NAPPY JOB, ajsajHOAY 
HAVE A BLAST 
 LOVC. AMY  
JANET, SO OLAD THAT YOU DCCaDCO TO BE 
A VOLUNTEER TOUR OUOC FOR PREVIEW 
DAY ON OCT. 1WX LAST YEAR CHRIS AND I 
HAD A LOT OF PUN ANO OOT TO MEET A 
LOT OF NEW PEOPLE. 
- CAN'T WATT UNTM. THE lath. MARK 
P.*. DON'T FOROET THE TPJUWNO MEET- 
INOS ON OCT. I - S.-SB p.m., Oct. 10 - I 
PJB. M McFALL ASSEMBLY ROOM. OR OCT. 
1»m - I p.m. PI 121 WEST HALL DON'T 
WORRY JANET, YOU ONLY HAVE TO AT- 
TEND ONE MEllPtO m ORDER TO BE A 
VOLUNTEER OAaOE.  
JENNY HASSELSCHWERT 
WHEN I MET YOU THftOOGH RUSH...I JUST 
KNEW YOU WERE THE ONE I WANTED FOR 
MY UTTLEII CANT TELL YOU HOW HAPPY I 
AMI THERE ARE SO MANY QOOO TIMES AND 
SO MUCH LOVE TO COMEI 
ALPHA PHI LOVE ANO MeMEi 
YOUR BO, USA 
la asa. Atoat PM ewe tad aaaal Uaa 
MATT OUNLtWQ: MWANE I 
Yeu «M be KBNAPPED 
Oct. 11 
 Nataaaalaaicitlirj  
Nancy laaaa: Thorpe Mama. Bear Van Queen 
srMBSQ). 
Your ma mrnks that you as Xi moat FAN- 
TASXIC BO In M enure Work) I lova youl' 
n lova ahvays and mine. B Nm 
PS Arant thoaa AJpha XI girls lust graal? 
EDAYS 
TITHE 
MO CELEBRATION! 
JOHN MacCONALD 
Say goodbye to your loved onaa. Stapoutaida 
your room, you're dead. 
Your Tag 'smim          P S Have e race day 
KELLY FLASCK ANO RKK QUM— 
CONQRATULATIONS  ON YOUR ALPHA XI 
DELTA-ALPHA BKUrU PM PPtNINOI! WHAT 
TOOK YOU SO LONG? BEST WISHES FOR 
THE FUTURE. 
THE BROTHERS OF ALPHA SMMA PM 
PAMMY MUELLER. 
THANKS) I HEARD YOU WERE MARVELOUSI 
I REALLY APPRECIATED IT. 
LOVE YA. KOREY 
PMPHPRBM 
PHI PSI PRIDE 
0AVESTB9aER. 
YOUR PM PSI BROTHERS CONORATULATE 
YOU ON BECOMSM A NEW MEMBER OF 
THE SJBM VARSITY SWIM TEAM. SPECIAL 
CONGRATS FROM YOUR 11 PLEDGE BROS. 
QOOO JOBIII 
PMPSIPRIOE 
 PMPMPRajE  
PI k APP COACHES: (LMA AND PAM) 
WANKS FOR ALL THE EFFORT 
PUT INTO SUPPORT**} ANO MOTIVATING 
THE 9 MAN PI KAPP CROWD WE MANAGED 
TO MAKE A HELL OF A LOT OF NOISE AND 
HAVE EVEN MORE FUN! YOUR SISTERS ANO 
THE ZEBE'S DO A SUPER JOB WITH THE 
EVENT WE TOOK OUR SECOND PLACE IN 
THE GREEK GAMES THE HARD WAY ANO 
THE SPmn PLACING THE OLD FASHIONED 
WAY."WE EARNED mil" WATCH OUT AL- 
PHA CHTS ANO DELTtl 
 LOVE THEM ALPHA PHftl  
Bralraut 
Friday ''Happy Hourt" 
Storta at 3 p.m., Hot dogs SO- 
THANKS TO OUR KAPPALON COACHES DEE 
AND MKEI WE COULDNT HAVE ASKED FOR 
ANYONE BETTER!! 
LOVE. THE ALPHA PHIS 
THANK   YOU   SHELLY   NASSR   ANO   KM 
GALBRAITH FOR ORGANIZING THE BEST PM 
MU DATE PARTY VETI 
   LOVE. YOUR PHI MU SISTERS 
KELLY FRABCR ANO MtXE DUFFY- 
CONGRATULATIONS    OH    YOUR    ALPHA 
GAMMA    DELTA-ALPHA    SIGMA    PM    L*. 
VAUEMNXII  BEST  WISHES FOR   THE  FU- 
TURE. 
THE BaOTHERS OF ALPHA SMMA PM 
KCVWaL 
NAPPY lath ROOMKI 
YOU'RE ALMOST AS OLD Al YOUR 10 SAYS 
YOUAREI 
LETS PARTY, DOUG 
THE BEAUX ARTS TRKJ 
RUSH TICKETS $2 
TONIGHT at Bom II Kobecker Hal. MMAC 
Ruth Tlckete go on ask) at 7:46pm 
Han »2 and your BQSU vatd B 
SuMact to avatabaty - ONE 
rjekat par BQSU K> 
Tha beat way to warm-up tot a weekend la wan 
tat AJpha Gama! Ware ready to party toraghtl 
ThaAtohaSkjt 
I 
I 
V 
Urge 1 Item Pin., 
$4 in house only 
urith drink purchase 
with coupon 
\ I 
I 
I J 
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
ACROSS 
1 New England 
colltyo or town 
8 Black SM 
sturgeons 
15 ignsousrock 
16 Ebenitas . 
Cam and AMI 
17 Grimm duo 
19 OA'sdogrM 
20 ODserves 
21 Neapolitan 
crowd 
22 Moslem 
potentates 
24 Presidential 
nickname 
26 Word with 
•tnng or po le 
20 Ditches 
20 Und«  
amis (A (nend 
of mine) 
29 Barracks boss, 
informally 
30 Oxygen 
requiring 
organism 
32 Thinly 
scattered 
34 Reproach 
oneself 
35 White linen 
vestment 
36 Laundry worker 
40 More good 
nat u red 
44 Magnifying 
lens, in Spun 
45 Newt 
47 Skier S Course 
48 Donkey, in 
Normandy 
49 Aviation org 
50 Gardener s 
need 
51 Atr-cond 
measure 
52 Unaffected 
5* National 
commercial 
org. 
57 Circus duo 
00 Infinite 
61 Offensive 
62 Doese 
publishing 10b 
63 Gauged 
Mltee) by Trade Mkhrl iaffe 
DOWN 
1 Facing stone 
2 Muscle pain 
3 Herb of the 
nightshade 
family 
4 Printing 
measures 
5 Nothing, in 
Nice 
6 Normandy 
town 
7 Four o Clock 
break, to some 
8 Inah maledic- 
tion 
9 Move Mile by 
llllle 
10 Larry s Swedish 
cousin 
11 Japanese 
apncot 
12 Go- (doers) 
13 A mean value 
14 Moon goddess 
18 Goddess of 
victory 
23 Notched 
25 Euiopean 
freshwater fish 
27 Drench 
29 Yard and 
garage events 
31 Neighborly 
gathering 
33 Handle rudely 
36 Curdle, as milk 
37 Say it again 
38 Guaranteed 
39 Lease amounts 
40 The Hollywood 
dream 
4i Fiullst.eg 
42 Lacking vigor 
43 Passed on the 
news 
46 Satyr, to a 
Roman 
52 Quid ? 
(What now') 
53 Latin l verb 
54 Clerical tllle 
55 Endure 
58 New Deal agcy. 
59 Kind Of DO. 
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE 
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TO JAN aWeSJPP-LEt 
A WRPtKLf I A WRPaXLE! 
A-aAOOY-TUtl-TUtJ 
WI WON'T LET YOU FOROET 
ANOnm BaTTHOAY HAS COMEI 
LOVE. YOUR PAVORITE FOBTORIA MEP's 
TO OUR DATES JAY ANO BRIAN- 
FROM MATTRESS MANIA AT SIQMA NU'S TO 
ALPHA QAM'S OCT A CLUEI HOPE 
YOU'RE READY TO PARTY AOAM CAUSE 
WE ARE! uOVE, NANCY ANO RACHELLE 
TO OUR SOMA CW DATES   JIM ANO ERIC 
The hunt's IM Saturday 
ooma at you may, 
Wa know youl have no problem arUh tha duaa. 
kx each wt lead to Booze 
Tha •« get you motivated 
and you aura wR be sad it's us you dated 
Lova, your AJpha Oam Desee. Aaaan tnd Use 
TO THE BROTHERS OF PHI KAPPA TAU: 
We're drunk, we're aay but mat's okay wa'n 
CRAZY!' Thank* kx making Oraek Weak I 
baal. You guy* are ma BESTII 
AJpha Oam lova and MUe. Rachete 
KEVM MARUSKIN 
HAPPY MM BBTTHOAY 
HAVE A BLAST 
LOVE. AMY 
WOMEN'S PITRAMtJRAL BOWLING ENTRIES 
DUE WED . OCT. IB BY 4:00 PM M M 
OFFICE AT 108 REC CENTER 
75 YEAR* OF CAPJNO 
BECOME PART OF THE TEAM 
OPJENTATrON LEADER APPLICATIONS 
AVAH-ABLE M aM STUDENT SERVICES 
75 YEARS OF CARINO 
75 YEARS OF CARlNO 
rsVaVUNOFCAMM 
L8AT • MCAT • OMAT ■ ORE 
NTE • CPA REVEW ■ NCLEX 
STANLEY KAPLAN EO CENTER 
NO t M TEST PREPARATION 
(419) 536-3701 TOLEDO 
JOB* THE ATHLETIC BANO 
ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING 
MONDAY. OCT  28. 8.15 p.m. 
Room 1012, MUSICAL ARTS CENTER 
Slop by Room 1010 MMAC BuMlng. or cal 
372-2186 Brass payer* especaty needed 
Credit avaatOie 
HEYI CLARINET PLAYERS ANO ALL 
FORMER HP3H SCHOOL BANO MEMBERS 
join a University Concert Band lor 
Spring Samaalsr Cal 372-2188. or 
atop Oy the Band Olfrce (Room 1010 - 
Musics! Arts Center) 
Credrl eveaable 
MALE DANCER, waning by the phone to h 
kom you. I want to dance lor your pa 
Brthday. or amat-group gattierrig tnvaa I 
For more Wo cal 372-1084 
PLANNED PARENTHOOO 
OFNWOHK3 
S20N Main St. BG 
Conkdentaiperaonal care 
Special Rates BGSU sluoenU 
Corrvenieni pSppo*Titrneiits 
354 3540 
LAMBDt CH ALPHA TUCK-IN SERVICE 
■aST TWaaalO FRATERNITY AROUNO 
FOR ORDERS CAU MMSSB 
J.T.% PIZZA A CARRYOUT 
OPEN Tl 3 am Thura . Fn , Sat 
362-S478  
Cat Catty « 2-4886 and wan her a 
HAPPY 1tt> BtRTHOAY 
WANTED 
1 or 2 rcomrnaeea needed to share 2 bdrm 
iHbatha, Chanywood Spa pnvaages   Rani. 
S343/»   rooinmalel    rnquke    707   SMh   ST 
Apt. II or Cal Rental Office at 362 8378. 
lor Mrs vttsrerie  
•mate needed to subteaee epart- 
takll Sailm simian Cat Mary 
HELP WANTED 
Need   Jllli     Ooormarv Bartender    Ml 
Bopngiet SB3 S Man street. 362-9737, aaa 
lor Omar  
Male student to do yard work, panting, 1 mate 
lobe Mutt be able lo work aome afternoon! 
Part-time work  Phone 352 7365 
FOR SALE 
Neit to New Shop net eons, costs. Blacks ( 
pane, stats, seesttit, A blouses tor everyone 
nouaawarat, Jewaty Tuaa 10-4. Fit. 1-7. SI 
Are School 
1878  SUZUKI  QT500A MINT  CONDITION 
1300 MAES. MUST SELL S800 674 2393 
1980 FSSTA. EC. ONLY 40 K MILES. RED, 
SUNROOF, NEW BRAKES. AM-FM STEREO. 
S-TRACK. ASKING $3250 823-3020 EVE 
NPJGS  
HufTa Used Fumrlur*   Rudokxi   886-3251 
Open 8-8 Monday-Friday  
For SB* '74 Mercury Montego New battery 
and Bat. a* conOBon. price negofteble. cal 
688-1886.    1 
1981 Dataun 210. 68.000 meat, 5 apd . 36 
mpg Enel. oond Muat sal. Baal orler Cal 
after 6p_m . 4243326 
1973 FORD THL»40EFtB*W) COLLEGE CAR. 
RUNS FrNE. S110. 372-8741 DAY. 352- 
11B8NWHT, NE».  
13" Aluminum Sport Wha tk S56 tor tha aet o« 
lour. 363-2706, PM.  
1974 Plymouth station wagon $200 or beat 
otter 2 al season Iraa, $26.00 each Cal 
353-1609.  
CHEVROLET DOOLEY 1t*4 
UOHT BLUE t ORAY 
CREW CAM 3] 
4 WHEEL DRIVE 
FULLY LOADED 
SSS-0709 
1974 Cornel, good ccraaaon 
make any ofter 
362-2322, evening 
'74 Dueler New angina. Needs work $150 or 
beat oSer. Cal Jen M 362-1980. 
FOR RENT 
Sub Apt tor Spring 
Ctoea to campus. Rklge SI. m you pay * gaa. 
From 1-4paocat. 0*1364-7171 
Two bedroom upper 
Krnahad Downtown 
352-5822 
_ apertms.il $147 65/rnontn 818 
Saoond Staat. OH 362-6820 lor Inlonraaon. 
MUST SUB LEASE BVtMED. BUCKY BUOOET 
#218, 352-1520 PRICE NEOOT CALL 0*1 
VtarrAfTEP16:00 
I 
7^- o^fej^ 
How has being at college changed   your definition of 
^■■■■■■■■■1 ■■^^■HMB        O^HBMPSHHH-        ■£" X!—▼—I 
success? 
Interviews by/ Barb Symboltk 
RON COULTER, junior jour- 
nalism major, Rocky River: 
"It's made me a little more 
humble. There's more competi- 
tion and if you want success you 
must work hard. It's not just 
money." 
BILL DOWNING, sophomore 
marketing major, Akron: "It's 
reinforced my belief in the im- 
portance of getting along with 
people. It's proved that nothing 
good comes easy." 
MARY GAUGLER. sopho- 
more international business ma- jor, Bryan: "Success has to be 
worked for. There's a lot of 
competition and you have to be 
one of the best to make it." 
JENNIFER FINLAY, sopho- 
more RTVF major, Pittsburg, 
Pa.: "I'm not as much of an 
idealist as I was at first. I have 
learned that money works. Suc- 
cess doesn't depend on your 
education, it's the individual." 
PAULI SCHULZE, freshman 
math major, Fort Loramie: 
"I've got to see different people, 
their attitudes toward life. They 
take life seriously, and that puts 
me with them. You must be 
serious with life to get ahead." 
Friday/ Jim Sakoia 
JOHN USTASZEWSKL sopho- 
more education major, Holland: 
"Success seems to be more 
oriented toward money, high 
positions and high paying jobs 
instead of enjoying what you 
want to do and being happy at 
it." 
apne^ 
Olscamps: 'First Couple9 at 
University leads double life 
by Laura S. Myers 
Friday reporter 
Like many university presi- 
dents and their wives, Paul 
and Ruth Olscamp aren't al- 
ways given a fair shake by 
the judgemental university 
community. But then, not 
many people realize what it 
takes to be the driving force 
behind a state university. 
"It's impossible to make a 
decision that pleases every- 
one," said Mr. Olscamp. "I 
simply review the facts of 
each situation, consult with 
my advisors and carefully 
consider their advice. After 
I've done all that, I evaluate 
everything and niake my de- 
cision - and by that time I 
usually feel very confident 
that I've reached the right 
conclusion." 
Mr. Olscamp. who earned a 
BA, MA, and Ph.D inphiloso- 
hy, feels that his education 
been excellent training 
for a university administra- 
tor. "Studying philosophy has 
honed my analytical skills, 
which are critical to decision- 
making," he explained. 
But Mrs. Olscamp pointed 
out that regardless of bow 
much care and analysis goes 
into a decision, there are al- 
ways people who disagree 
with it. "A lot of times I'm 
plagued by 'guilt by associa- 
tion'," she said. "We have 
never experienced an ex- 
tremely hostile situation, but 
at certain times I do feel a 
small degree of hostility be- 
cause of decisions Paul has 
made." 
The couple agree that the 
best way to deal with hostility 
is not to take the criticism 
personally. "It's just some- 
thing that comes with the 
Paul and Ruth Olscamp 
listen 
job." Mr. Olscamp said. "I do 
to what the other side 
has to say, but I can't always 
buckle under pressure." 
Another aspect of the Ols- 
camp's lives that comes with 
the lob is that of keeping in 
touch with the university 
community, largely through 
entertaining ana socializing. 
"Many people feel we are 
lazy because they think all we 
have to do is go to parties and 
give parties, Mrs. Olscamp 
said. "But even social func- 
tions can be tiring. We can't just relax at those functions - 
people have certain expecta- 
tions of us and we must be 
responsible enough to live up 
to those expectations. We're 
working even when we're so- 
cializing." 
Mr. Olscamp said that he 
and his wife to participate in 
such an extensive social net- 
work in order to profit the 
university. 
"We entertain and socialize 
for two major reasons," Mr. 
Olscamp explained. "The 
first is fundraising - many of 
the people we see either con- 
tribute or are potential con- 
tributors of money to the 
university. The second reason 
is simply to stay in touch with 
the students and faculty. 
"When the students are at 
the home football game on a 
Saturday afternoon, Ruth and 
I are working. Sure, we're at 
the game, but we're in the 
president's box hosting other 
people." 
Mrs. Olscamp agreed. "I 
like to scream and cheer at a 
football game - but it's not 
proper when you're living the 
role of the wife to the presi- 
dent of the university." 
Twice a month President 
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Olscamp conducts "Fireside 
Chats" with approximately 10 
faculty members at his home. 
The house is also used for 
various meetings, with the 
Administrative Council and 
with student leaders, as well 
as for entertaining. 
"The house is owned by the 
university," explained Mrs. 
Olscamp. "And it isn't that 
elaborate just for Paul and I. 
The purpose is to use the 
house for university-related 
functions, which is what we 
do." 
Because the house is the 
property of the university, it 
is also the responsibility of 
the university to maintain it. 
The Olscamps are assisted 
with the maintenance of the 
house and the planning of 
their entertainment functions 
• See Olscamps, page 12. 
What's cookin' at Jack's Bakery 
University alumnus makes, bakes and serves goodies for all tastes 
by Lisa Lattlmore 
Friday reporter 
You're suffering from those 
late-night munchies again. What 
do you do? How about trying 
some creamy Oreo cookie ice 
cream, gooey chocolate brow- 
nies, rich New York style chee- 
secake or chocolate-filled Rice 
Krispie squares? Just pick up 
the phone and call Jack's Bak- 
Jack's Bakery is located at 
1448 E. Wooster St. behind the 
Bee Gee Book Store. "We're 
kind of hard to find but definitely 
worth the effort," said Jack 
Lautermilch. owner and founder 
of Jack's Bakery. "A lot of peo- 
ple just know me through my 
delivery. One half to two thirds 
of my business now is delivery." 
Those who do venture into 
Jack's will find a cozy little 
shop. Lautermilch, who loves 
the Rolling Stones, has a huge 
poster on one wall which depicts 
various Stone's albums and lists 
"309 Reasons Why The Rolling 
Stones Are The World's Greatest 
Rock And Roll Band." 
On another wall hangs an old 
fashioned Coca-Cola sign and a 
multitude of dollar bills; coins 
and Christmas cards .from 
Jack's customers adorn another 
wall. 
Lautermilch received his 
Bachelor's degree in psychology 
from the University m 1976 and 
his Masters in counseling in 
1979. After graduation Lauter- 
milch began working at St. Vin- 
cent's Hospital but because of 
budget cuts he was laid off. 
To support himself, he began 
baking and selling chocolate 
chip cookies and distributing 
themthrough various local 
stores and the Student Union. 
Lautermilch felt that he "had 
the knack to turn out what the 
students wanted" and his busi- 
ness caught on. 
Lautermilch then decided to 
open his own store and, after 
almost three years in business, 
he is still going strong. 
Today Lautermilch's menu 
has expanded. The bakery offers 
homemade ice cream and choc- 
olate mousse for 85*, baklava 
and cupcakes for 56*, chocolate 
chip cookies for $2.50 per one- 
half pound and fudge-nut brow- 
nies tor 80*. 
"I was a student once. I try 
and keep in mind the student's 
budgets. They're not cheap, 
the/re poor," said Lauter- 
milch. 
Lautermilch bakes all of his 
items himself and uses only the 
"best ingredients" - real Toll 
House chocolate morsels, real 
butter, cream and honey. 
"Everything in my store is 
completely scratch made," he 
said. "Made the old way, using 
pure ingredients from scratch. 
In a sense I bake for myself, how 
I would want this stuff to be." 
Jack's also does special or- 
ders for birthday cakes and sells 
doughnuts on special weekends 
like Homecoming and Parent's 
weekend. 
Business is on the upswing at 
Jack's. Lautermilch has just 
added two new flavors to his ice 
cream selection - rum raisin 
and chocolate Heath bar. "I'm 
not bragging or anything, but I 
have the best ice cream in this 
town," said Lautermilch. 
According to Lautermilch, the 
store's best sellers are ice 
cream sandwiches and Oreo 
cookie ice cream. To compete 
with his own Oreo cookie ice 
cream, Lautermilch started 
selling Hydrox cookie ice cream 
which is similar. "We brought 
the Pepsi-Coke challenge here to 
B.G. in ice cream," be joked. 
Jack would eventually like to 
expand his business into a res- 
taurant serving soup, sand- 
wiches and flaming desserts. 
But for now he is happy with 
his business. "I like it here," he 
said. "They (students) keep me 
young." 
Jack's Bakery is open from 
noon to midnight daily and he 
has free delivery from 7-12 pjn. 
every night with a minimum 
order of J3.50. Jack's also has 
daily specials on delivery, in- 
cluding a "buy two get one free" 
Jack is always open to sugges- 
tions from customers. "You 
have a right to get what you pay 
for. If you like Jack's treats tefl 
others - if not, tell Jack." 
Twins not up to par 
by P.F. Wilson 
Friday reporter 
For years the Thompson 
Twins have been popular over in 
Britain, but have failed to catch 
on here in America. It's not that 
they haven't tried. For their 
latest album. Here's to Future 
Days, the Twins have changed a 
few things, possibly to grab a 
larger American audience. For 
quite some time now, lead Twin 
Tom Bailey has talked openly of 
his addiction to success, his lust 
for power, and the blind ambi- 
tion that was spurring him to- 
ward the band's ultimate goal - 
breaking the States. 
First of all the new album was 
recorded in New York and Pa- 
ris, not Nassau as their previous 
albums were. The band also 
parted company with producer 
Alex Sadkin to work with Nile 
ners, who has produced for 
nna   and   Duran   Duran 
among others. 
Of course, shooting for a 
larger audience is no serious 
crime, but somewhere between 
the old material and the new 
album something was lost. 
Maybe I'm being a little too 
harsh because they're my favor- 
ite group, but I know the Twins 
could have done a little better. 
My standards aside, however. 
Here's to Future Days is a good 
album. 
The first song on Future Days 
is a fast-paced cut called "Don't 
Mess with Doctor Dream," 
which is also their current Brit- 
ish single. Not an imaginative 
song despite the title, but it's 
still somewhat appealing. 
The second track is a song that 
was released last year in Brit- 
ain, called "Lay Your Hands on 
Me," the band's current Ameri- 
can single. The original version 
of the song was an excellent 
effort:  The musical arrange- 
ment was perfect and the lyrics 
wonderful, with Bailey singing / 
was feeling cold and tired/ Yeah 
kind of sad and uninspired/ And 
when it almost seemed too 
much/1 see your face and sense 
the grace and feel the magic In 
your touch. For some reason the 
song was remixed for Future 
Days with disastrous results. A 
guitar part was added and threw 
the whole song out of whack. 
Incidentally, Bailey stated at 
the time Side Kicks, the band's 
third   album,   was   released, 
"You'll never here a guitar on a 
Twins album again. So much 
for artistic consistency. 
One of the strongest cuts on 
the album is "Roll Over." The 
song offers a nice blend of key- 
boards, percussion and guitar. 
Steve Stevens of the Billy Idol 
band also lends a hand and adds 
some fine guest guitar work on 
this cut as well as the following 
"Revolution" is the first cover 
the Twins have ever put on an 
album, and an excellent cover it 
is. It keeps the Beatles original 
punch, but at the same time 
adds a Twins (and Steve Ste- 
vens) flavor to it. 
Side two starts off with an- 
other strong cut called "King 
For a Day, a song stressing 
things more important than 
money. Bailey sings,// / was 
king for lust one day/1 would 
give it all away/1 would give it 
all away/ To be with you. Alan- 
nah Currie's backing vocals on 
the track don't sound flat for 
once and Joe Leeway's high 
vocals are flawless as usual. 
Later in the song Bailey sings, 
somewhat ironically, And as tot- fame/ It's just a name/ That 
only satisfies you for awhile. 
Actually Currie wrote the lyrics 
one in addition to the rest of the 
• See Thompsons, page 12. 
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Shop features floatable fun 
by Traccy Batdorf 
Friday reporter 
They go up, up, and away - 
those distinctively colored in- 
flatable bags filled with gas 
lighter than air. 
^Balloon Busters," located 
at 837 Conneaut Ave. in Bowl- 
ing Green, can provide floata- 
ble fun at a party or even 
revive some childhood mem- 
ories. 
Lisa Shuler, a University 
graduate, founded "Balloon 
Busters" in August and de- 
cided to work out of her home 
and over the telephone be- 
cause of obligations to her 15- 
month-old son. 
Shuler said that balloons 
are becoming competitive 
with flowers for birthdays 
and holidays. 
"Flowers don't last as long 
as balloons do," she said. 
"Plus you don't have to talk 
to or water balloons." 
"Balloon Busters" offers 
chemically-treated balloons 
(to keep them afloat longer) 
made of latex or foil. 
The latex balloons come in 
package-deals that range in 
size from six 11-inch balloons 
to 10 "Happy Birthday" bal- 
loons. 
Balloon Busters also car- 
ries foil balloons for a slightly 
higher price. 
The balloons come in heart 
and teddy bear shapes and 
offer different greetings such 
as the big seller, Happy 
Birthday" or "Thank-you, 
"Congratulations," "Get 
Well,' religious and chil- 
dren's cartoon themes. 
Shuler delivers the balloons 
at no extra cost and dresses 
up as a clown or a gypsy. "I 
think I'm going through my 
second childhood," said 
Shuler. "People are good-na- 
tured when I dress up and are 
usually embarrassed." 
Shuler will also sing a song 
to the deliveree, even one thai 
is made up especially for the 
occasion ".. . as long as it's 
decent." Shuler is also mak- 
ing arrangements with 
"Balloon Busters" Lisa Schuler and 
Debbie Krassow. 
"Beau." an exotic dancer 
who will do a 10-minute strip- 
tease and give the recipient a 
kiss and a bouquet of bal- 
loons. 
"It's funny how the girls 
mostly send "Thinking of 
You,' " said Shuler, "and the 
guys send 'I Love You' bal- 
loons." 
"Balloon Busters' offers a 
variety of balloon bases such 
as non-alcoholic champagne, 
hand-stenciled wood bases 
and   cross-stitched   candy 
Friday/Dave Kidmeyer 
"Beau" deliver a balloon bouquet to local savings and loan counselor 
jars. Bases range in price 
from $3 to $4. 
Shuler said the most un- 
usual delivery she ever had to 
make was to a funeral home. 
"The person was fun-loving 
and that was the way her 
relatives and friends wanted 
to remember her," she said. 
Most of Shuler's customers 
are University students, al- 
though she has had people 
calling from Michigan and 
Massachusetts asking for bal- 
loons to be delivered to some- 
one in Bowling Green. 
"Balloon Busters" also 
does balloon releases and 
drops, sports events, political 
functions and dances. 
Shuler said that the balloon 
business has been good to her, 
and that things can only go 
"up" from here. 
love doing it, and I've 
always thought you should do 
what you want to do," said 
Shuler. "I don't see any rea- 
son that I'd ever stop doing 
it." 
Commando tops 
Rambo's action 
by Scott E. Norman 
Friday reporter 
What a difference a hairstyle 
can make. Ever since Arnold 
Schwarzenegger (I love spelling 
that name) cut off his long 
Oonan locks and adopted a new- 
wave crew cut, his movie career 
has blossomed. 
So much for the Samson the- 
ory of acting. Schwarzenegger is 
back in "Commando," a movie 
in which action is the only name 
of the game. 
Schwarzenegger plays John 
Matrix, a former U.S. Com- 
mando leader who made his 
living ousting evil dictators and 
"hot   spots" 
of the movie, 
bis retire- 
ornia par- 
11-year-old 
cooling   various 
around the world. 
At the 
Matrix is enjo; 
men t in a rural 
adise   with   his 
daughter, Jenny. But his past 
soon catches up with him. 
One of the evil dictators Ma- 
trix helped to overthrow in South 
America kidnaps his precious 
daughter with the help of one of 
Matrix's former Commando 
buddies. 
In order to get her back, Ma- 
trix must go to South America 
and kill the current president so 
the evil General Arius (Dan 
Hedaya) and his rebel army can 
seize power. 
If Matrix refuses to cooperate, 
Arius will mail little Jenny back 
to him "in pieces." 
Matrix is not the kind of guy 
who is easily blackmailed. With 
the help of a pretty stewardess 
named Cindy (Rae Dawn 
Chong), Matrix sets out from the 
airport to find his daughter and 
the bad guys. 
The climax of the movie is the 
long-awaited final dual to the 
death between Matrix and Ben- 
nett (Vernon Wells), the former 
Commando gone very, very bad. 
Schwarzenegger makes Welles 
(who "RoadWarrior" fans may 
remember as the guy with the 
mohawk) look like a big lump. 
He hardly looks like a worthy 
challenge. 
"Commando" is not a carbon 
copy of "Rambo" - almost 
though. Matrix la more like 
Schwarzenegger's character in 
"The Terminator" with a little 
more heart. But Schwarzeneg- 
E still lets his fists do most of 
talking and his punches are 
so hard that the audience liter- 
ally shrieks in pain. 
Only near the end of "Com- 
mando" does director Mark L. 
Lester fall into the "Rambo" 
trappings. There are a lot of 
famflar shots of straining chest 
muscles and flying bullets as 
Matrix single-handily invades 
the island where his daughter is 
being held prisoner. 
Amidst all the violence, it is 
the humor in the movie that 
saves it from becoming just a 
rapid-fire slaughterhouse of 
twisted bodies. Schwarzenegger 
has Just the right amountof 
wisecracking wit in his charac- 
ter to lift the movie above the 
violence. 
There will be many compari- 
sons made between Schwarze- 
negger and Stallone in the 
coming months, especially 
which one will be the favorite 
among kids this Halloween. 
I choose Schwarzeneggar. Be- 
hind the steely-eyed stare of 
Schwarzenegger is a twinkle of 
foolery: The audience can tell he 
is having a great time. Besides, 
I can understand Schwarzeneg- 
ger's Austrian accent better 
than I can understand the Amer- 
ican mumble of Stallone. 
"Commando" is a very violent 
action movie. Period. 
There are some real laughs, 
but don't look for any kind of 
message. This movie is pure 
blood, bullets and broken limbs. 
If you like action, you will 
probably like "Commando." If 
you like action and Arnold 
Schwarzenegger, you will prob- 
ably love it. 
oaoia NOW a CALL TMI 
Bolloonmon 
352-6061 
GREAT COPIES. 
GREAT PEOPLE. 
Fast, friendly service on quality 
copies at affordable prices. 
kinkcs 
Great copies Great peopte 
325 E. «MllBr 
M4-M77 
PIZZA   «M  OFF BROTHERS, inc.       *|P    I       ^s# I      I 
U4SMa» 
BtntnfGrm 
352-8408 
FREE DELIVERY 
ANY SIZE FOLDOVER 
PIZZA AT REGULAR 
PRICE! 
(Not good with any other offer) BG 
PI22A 
BROTHERS, inc. 
Hk 2 Small Chef Salads! 
352-8408   -j Garlic Bread 
rREEDEUVERY2 16 oz. Pepsi 
All fOr $5.50 reg. $6.60 
Expires   10/27/85 BG   I 
PIZZA 
BROTHERS, inc. 
352-8408 
FREE DELIVERY 
\  Expires 10/27/85 
PARTY PIZZA 
30 Slices of 
Deep Dish Pizza 
with Any 1 Item! 
ONLY $9.99 
BG 
B.G. DRIVE-THRU 
» 
when you can Drive Through? 
Cains       1 lb. $1.89 
O'GradyS all flavors $1.19 
Coke Classic returnables $1.79 
(+ Tax + Deport) 
Pepitos 99* 
King Kegs are neretl 
"Bowling Greens only Drive Through" 
780 S. College 352-9851 
" 
; 
it Puff's \ 
\  Pizza S 
I Large 1 itemi 
I w/ 2 Cokes I 
i     $5."    i 
we deliver 
j 440 E. Court| 
■ 352-15961 
YJf* 
matmmm* 
WINE SHOP 
Check These Prices 
These 2 litres are only $1.19 
*7 Up "Orange Crush 
*Diet 7 Up *Ginger Ale 
*R.C. *Vernors 
*Diet Rite * A&W Root Beer 
* All Beer & Wine at State Minimum 
Across from Hnrshman Quad on Wooster St   353-5731 
• This Weekend * 
Check our Special 
Baked Goods & Cheei 
Rolls 
Breads 
Danish 
Bagels 
(with cremt cheese only 45C) 
Hoars: 8-mldn.ghl, Mon.-Sat.   10-10, Sundsy 
m '^m"m^mw" 
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'Feminine finesse' behind the baton 
by Mike Amburgey 
Friday reporter 
Tickets are purchased, the 
lights cast a subtle mood, and 
the audience waits (or the con- 
ductor. The conductor appears, 
not in a tuxedo, but in an evening 
gown. 
She deftly guides her sym- 
phony through Bach, Beethoven 
and Wagner with confidence and 
to the appreciation of her audi- 
ence, who have recovered from 
the initial shock of seeing a 
female conductor command the 
baton. 
Bridget-Michaele Relschel 
dreams of conducting an orches- 
tra. Reischel, a University grad- 
uate student in the College of 
Musical Arts, is pursuing a Mas* 
Friday/Dave Klelmeyer 
Knowing the Score 
Student conducter Bridget-Michaele Reischel practices a musical score 
for an upcoming performance of the Bowling Green Philharmonla. 
ten degree in Orchestral Con- 
ducting and is working as assis- 
tant conductor of the Bowling 
Green Philharmonia under the 
guidance of Robert Spano, direc- 
tor of orchestral studies. 
Reischel acknowledges that 
she is heading into a world domi- 
nated by men. 
"I think the way to handle it is 
not to walk around with a chip on 
your shoulder, like a lot of 
women do," she said. "There is 
prejudice towards women in 
conducting, but that is slowly 
changing, 
"A few times I've stepped on 
the podium and felt the tension. 
It was like they were waiting for 
me to fall on my face. I have to 
work twice as hard because I'm 
a woman, but once you put up to 
them and prove that you can 
conduct, you don't have to prove 
it again.'' 
Reischel says there are other 
women in conducting. She cites 
Judith Somogi, a major conduc- 
tor with the Frankfurt Opera 
House in West Germany, and 
Sara Cauldwell, a guest conduc- 
tor who works with many major 
orchestras including the ac- 
claimed San Diego Symphony. 
As assistant conductor of the 
Bowling Green Philharmonia, 
she must know the pieces Spano 
is conducting, do extensive mu- 
sic and must be ever-ready to 
step to the podium as a back-up. 
Reischel also takes a 12-hour 
course load. 
"I'll probably be conducting in 
smaller cities before I ever con- 
duct a major symphony," she 
said. "Competition in conduct- 
ing is incredibly stiff. You really 
have to be on the ball." 
Despite the fact that women 
do occupy some conducting posi- 
tions Reischel feels "there are 
fewer role models for women in 
conducting compared to men." 
She believes that, in time, 
women will face less disrimina- 
tion in conducting, but said that 
prejudice does exist now. 
"There was one time when I 
was at Eastman (School of Mu- 
sic in Rochester, N.Y.) when a 
clarinet player in a concerto I 
was doing challenged what I was 
doing," she said. "He chal- 
lenged my knowledge of the 
piece. 
"Probably, if I wouldn't have 
been female, be wouldn't have 
felt the need to question me." 
Although some musicians ac- 
quire a vocation for music al- 
most from birth, Reischel came 
by her love and talent for music 
gradually. "I was bored with 
music in my elementary school 
years, " she said. "I had terrible 
experiences in public school 
with a teacher I hated." 
But better teachers came 
along, giving Reischel a 
brighter outlooK on music. She 
began piano lessons at age 7, 
and by her late teenage years 
music was the pursuit she de- 
cided to follow. She said a num- 
ber of music teachers and 
conductors inspired her. 
"My teachers were fascinated 
because they didn't meet many 
women who wanted to be con- 
ductors," she Said. "They gave 
me advice as to what to concen- 
trate on, and what to do after 
high school." 
Reischel was 18 before she 
conducted her first concert. "It 
was at Eastman where I first 
conducted," she recalls. "I had 
had a lot of advice, but no work- 
ing experience. I knew if I could 
withstand this type of test I 
could make it in conducting. 
"If you froze the first time you 
couldn't get anyone to work with 
yon, or play for you. People 
wouldn't respect you." 
Reischel passed her initial test 
and went on to gain further 
experience in conducting at 
Eastman. She knows many 
other tests wait for her as she 
attempts to break into profes- 
sional conducting, but Reischel 
says she will deal with prejudice 
with patience and persistence. 
"You've got to find a subtle 
way to make them (prejudiced 
people) realize how ridiculous 
their attitude is, without insult- 
ing their intellect," she said. 
"You just can't let it upset 
you," she said."If you become 
upset, that just makes things 
worse. You can get over the 
prejudice if you are confident 
with yourself. 
"As far as prejudice goes, I 
think it's more important to look 
at where women are. rather 
than where they're not. 
'Groovy' 
new store 
by P.F. Wilson 
Friday reporter 
If all goes as planned, there 
should be a new record store 
in BowlingGreen today. 
GroovyRecords is slated to 
open it's doors at 118 E. Wash- 
ington St. according to owner 
Paul Perry. The store will 
carry new and used records 
by non-mainstream artists 
such as the Thompson Twins, 
Talking Heads and R.E.M. 
The store will also feature a 
large selection of punk al- 
bums, as well as some vin- 
tage rock 'n' roll. 
In addition to records "cus- 
tom clothing" will be avail- 
bale for the consumer. The 
custom clothing will be in a 
psychodelic vein and will be 
manufactured on the prem- 
ises. 
According to Perry, Groovy 
Records will be Bowling 
Green's first independent re- 
cord dealer. Perry also plans 
on starting his own record 
label called, not surprisingly, 
Groovy. 
At first the label will fea- 
ture hardcore/punk bands, 
but Perry eventually hopes to 
expand to new wave acts, as 
well as some mainstream 
bands. 
The store should prove to be 
an interesting place, as most 
independent record shops 
tend to be. In fact the whole 
concept sounds Groovy. 
The 
1985 KEY 
Yearbooks 
ARE HERE! 
Those who ordered 1984-85 KEYs for local pick up may do so daily after 10 a.m. at 
The KEY Office 
28 West Hall 
Bring I.D. please 
Limited number available for sale 
THE 
UNIVERSITY 
ACTIVITIES 
ORGANIZATION 
proudly present 
Cheap Stick!    ■»<■ 
Thursday, October 24 
Doors open at 6:30 p.m. 7:30 p.m. 
Anderson Arena 
General public —$12.50 
BGSU students-$10.00 
All seats reserved 
Tickets go on sale for BGSU students only beginning Thursday, October 10, and 
continuing through October 24 in the University Union Ticket booth from 8:00 
a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Two (2) tickets may be purchased for each student presenting 
a valid BGSU I.D. General public tickets can be purchased beginning Saturday, 
October 12 in BowlingGreen at Finder's and in Toledo at Abbey Roads, Boogie, 
Other Boogie and Headsheds. 
No camera*, recording devices, food, beverages or smoking will be allowed In Anderson Arena 
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i Olscamps 
I   (Continued from page 9) ► - by a Special Events Coordina- 
;   tor, a Household Manager and a 
I   grounds person, among others. 
Mrs. Olscamp pointed out that 
'•' at some colleges, the wife of the 
i   president assumes the duties of 
planning   special   events.   But 
Mrs. Olscamp is also employed 
,   full-time bythe University in the 
Speech and Hearing Clinic on 
the third floor of South Hall as 
Coordinator of Clinic Services in 
Communication Disorders. Her 
lob doesn't leave her much free- 
time to plan the events that she 
and her husband host. 
"We have a great network of 
support services behind us/' she 
said. "And when I came to Bowl- 
ing Green I felt no pressure to fit 
into a pre-defined role of the 
traditional university presi- 
dent's wife. I've always pre- 
ferred to work outside the home. 
I think it makes me a more 
interesting person. 
"In order to function well in 
both our professional and social 
capacities, we must have time 
alone together," Mrs. Olscamp 
said. "Paul and I prize our per- 
sonal time, and we guard it 
carefully. We're not insincere 
about wanting to meet people 
and talk to them. But it is a part 
of our job, and although we can't 
and won't say 'No' very often, 
there are times when we feel we 
have to." 
An added strain of the job is 
the fact that the Olscamps are 
always in the public eye. As a 
result of constantly being 
watched, they have learned to 
keep their guard up at all times. 
"You develop a certain set of 
mannerisms which you feel are 
appropriate to the Job," Mr. 
Olscamp explained. ''You also 
pick up 'habits of prudence' - in 
ether words, the less said about 
anything, the better. And that 
simply means that you think 
carefully about what you say 
before you say it, because you 
have an obligation to do that." 
Thompsons 
(Continued from page 9) 
album's songs. 
Hie album ends with the mel- 
low sounding "You Killed the 
Clown." This track features a 
saxophone, not heard on a 
Twin's album since their second 
release, Set It's a well-done 
number that sounds like a sequel 
to one of the Twin's earlier 
songs, "Judy Do." In "You 
Killed the Clown " Bailey 
sings. Now 111 never know/Why 
you killed the clown/ Yeah you 
shut her down. In "Judy Do" the 
chorus goes They set her up/ 
They shut her down/ Yeah Judy 
laugh and Judy cry/ Yeah Judy 
do and Judy daft. An Interesting 
puzzle to ponder, at any rate. 
All in all, Here's to Future 
Days is a pretty good album, 
although a little disappointing to 
long-time Twins fans who were 
probably expecting an album of 
the caliber of their previous 
effort. Side Kicks. But definitely 
worth a listen for new initiates. 
- KEY - 
leH Meeting 
fofthose interested in selling for the 1986 yearbook 
Monday, Oct. 14,8 p.m. 28 West Hall 
$1.00 per book commission 
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UNIVERSITY ACTIVITIES ORGANIZATION 
FUN IN THE SNOW WITH UAO 
presrnls COLLEGE DAVS IN Steamboat 
A Package For Students That Likt Skiing Or Just Lov« A Greal rime 
$189 
$279 
WTTHOVT 
rmA\sroKiAno* 
JANUAMYt     11   l<M 
wrm 
imAHSPOMTAJION 
JAM AMY 4 - It   IH4 
TO SIGN UP STOP BY 
UNIVERSITY ACT. ORGANIZATION 
3RD FLOOR UNIVERSITY UNION 
OR FOR MORE INFO 
CALL 372-2343 
SIGN UPS START 
MON., OCT. 14! 
FINAL PAYMENT 
DUE DEC. 11 
ATA m ATA rrt xra m KYL rrt AIM rrt Ara rrt kvt rrt Ara rrt Ara rrt Ara rrt Ara rrt 
Got a date 
.Now get a clue! 
s 
Mary Alice & Douglas 
Shelley & John 
Julie & Darrin 
Stephanie & John 
Shelley & Greg 
Karen & Eric 
Chris & Mike 
Jill & Scott 
Liz & Lou 
Linda & Luv 
Anne & Dumbo 
Annette & Danny 
Dar & Duke 
Chrissy & Steve 
Sue & Mr. Maybe 
Caryn & Doug 
Leah & Rich 
Wendy & Kevin 
Karen & Mark 
Brenda & Roommate #1 
June & Roomate *2 
Sue & Frank 
Connie & Todd 
Marcia & Gary 
Sue&Al 
Allison & Brian 
Andrea & Jon ^. 
Heidi & Clueless 
Reebe & Haya 
Missy & Denny 
Lori & Eric 
Karen & Ric 
Amy & Brian 
Laurie & Dave 
Deb & Howard 
Libby & Art 
Denise & Tony 
Patty & Joe Date 
Sue & Jake Date 
Annie & John Date 
Debbe & Jeff 
Melissa & Jim 
Julie & Birch 
Joan & Randy 
Donna & A-Z Date 
Rachelle & Brain 
Ruth & Mike 
Renee & Dave 
Laurie & Randy 
Nancy & Jay 
Amy & Doug 
Julie & Steven 
Missy & TBA 
Kim & Steve 
Aileen & Jim 
Never knew how fun it could be, 
to be clueless with an ATA! 
ATA rrt ArA rrt AIM rrt AIM rrt AIM rrt AIM rrt Ara rrt AIM rrt AIM rrt AIM rrt AIM rrt 
Our undergraduate officer commissioning program 
gives you the opportunity to get more than a BA or 
B.S. It gives you a chance to get a career started plus: ■ Earn $100 a month during the school year ■ Lets you take civilian flying lessons ■ As a freshman or sophomore, 
lets you complete your basic 
training during two six-week 
summer sessions 
Earnadegree 
■ Lets you get in line for one of our graduate programs 
as a junior 
So, if you're looking for a chance to lead, check out 
the Marine Corps undergraduate officer pro- 
gram. You could start off making more 
than $17,000 a year 
from the start. 
We're looking tor a fm good men. 
See CapL Power or Lt. Bembenek Oct. 14,15,16 it the Student Union or call collect (313) 668-2211. 
-USED-AL1ERNAWE 
■BUY -SELL- RENT 
SI00 24 hrs. + Dep. 
'J   "Your record alternative" 
157 CLOUGH (1 BLK EAST OF MAIN) 
Attention Students Taking 
Finance Courses 
in the Spring Semester'86 
Finance 300 
Section #1429 
TIME CHANGE FOR 
Spring Semester 
Class will meet from 
4:3f>6:00 Mon. & Wed 
Finance 450 
Section #1436 
TIME CHANGE FOR 
Spring Semester 
Class will meet from 
6:00-9:00 Monday 
AAeadowview Courts 
Apartment 
Call now at 352-1195 
• Two Bedroom Unfurnished 
$265 plus gas and electric 
Landlord pays water and sewage 
All residents have the privilege of 
using The Cherrywood Health Spa 
located at ff* and High St. 
Hour*: Mon.-Fr!. 9-4:30 214 Napoleon Rd. 
Hairways 
"HERE FOR ALL 
YOUR HAIR NEEDS" 
Full Service Salon 
Call For Your Appointment 
TODAY 
Close To Campus 
1I1S E. Wooster 
STADIUM PLAZA 352-2107 
South Side Six 
carryout 
737 S. Main      352-8639 
•Cold Beer, Wine and Champagne* 
Ohio lottery agent for 
all Ohio lottery games 
The Number, Lotto, Pick 4, Instant Lottery 
Cherry R.C. 
6 pack cans 
$1." 
Kin 
The 
Hutch 
Pats & Supplies 
Aprox. 150 fish tanks, fresh and salt- 
water. Small animals ■ gerbils, hamsters, mice, 
guinea pigs, etc. 
Birds, lizards, puppies, kittens, etc. 
SPECIAL 
Assorted Gerbils 
99' each 
while supplies last 
2 for 1 on assorted tropical 
fish 
352-8459 
ALL \ (>r CAN LAI 
Perch 
$3.49 
Orange 
Roughy 
$5.99 
Frog Legs 
$6.99 
Includes cole slaw, choice 
of potato, roll & butter. 
Soup, salad buffet and 
desert table $1.29 extra 
Every Friday at 
OPEN: 
Mon.-Thurt. 6"em-9pni 
Frl. 6»im-10pm 
Sat. 7am-10pm 
Sun. 8am<9pm 
alia. Mala 
Gnaa.0*ai 
r 
LITE 
6:00 
• CBS NEWS 
NKJHTWATCH (MOM I 
(ESPNI    AUTO    RACING 
(MON) 
ffSPN) MOTOCROSS (WEO) 
(TMC) MOVIE (FPU) 
6:10 
fTMC) MOV*  IMON) 
6:20 
fTMC) MOV* (THU) 
■MM 
07OOCLU6 
m JIM BARKER 
0 JIMMY SWAGGAR T 
tESPN)      HORSE      RACING 
WEEKLY (FRI) 
6O0 
I THIS IS THE LIFE (FPU) 
REBOP (MON) 
FAITH      EOR      TODAY 
(TU61 
{NEIGHBORHOOD (WEO) 
A SETTEP1 WAY fTHO) 
PATCHES   AND   POCK- 
ETS (WEO. FBI) 
• THREE CHEERS FOR 
IF (MOW) 
! ONE ON ONE (TUE) 
ALL THINGS NEW (THUI 
NEWS 
IESPNI SPORTSCtNTER 
(TMC) MOVIE (WEDI 
MO 
0 CSS EARLY MORNING 
NEWS 
■ 9 2D MINUTE WORK- 
OUT 
(NSC NEWS 
ABC'S   WORLD   NEWS 
THIS MORNING Q 
• FARM DAY 
IESPNI SPEED WEEK (FRI) 
IE9PN)   SPORTSlOOK   (TUE- 
THU) 
•:4t 
I FARM REPORT 
A.M. WEATHER 
7 0O 
0     •     CSS      MORNING 
NEWS 
« TODAY 
GOOD        MORNING 
AMERICA (PRO 
0        GOOD        MORNING 
AMERICA p (MON  THU) 
I FAT ALBERT 
BUSINESS REPORT 
IE6PNI      SPORTSCENTER 
(TUC-FRII 
IESPNI      WORLD      CLASS 
WOMEN IMON) 
fTMC)   MOVIE    IMON.   TUE. 
THUI 
7:30 
• GREAT SPACE COAST- 
ER 
• HOW TO PLAY TMt PI- 
ANO DESPITE YEARS OF 
LESSONS (FRI) 
• MAGIC OF WATERCOL- 
ORS (MON) 
• DO IT YOURSELF SHOW 
rruei 
(MOTORWEEK (WED) 
MAGIC   OF   OS-   PAINT- 
ING (THUI 
ESPN)   AEROBICS:    BODIES 
IN MOTION 
(TMC) MOVIE (FRII 
MO 
[FARM DAY 
ALVIN 
TIRJQ 
Nl AUTO RACING (THU. 
FRI) 
(ESPNI SPORTSCENTER 
(MON) 
ESPNI GOLF (TUEI 
(ESPN)    TRACK    AND   FIELD 
(WED) 
TMC) MOV*  (WED) 
6:16 
0 A.M. WEATHER 
MO 
li 
fFARM DAY 
SECOND 
CHASERS 
P FLINTSTONES 
(TMO MOVIE (TUE. THU) 
8:46 
• A.M. WEATHER 
BOO 
S0 HOUR MAGAZINE 
DICK VAN DYKE 
JEOPARDY (FRI) 
EVERY SECOND 
COUNTS (MON-THU1 
■ DONAHUE 
■ SESAME STREET (R) Q 
0 BRADY BUNCH 
• MISTER ROGERS (R) 
(ESPN)      SPORTSCENTER 
(TUE-FRI) 
(TMC) MOV* (MON) 
6:30 
O  ABBOTT   AND   COSTEL- 
LO 
• EVERY 
COUNTS (PRO 
0     HEADLINE 
(MON-THUI 
I BEVERLY HILLBHLIE6 
SECRET CITY 
(ISPNI    WORLD    CLASS 
WOMEN (FRI) 
(ESPN)     INSIDE     BASESALL 
(TUH 
(ESPNI   TOP   RANK   BOXING 
iwioi 
(ESPN) SPORTSLOOK (THU) 
riMCl MOVIE (FRI) 
10O0 
IS 626.000 PYRAMID 
HEADS AND TABLS 
SB.VER SPOONS (R) 
SALLY JESSY RAPHAEL 
S-2-1 CONTACT (Riq 
QaLLrGAN S ISLAND 
JOHNNY    MATHIS    IN 
CONCERT (FRIt 
• VICTORY      GARDEN 
(MON) 
(SURVIVAL (TUfI 
MAGIC    BRUSH    OF 
GARY JENKINS (WEO) 
0      MECHANICAL      UNI 
VERSE (THU) 
(EBPNI PKA FULL  CONTACT 
KARATE (R> (FRI) 
IESPNI   TRACK   ANO   FIELO 
66REVWWIMON) 
ESPN) AUTO RACING (TUE) 
(ESPN) HORSESHOW JUMP- 
ING (THU) 
(TMC) MOV* (WED) 
10:16 
O FRIENDLY GIANT 
10: SO 
■ 0 PRESS YOUR LUCK 
IB MR   DRESSUP 
■ SALE OF THE CENTURY 
• HERE 8 LUCY 
■ READING RAINBOW 
(MON. WEO-FRI) 
• SCHOOL BUS SAFETY 
QUIZ (TUE) 
X MORNING BREAK 
SQUARE    FOOT    GAR- 
DENING (MON) 
IB   MAGIC  OF   OK   PAINT- 
ING (WED) 
Of      MECHANICAL       UNI- 
VERSE (THUI 
(TMC) MOV* (TUE. THU) 
11:00 
B  • U.S.   OPEN   TENNIS 
(FRI) 
• 0) PRICE IS RIGHT 
(MON-THUI 
iSESAME STREET 
WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
ANG* (R) 
MISTER ROGERS (R) 
700CLUS 
DO IT YOURSELF SHOW 
(MON) 
tMOTORWEEK (TUE) 
MAGIC OF WATERCOL- 
ORSlWEDI 
• PET ACTION LINE (THU) 
ESPN) HYDROPLANE RAC- 
ING (MON) 
11:08 
Q E UROPEAN TELEVISION 
SERVICE (PRI) 
(TMC) MOV* (MON) 
11:30 
• ■< f MC* 
• FLIP. 
• RIVI 
I 
IC (F 
F 
I ALL-STAR BLITZ 
I POWERHOUSE 
COOKING      MEXICAN 
(FRI) 
• KATHY'S      KITCHEN 
(MON) 
• GREAT CHEFS OF NEW 
ORLEANS (TUE) 
• JUSTIN WE. SON'S LOU- 
ISIANA COOK IN   (WEO) 
• ALOHA CHINA (THUI 
(ESPN)     HORSE      RACING 
WEEKLY(ran 
(TMC) MOV* (FRI) 
12:00 
{••NEWS 
MIOOAY 
RYAN'S HOPE 
NATIONAL  GEOGRAPH- 
Rl| 
SURVIVAL (MON) 
SOUNDSTAOE (TUE) 
NOVA rWEDi 
EVENING     AT      POPS 
(THUI 
(ANOY GRIFFITH 
LATE NIGHT AMERICA 
ESPNI   AEROBICS     BOOMS 
IN MOTION 
(TMO MOVIE (WEO) 
12:30 
• • U.S. OPEN TENNIS 
IFRI) 
• 0 YOUNG AND THE 
RESTLESS (MON-THUI 
• SEARCH FOR TOMOR- 
ROW 
(LOVING 
I LOVE LUCY 
IESPNI SPEEOWEEK (FRI) 
(ESPNI      AUTO      RACING 
(MON) 
CfSPN) COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
(TUE) 
tCSPN) BASEBALL (WED) 
(ESPNI     JULIUS     ERVINGS 
SPORTS FOCUS (THU) 
(TMO MOVIE (TUE. THU) 
12:36 
(TMC) MOV* IMON) 
1:00 
Q • MOV* 
■ DAYS OF OUR LIVES 
• ALL MY CHILDREN 
• • A WALK THROUGH 
THE 20TH CENTURY WITH 
BILL MOVERS (FRI) 
• UNDER SAi. (MON. 
TUE) 
• PAINTING CERAMICS 
(WEO) 
■ SQUARE FOOT GAR- 
DENING (THU) 
• COMPUTER CONFER- 
ENCE AT Wl NOSPREAD 
(MON) 
• MY HEART. YOUR 
HEART (TUE) 
INOVAIWEDl 
BISHOP  LUERS  SWING 
CHOIR      INVITATIONAL 
(THUI 
ESPN) AUSTRALIAN RULES 
FOOTBALL (Rl (FRI) 
(ESPN) PKA FULL CONTACT 
KARATE (R) (THUI 
1:30 
• • AS THE WORLD 
TURNS IMON-THU) 
• PAINTING CERAMICS 
(MON. WED) 
• SCHOOL SUS SAFETY 
QUIZ (TUE) 
• MAGIC OF OS. PAINT- 
ING (THU) 
200 
ANOTHER WORLO 
ONE LIFE TO LIVE 
MOV* (MON THUI 
EVENING      AT     POPS 
IMON) 
• BEYOND WAR SPACE 
MOOS (TUE) 
• STING THE CONTRO- 
VERSY OF FBI UNDERCOV 
ER OPERATIONS (WEO) 
• SURVIVAL (THU) 
ESPN)  COLLEGE  FOOTBALL 
(MON) 
(TMC) MOV* (WED. PRI) 
20R 
F 
(TMC) MOVIE (MON) 
2:30 
CAPTTOL (MON-THUI 
OV* (FRII 
PUN I SI ONES 
ER TOWN (FRI) 
■EPN)   TOP   RANK   BOXING (ran 
(ESPN) AUSTRALIAN RULES 
FOOTBALL  ITHU) 
riMCI MOV* CTUE. THU) 
3:00 
• •     GUIOING      LIGHT 
(MON-THUI 
• CORONATION STREET 
• SANTA BAR BAR A 
■ GENERAL HOSPITAL 
0WOOO'    WOODPECKER 
• NATIONAL FOLK FESTI- 
VAL (FRI) 
• COOKING      MEXICAN 
(MON) 
• SQUARE     FOOT     GAR- 
DENING (TUE) 
I ALOHA CHINA (WEDI 
COMPUTER     CHRONI- 
CLES (THU) 
(ESPN)   HYDROPLANE   RAC- 
ING (WED) 
3:30 
• •  U.S.   OPEN   TENNIS 
CONTINUES (FRII 
I DO IT FOR YOURSELF 
FOCUS  FE.M   FESTIVAL 
(TUE. WED) 
• PORKY      PIG      AND 
FRIfNDG 
• SECRET CITY 
4 DO 
• WKRP   IN   CINCINNATI 
(MON  THUI 
B     CANADIAN      REFLEC- 
TIONS 
■ LOVE BOAT (MON-THU) 
• HART TO HART 
• FANTASTIC FUN  FESTI- 
VAL 
• • SESAME STREET (Rl 
• VOLTRON,    DEFENDER 
OF THE UNIVERSE 
(ESPN)     JULIUS     ER VINOS 
SPORTS FOCUS (TUE) 
(ESPNI HORSESHOW JUMP- 
ING (WE 01 
(TMCI   MOVIE  (MON.   WEO- 
FRI) 
4:30 
• OIVORCE COURT (MON- 
THU) 
STRANZOR (FRI) 
THUNDERCAT8      Q 
(MON-THU) 
IESPNI WORLO CUP SKIING 
(TUE) 
(TMC) MOVIE (TUE) 
6O0 
I BENSON 
IVIOEOHrTS 
PEOPLE S COURT 
HE-MAN    AND     MAS- 
TERS OF THE UNIVERSE 
10 MISTER ROGERS (R) 
WHArS HAPPENINGII 
ESPN) SPEEDWFFK (FRO 
6:30 
IJEFFERSONS 
_INEWS 
I THREE'S COMPANY 
■A»S"H 
I READING RAINBOW 
IGOOOT1MES 
| ON THE MONEY (PRII 
• ITS,      BYTES      AND 
BUZZWORDS (MON I 
ION THE LINE rTUEi 
ART SEAT (WEDI 
TIME OUT (THUI 
(ESPN)    OUTDOOR     LIFE 
(MON. FRI) 
(ESPN) FISHING (TUE I 
(ESPN)      MARK      SOSIN'S 
SALT     WATER     JOURNAL 
(THU) 
(TMCI MOV* (MON) 
006 
• IDE ■  
•  
6:00 
• ••NEWS 
B CATCH PHRASE 
• MAC NEK     /     LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
SOIFF'RENT STROKES 
MECHANICAL       UNI- 
VERSE 
ESPN) SPORTSLOOK 
8:30 
• CBS NEWS 
• NBC NEWS 
BTJ ABC NEWS Q 
• HAPPY DAYS AGAIN 
• BUSINESS REPORT 
(ESPNI   AEROBICS:    BOO«S 
IN MOTION 
TMC) MOV* ** TAG 
The AstMinttm Gam* (16621 
Rabat) twaxkne Imde HenvJton 
A young cob* go student bogaw to 
MM an aasasimafan gams aeri- 
outhj   PC 
7:00 
09v 
I VIDEO HITS 
I WHEEL OF FORTU NE 
• ENTERTAINMENT TO- 
NIGHT intery** <Mh Sheley 
Made** 
•TJ NEWLYWEO GAME 
■ BUSINESS REPORT 
• M*A-S*H 
• MACNEK / LEHRCR 
NEWSHOUR 
(ESPNI SPORTSCENTER 
7:30 
• P.M. MAGAZINE r**e*hw 
Lectlaai s heart "enspaant recap, 
ent hom  Itorence   SC      Morr* i 
•ARDV 
i TAXI 
P.M. MAGAZINE  r*»att*r 
lock**       a     hu*t>*ruj aru3 errt* 
Hotting team 
• TV 30 ANNIVERSARY 
PERFORMANCE       SPECIAL 
- Ivgheghis o* pas* production* 
• THREE 8 COMPANY 
■ SPNISPEEDWEEK 
MO 
• • TWILIGHT ZONE 
Thraa *pi*od** an aKonohc'c 
Lama lutil Itnuini coma true: 
th* adun world aa aaan tr-oush 
• TOMMY HUNTER Gusst* 
He* Ha* >    Ro. Clerk   GrenoD* 
and Ramon* Jonas Kathy Mat 
tea Ontario Rhythm C»oggw t 
• 6ASE8ALL PLAYOFFS 
Gama Throe »v* hom hom* haH) 
of Amaiican Laagua Waal cham- 
p-on 
• WEBSTER AIM-  (aaokng a 
12:30 
■ FRIDAY NKJHT VIDEOS 
Vtoaos o> rna Thempaon Tan 
( lav Yow Hands On Ma"I Ro0- 
m OsNrav I ANa» tna F»a I Ed- 
d» MurslNr (Party Al ma 
Tana I. Surah* t Wa ButM Thai 
&.»   I 
lASCNEWSNIOHTLINE 
I ANNIVERSARY WEEK 
LAUREL ANO HARDY 
1:00 
NATIONAL   /  JOURNAL 
i 
3., 
■ artic*   vVabiiar icon- 
vmcad thai W» iha outer-•peca 
v**i3t oaaoatad «i the story Q 
• • WASHINGTON 
WEEK IN REVIEW Q 
• MOV* * * Battle For The 
Plane) 01 The Apt H673)Rod- 
dy McDowal Claude Atina The 
ape cxawan »«■ lo peeceiue, 
coeutT ""th hwmana *Ho are 
atom bomb mutatis  but a power 
ESPNI    |U    DANCE    OUT- 
(TMCI MOV* * * * ■. Pas 
6>ave II6E9) John Warna 
Oaan Marbn An old oppas a lor- 
mar deputy imned drunt a young 
quattdrear gwnaanpai and a gal 
help • ahonfl to owtsmart a oow 
erlul •anchar **¥) Mauls lo gat has 
■ *ar btothar tale seed hom pnaon 
8:30 
• MR. BELVEDERE Gaorga 
and Belvedere wonder ■tftet to 
gat Martha lor her baThda; 
Heather warns IO jom the 
chavkiaatng aouad Q 
• • WALL STREET WEEK 
Guest     Lee   S    isgur     tasi   vice 
praaadam  PameWebbar 
IE6PN)      MARK       SOSIN'S 
SALT WATER JOURNAL 
MO 
• • DALLAS The E wmga ay 
lo decide about the 'uture o* ihea 
oa* company Can •■ami Pam io 
tea CMisiophax ■ Swing CM 
share* io Jeremy WendeB. Donna 
shops lor baby dothmg Q 
ICRrSS 
OIFF RENT STROKES 
Sam and Arnold concoct a 
scheme lo Save Ihea parent* aa- 
<ng marriage Dana Plato mafeaa a 
guest appearance Q 
• GREAT      PERFORM- 
lon Pramairel    Or 
Graham Craana novel Alan Bates 
■tart at a mad mannered vantM 
■or who meet*   lad* m love wMh 
•Bra 
§c 
) JIMMY SWAGOART 
liOO 
■ MOV* *•', Al rna 
Catlhs Cora OB7SI Doug 
McClure PetwCuaNng 
• MOV* ***>, Sabnrvj 
(16841 Audrey Hepburn Hum 
phreyBogarl 
(EtPNI AUTO RACING > -gj. 
lafhl competitam horn latdan- 
hurii  N V  <■> 
2 DO 
• ■NEWS 
Ml 
(TMCI MOVIE *** Parson*. 
Best 11663) Mare- Hem^gway 
Pasnce Oonnety 
2:26 
O GOOD ROCKIN' TONITE 
2:30 
O  MOV*   * *      The Savored 
Arm      119/ji   Deborah   WaHay. 
PaM Can 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
3:O0 
(ESPN) SPORTSLOOK 
3:30 
• NEWS 
■SPIN HARNESS RACING 
header* Crown Champ«oneh« 
Race Four horn Yonaers  NY  Al 
MO 
• MOV*   **',      FoMstepe 
m The Oar* H941I i„o) ltvnrt 
Brands Marshall 
4«) 
• MOVIE **4 Death 
Crwta llt74)(OwardAaM>t Jr 
Katt Jatiaon 
4:18 
(TMCI MOV* * *    Gat Crary 
I1663I MsKoam McDoweR   AJsan 
Goorwti/ 
4:30 
(ESPN) HORSE RACING World 
Junror    Ouariarhorte   Champaon- 
*h«t horn TuMe Okia  IPJI 
SATURDAY 
OCTOBER 12.1686 
■ ngrWont You Held My Hand 
Now' I Roddy lor the World* 
Oh  Sheas    wdao 
• WOOOWRIOHT-S SHOP 
(Season Premwre) Irktracatr twag- 
wari ma moat creet-va and t*n- 
pkt of stat < ha- mat m a m%. 
(ESPN) MAJOR LEAGUE 
8ASI8ALLS GREATEST 
HFT8 
1:00 
«PAR 27 
BASESALL     PLAYOFFS 
Gama Three a*e horn home head 
o* Mabonal Laagvaj East cnamp- 
• SQUARE FOOT GAR- 
DENING 
• FRUGAL GOURMET Jeff 
Smith steam* w>geieMee meat* 
andeggtuoiavd  Ml 
IESPNI      MAJOR      LEAGUE 
6A6E6ALL 8       GREATEST 
HITS 
(TMC)   MOV*   **     Race For 
The Yankee Zaphy.     HHD Kan 
WoN George Pepperd 
1(00 
DATELINE ONTARIO 
ANNOUNCED 
I PUTTIN   ON THE HITS 
HOUSE   FOR  ALL 
SEASONS An asanwxsmm or 
homa heating   technotogwa 
2 0O 
NORTHLAND 
I AMERICA'S TOP TEN 
THIS OLD HOUSE The 
•mei plans are revwwed 
with me arcMeci* a wan to a 
setvage yard  ;; 
ESPN)  AUTO RACING (MSA 
GT Serw* horn Pocono Pa IR) 
2:30 
• • COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
Mwhagan at M<h-ja" State ILwel 
Q THIS WEEK IN PARLIA- 
MENT 
0 THE RACE FOR NUM- 
BER ONE: COLLEGE FOOT- 
BALL REPORT Coaega tootb** 
■cor** and haghaghtt Irom around 
Ih* country ai-d a soot at neat 
weak ■ mapi contaaia 
• • WOOOWRrGHTS 
SHOP Har— sung hatftory bark 
and weaving rt wio a char bol 
7:00 
• MUPPETB 
Q CSC NEWS 
• HEE HAW Guett* Jerry la* 
law^  BdMedkty 
I NEW HORIZONS 
• SOi.iD GOLD Guam* 
Natake Co** ABC Crysui Gay*. 
Manhattan Treryalar Fran** Vat. 
and tlw Four Season* OMO 
Foavay/ Sanert unterwswl 
I TO SE ANNOUNCED 
EVENING AT POPS Jao- 
sye Norman The Opera tUr aaana 
John VViBawi and the 6oaten 
Pop* lor a concert stat) -Ksydae 
He ■ Got the Who* World In M* 
Hand* and Spring It Here (HI 
ESPNI COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
SCOREBOARD 
7:30 
• SMALL WONDER A 
aMseua Jam* heeds lor h* cfctV 
houee w*n v«t> teem* to be 
km To. ■ H 
• vmtXm OP AMERICAN 
SUPERSTARS V*Ma by Srwoa 
Springsteen M*t**ej JaBkaon 
0*«iLeeAotn John Cougar Mo> 
ktneamp Madonna Fraica. P« 
Btwatar Te* Turner snd Hue* 
LawwS the News 
11:38 
■ STAR SEARCH 
11:48 
O WRESTLING 
12:O0 
•ESPN)  COLLEGE  FOOTBALL 
*R> 
12:06 
tTMC)   MOV*    **•)      a,-* 
ticam      (16631 Chrxlophw   W*t> 
■n NalaMWood 
INEW TECH TIMES 
FAME Ms Sherwood • -»*, 
ry * a iwatway aocadani lead* to 
Student reaastanco when the 
6o*d of Educa**n prahdiaM 
danc-yg « cartam sraaa ot If* 
school 
•    NOVA   (Season   Ptomaaral 
Oawd   Atlerdaorough   and    Ahnn 
O O I 
■ TOSS' 
•
!■ A, 
I 
new n 
IRI 
{  
I 
• 1 
tor (Greta Stecchil pi a cruel and 
a iJi 
Maaonl  Q 
S DOCTOR WHO 
EBPNI   NFL   GAME   OF   THE 
WEEK 
MO 
• BENSON A senator rmaes 
buwnesi with pleasure when the 
and Benson tangs* over a p*ce ol 
lee>ttaMn Q 
K6PNI  LIT  THE  CIRCLE   BE 
UNBROKEN   A   recap   of   (he 
Mevweot* VAmga  64 season 
■OeOO 
• • FALCON CREST Ang* 
la a«***n* 'ether Chrittophar 
IKan Oknl at a potent*! threat to 
■wr Rear don (Saman McCorkw- 
da*l kwrna about Anna* past 
through hw hoopalat record* Q 
O CPL FOOTBALL W«*«eg 
■tna Bombers at British Column* 
l«r*(Lwol 
• SPENSER: FOR HIRE 
Span tar ■   danger oddan    tear eh 
lor a pa> ol runaways hnda h-n 
•currying   about   lotion   and   the 
New I ngtand countrysada Q 
• NEWS 
ESPN)   NFL 8   OREATEST 
MOMENTS 
10:30 
SSANFORO AND SON 
8URN8 AND ALLEN 
(ESPNI    HARNESS    RACING 
Breeders     Crown   ChampaoniKp 
Race Four «-* horn Yonkart. H Y 
(TMO  MOVIE   *     The Beaig 
M9B3I Martin Landau   Jose (an 
m    In a  smaa  Idaho  town,  reac 
dant*  (Mappear   el   an ap-Mmac 
raw   and a cop <% determined io 
■oh* th* myttwious caee    P. 
11 00 
• •••NEWS 
• DARK SHADOWS 
• WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
• BURNS ANO ALLEN 
11:30 
• ENTERTAINMENT TO- 
NIGHT inter vw* w-lh ShaWy 
Macttyna 
• MOVM •*>*'. To Catch 
A That! ItBSs) Cary Grant 
Grace Ket* A reformed jewel 
lh*« i* suspected ol returrwvg to a 
eta Of craw* alter ha IpN m lo** 
with a wealthy young woman 
• BEST OF CARSON From 
June 1664 She-*, Watt** Ron- 
n* Shake* and Arm* Pottt ■>-> 
host Johnny Carson  IB I 
• LITTLE   HOUSE  ON  THE 
r 
10*90 
• •     HULK      HOGAN 8 
ROCK   N' WRESTLING 
• SUPER POWERS TEAM: 
GALACTIC GUARDIANS 
NEWSFRONT 
MOV*    * *    .       Cutter • 
191 John Oevm   Mar*a 
Pavan 
(B KATHY S KITCHEN 
10:30 
• SKaPPER AND CO 
SPUNKY BREWSTEH 
IS  GHOSTS  OF   SCOO- 
6V-OO0 
• BUSINESS    OF    MAN- 
AGEMENT 
S GREAT CHEFS OF  NEW 
ORLEANS 
ESPNI WRESTLING 
11 DO 
O • CSS STORYBREAK 
Harry The Fat Bear Spy Am 
mated Bated on Gehan WAvon t 
ta* ol a tpy assigned to Md out 
wt* t tampering with the ma 
:aroun recipe -> Bear mama 
CORONATION STREET 
ALVIN  ANO  THE   CHIP- 
MUNKS 
• 8COOBY S     MYSTERY 
FUNHOUSE 
09 MOTORWEEK 
O    SQUARE     FOOT    GAR- 
OS NINO 
(TMO   MOV*    * a*      Al  C" 
Ma     11964)   Sieve   Msrtm    lay 
11:30 
• • DUNGEONS S  DRA- 
GONS 
fKsOOVIOEO 
LITTLES 
MOV*  * * ■»     Agaw*t Ad 
Flag*     (I9S7I Errol Mynn   Mau 
raati ONat 
• MAGIC      BRUSH      OF 
GARY JENKINS 
MO 
JSPORTSWEEKEND 
COLLBOE FOOTBALL Ala 
bam* at Penn St at a |Ln*l 
IROMAGNOLI S TABU 
MOV* •*•    You re Nev- 
er Too Young   M9SS) Dean Mar 
t-i  Jerry Lew* 
• AUSTIN    CITY    LIMITS 
Countr y I egendl    Pwtormsncee 
by Krlly WaaM  laron Young  Pee 
Wee  Kavjj.    Johnrry   Wraghl   and 
othar*. 
ESPN)  TOP  RANK   BOXING 
Harry Arroyo 176-<    20 KOf) v* 
S*mmyFuani**(6l   6 KOal a» a 
lightweight bout scheduled for 10 
rounds    horn Atlantic  C.l,    N J 
(Rl 
CTMCI   MOV*    • • '»      6rs» 
t)orm    ' 191)1 C-stopha. VVa* 
an MaieM Wood 
MO 
• WORLD OF  CARTOON 
INO 
4:00 
0  CPL   FOOTBALL  Montreal 
Concern** al Edmonton l*imo* 
IL-wl 
O DON CHERRY S GRAPE- 
VfNE 
ESPN)  COLLEGE  FOOTBALL 
Team* io be ayvwuncad (Ln*l 
MO 
• NEW HORIZONS The 
Sport-vg life The chakenga* and 
caauetta** ol pro<a**iona> bate 
be* t atrugoAa 10 racencde (he 
thrai ol eport .ith iha demand* ol 
abut-WBt araaisma-ied 
NHL HOCKEY Quebec Nor- 
■kgue*   at   Toronto  Map*  Leaf* 
■Ml 
• AIRWOLF HawM cornet to 
11* reacua whan a meniady han<t- 
■coppad boy IRrcky Witt man) end 
h* tewn i it t father are abducted 
• BASESALL PLAYOFFS 
Game Four kve horn hon* head of 
American league West chamwien 
• HOLLYWOOD BEAT Rear- 
end McCarren * probe **K> d* 
murder ol a iwing-vg bachelor 
lead* them into i case mvcdwng a 
•era* o« iobbw-s  :j 
• PAVAROTTI AT MADI- 
SON SQUARE GAROEN TNa 
ak-nafcan program ndudt* ar*a 
horn    R^ceatto       Pegsecci    end 
• Trovatore a* wad aa pcvwler 
songa mcluekng   0 tola rrao'' and 
Terr* a Surrwnio Emaraon 
luckley conduct! the New Jersey 
Symphony Orchestra with flu* 
scout Andrea Grimavatl 
• COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
Boston Coaega al Army IIivel 
• MOV* *D MOM Proca- 
oua Thang In la* (19341 Jean 
Arthur Richard Oomwad A 
scrubwoman Oanid (ualcady of 
r-jr son lor 20 rear* cornea to h* 
aad when he encounters romantic 
trouble* a* a young men 
OtOO 
O • MOV* Out Ol The 
Oarkrv*** IPt*matrel Mvtan 
Sheen Hector EUondo Saved on 
the true »lory <rf Del Ed Zayo 
wt* -> th* wake of paraonai and 
pi ol ess-met cute* .* e*srurnan- 
10 -i bringtng the Son ol Sam 
•a*. IO Nat** 0 
0 LIME STREET Cuh*r and 
Wmgota take off 10 the Nottwr 
lands to atwjiiigaw a larg*-*ca* 
OVjmond heasi   :j 
(TMC) MOV* « '1 Terror In 
The Aaale* I194MI Nwrated by 
Donald Pleaeance and Nancy Al- 
len A look at cavamatic tuepenae 
through i 
6 00 
BtOO 
ESPNI AUTO RACING CART 
laguna Sec* 3O0 from CaM  (Rl 
0*00 
SMUNOOREAL 
CHURCH OF TODAY 
(TMC)   MOVIE   •>*•     A   Bag 
HendFor Th* Late* Lady'   119*4) 
Hanry Fonda  Joanna Woodward 
6:30 
• FOR OUR TIMES   To See 
• World Emmy Awwd-winrrng 
raport on Houston* VVdhekii 
Scho* an atteratsonel caniar that 
amphai Lie* the aryportano* of it* 
students   global potential through 
II 
SWHLIOM 
1 
I! 
• • LATENIQHT AMERI- 
CA Hoai   Dennis Whoksy   Schad- 
UMd      p*vcho**r*p*l     i     author 
Wayne Over I  What Da You neat- 
ly W*nl for Your Chedran'l 
0 BENNY HILL 
ESPN) SPORTBCSNTBR 
12D0 
• MOV* • * • Tan* Aher 
Tiall* I 19761 Malcolm 
McOowe*  Mary Steenburgan 
• COMEDY SNEAK WITH 
MACK ANO JAM* 
ESPN) WRESTLING 
(TMCI     MOVIE     *•>*       Bap 
Snot    II977IPMI 
r heel On t. a*" 
12 DO 
• MOV* * Th* Fe»0( The 
House 01 Usher (1662) Mart* 
Landau  Roben Hay* 
O NOWFOUNOLANO OUT- 
OOORS 
• WHO KINGDOM 
0 MR   T 
OS ABC WEEKEND SPE- 
CIAL Capn OG. Readme-a s 
Jock And The Eaenstaai ' Ananat- 
ad Raedmora accept* Jack • 
Chiang* to ascend it* beanetask 
m aaarch of Iha goo** that ley* 
the gceaan egg* and confront the 
§1 who guards the fowl Q 
COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
CROCKETTS   VtCTORY 
GARDEN 
ESPNI SPORTSCENTER 
12.30 
O  SPREAD   YOUR   WINOS 
(R) 
t STAR GAMES 
SPTOER-MAN   ANO   HtS 
AMAZING FR*NDS 
• AMERICAN BAND 
STANO ■-aturad Abson fdoyet 
>   in.'**Ma for   You   Only   I 
TONY BROWNS JOUR- 
NAL 
• POLETOWN LIVES 
4:30 
• MAGIC OF OK PAINT- 
ING 
MO 
• SMALL WONDER Jam* t 
attempt to make a mov* with r*a 
krentl lads through wtatn he *> 
•itlt on aatuma-vg complete con- 
trol Ol II* ptOBNI 
0   MYBTERVI      Rumprw   01 
The Ba—jy    Ah* the new bairn 
Mr peaeda  with RumpoH  to  da 
land her **tar at a murder f*i. 
Herac* learri* the pre*M»ng p>dga 
at widely known at a death penal 
t. advocate   (RlQ 
0 STAR SEARCH Guest  Gle- 
dMKnafht   • 
0 6TATIONARY ARK 
rTMO  MOV*   ***     Arrwr^ 
Can Hot Wa*    (19741 T-n Mem 
la* Latajna Newman 
MO 
0 MUSIC CITY USA 
0 SNEAK PREVIEWS 
ESPN) SPEEOWEEK 
EVENING 
6:00 
100 NEWS 
EVENING AT POPS    Th* 
Canada"   Brass     Frederic   Mat* 
and Ronald Romm Itrurnpet*) 
Graeme Page IF'anph hornl Eu- 
gene Watts lirombonal and 
Chart** Oaeaanbach Hub*) com- 
part* ma c*«t<aty iraned an- 
atmbai the Canadian 6raa* sgsn- 
mg .unduclor John WaVem* and 
ma Eutton Pup* Orcr**tra 
0 STAR TREK 
VIETNAM: A TELEVI- 
SION HISTORY Ame-.ce 
Take*   Charge     1965-1967      In 
■ation oMpatthas I 5 rr-aaon 
Anwrican* IO hghi m ma war   IR) 
Q 
R9PHI ARM WRESTLING 
6:30 
> 0088 NEWS 
NBC NEWS 
ESPNI SPORTSCENTER 
(TMO  MOV*  * * * •   V*t. 
go    11966' Jama* Stow*!   Ken 
Hove*    A   ret-ed  San  Fiancaaco 
daMciw* with • leer of height* * 
h**d 10 ire-* • wealthy Shewn 
at • wale and •■*• lwn*ed lafang 
WlO-tenthrwr     PG 
from   lam*   *uch   a*      Frarden- 
ttean Psycho      end     Made-a- 
eon      R 
8:30 
• CARRY THE FIRE The 
9000 mee torch r*s*y that carried 
the 1984 Summer Otympac* 
flame from Now York to Lot An- 
gaw*  Nar-ator  frank Convert* 
10:00 
0 LOVE BOAT A woman go** 
to greet  lengths ro  avoad  arlist 
fiimmek sr Andy Wamc-  • mmtwt 
pr cifcjM tiamp Ace grume Hi 
about In* low tatary Marion 
Ro** Andy Griffith and Pater Ou 
clw> guest star Q 
O MOV* *** "t Wood- 
tiock 119701 Dot lament ery 
Many of the top muse* group* of 
the la* 60* perform •* the 'a 
mov* rock concwi r*k] m BethM 
Now York m 1969 
0 EUROPEAN TELEVISION 
SERVICE 
10:30 
0 COLLEGE FOOTBALL a*. 
OVana at Oh* Siata ITapadl 
fTMC) MOV* •*>* Al Of 
M* 119841 Slav* Marian ley 
Toman A hap**** ktwyor • nor- 
mal route* auumat * rfettwent 
pertpaci-va ■"• * cantankerou* 
■Wee** • soul t'BnvThgiete* a*0 
one t-da of h* body   PG 13 
11:00 
BNEWS 
I NATIONAL p 
WHAT S HAPPENING 
NOWII Rai doetni t.iow what 
ha t getting -no whan ha agree* 
to lake care cf a horae rhat 
Rerun s about lo ta* 
ESPNI COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
REPORT 
11:20 
»NEWS 
ABC NEWS Q 
11:30 
0  MOV*   ••>•     The Long- 
Ml Yard    116741 Burl Reyno-J* 
fdd* Afbert  A formar pro quart 
arback  tfong in* m a Soulhern 
pneon is spvan the job coact-ng a 
group of convwii tor a nowotd* 
barred toovbad game a gat at  the 
0 MOV* 64* th* 6m 
canaor M668l Yul 6rynr*r 
Chartion Hawon General Andrew 
Jaokaon ampiovt iha a* of the 
■amou* peeie Jean laMte dutavg 
tlwWar ot 1612 
0 SATURDAY NKJHT LIVE 
Ho*t      fddw    Murphy      MuaataJ 
II; 
i«00h 
 
'  
(Rl 
0   PATCHES   ANO   POCK- 
ETS 
0 WITH THIS RING 
8:48 
0 DAVEY AND OOLIATH 
7D0 
! SUNDAY MASS 
KIDSWORLD 
0 AM MY SWAGOART 
' 7:30 
I WORLO TOMORROW 
THREE     CHEERS    FOR 
LIFE 
0 HKJH SCHOOL QUIZ 
ESPNI SPORTSCENTER 
0.-00 
ZORAL ROBERTS 
_ ALL THINGS NEW 
MUPPETS 
ROBERT SCMULLER 
SESAME STREET (R) p 
ESPN)  COLLEGE  FOOTBALL 
N 
(TMC) MOV* ** The P* 
sonais      11662)   6*   Schoppart 
Kar*nLa*v*y 
8:30 
! NEIGHBORMOOO 
COMMUNTTV     SHOW- 
CASE 
0OF1AL ROBERTS 
OtOO 
0 • SUNDAY MORNING 
Ivchoduled or oh** of forrnar N Y 
G*nt* srwbocaet Dan Llovd and 
0 TOLEDO SINGS GOSPEL 
0 WORLD TOMORROW 
0 SESAFAE STREET (R) Q 
0 JAMES KENNEDY 
0 MISTER ROGERS (R) 
0*00 
§ FAITH FOR TODAY 
KENNETH COPE LAND 
eTTATsONARV ARK 
iaoo 
08WTTCHSACK 
0 DAY OP DfSCOVIRY 
0NOVA 
0 OUKSS OF HAZ2AR0 
0 WORKING WOMEN 
rnslOMOVIEdd    ll*>ga*w 
Man    116641 MatrVM Cerr* Ldu- 
r*no*0siwer 
10:90 
0  NORTH   COAST  MAGA- 
ZINE 
{ONE ON ONE 
13 REPORTS 
RAINBOW BRITS 
PRESS NTS 
11D0 
iTHtS WEEK IN ONTARIO 
COMMENT 
WORSHIP    FOR   SHUT- 
INS 
I KIDS INCORPORATED 
_     , WALK THROUGH THE 
20TH CENTURY WITH BILL 
MOVERS 
> WRESTLING 
TONY BROWN-S JOUR- 
NAL 
11:00 
I FACE THE NATION 
SKETCHES    OF    OUR 
TOWN 
I SUNOAY MASS 
THIS  WEEK  WITH   DA 
VK> BRINKLEV 
0 MARKET TO MARKET 
ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
-rang fJBBaBBS 
Edmn Newman to teat the* so 
snuftc trvMnadge at areas e-a 
mrned    by     paat     ap*oda*     ol 
fddvo    Q 
flMC)   MOVIE   *•••>      *-vj 
Hoartt   And   Coronets      (18461 
AHcGuav***  OertrWlPnoa 
12:30 
00NFL TODAY 
0 NFL   66 
• PORTRAITS 
0 ADAM SMITH S MONEY 
WORLD 
SUPN)   NPL   GAME   OF   THE 
WEEK 
1*00 
0 NFL FOOTBALL Nww York 
Cents at C-xmnat, •^r>9m ILnwl 
0 COUNTRY CANADA 
Nova Scot* t tatfanej ndwaary - 
as partial dastructon by the dog 
f*h shwt and way* the hefvarmen 
are light.ng b* k 
0 NFL FOOTBALL Detrc-t L> 
on* at Watfungton Raddkar* 
Lmtl 
• NPL   FOOTBALL  «eo»on*. 
eoyartga of Priiaburgh Staessrs at 
Oats* Cowboy* Oenver Bronco* 
at IrvMnepcA* Cottt Buffalo ■** 
a) Now England Pernod or Cleve- 
land Brown* at Houston Odara 
• THE DOOR IS ALWAYS 
OPEN Weyton Jsnranga .* paned 
by Wdka  Nekton   Hank  Was ami 
>      Roger   Mats*     Kr.s   ■r.stoffer- 
•on. j*ssi Cotter George Jone* 
and otfstr* at th* rnuaaEal babute 
to the law Sue hewer   a Neaft- 
nta woman who bah ended atgr 
m« t-tgwt *nd songwiitws 
• • WASHINGTON 
WEEK IN MVaEWQ 
• MOV*   0*0     Martina* 
119691 Jam** Garner   Gay* Hun- 
ESPN) ROOSO IRI 
1:30 
I HYMN SING 
I WALL STREET WEEK 
Lao   S    i*gur    brat   ysco 
praaiasnt  Paava WafMwr 
E6PN) GYMNASTICS US   n 
CtanalRI 
2DO 
• CELESTIAL 81CYCLE An 
aa comedian (AaMrt Mata-el now 
a patatnt <n a p*ych*tric hctapatat 
aher es hw thoughts on Me at (has 
on* man drama by Roth Carraar 
• SOLO Gueet faVcha* Hd 
garvar a< manager of Toledo * Hotel 
Sofetel 
• OREAT PERFORM- 
ANCES Season Pramwral O 
lischer of Geneva baaed on a 
Graham Greene novel  A*n Bate* 
I W 
• V 
ESPNI AUTO  RACING CART 
PhOana   ISOILrvol 
MO 
• SONS! AND DAUGH- 
TERS A teen egar datcovar* that 
•Kohoi     mfudded    Mean    and 
iaou*h are a bad comttaraaiatn nil 
8 DO 
O DIAMONDS 
■ FAME 
■ INDOOR GARDEN 
0 STAR TREK 
0 WONDERWORKS (Season 
*.eri.are) A computer error send* 
partact 6-yoar-old Konrad (Hue- 
katbem, Few) K, . yeornan (Pody 
Hofadaw) who doeen I moat If* 
ky/fh factory t tiandardt Nad 
Baetty costar* tPari I of 21CJ 
(TMCI MOVIE *•* A Bag 
Hand FW TheLrtna Lady 11666) 
Henry Fonda Joanne Woodward 
A parpaiusl Uaar * wd* nvjnaajet 
to wm back thee loot saving* -1 a 
card game 
OtOO 
0 WOOOWRKJHT S SHOP 
Harvotting     harfeory     bark     and 
waavvng at into a chwr bottom 
ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
7 DO 
10 SO MINUTES 
FRAOGL E     ROCK   Gobo 
P«kt a bad day to Wed an a*p*d> 
t*n evto the Gorge  gar dan  CJ 
IPUNKY BREWSTER 
RaPLEY 8 BEL* VE IT OR 
NOT! A he-met dewgned to faght 
m* *f**ct* of hay tauer a r*w 
aeatmeni N* the rerwavat «( kBs- 
nay stones whet become* of un- 
o-mad wafWt* and wttws Q 
• WOfvOERWORKS IStwwn 
Premey/el A computer error tends 
perfect 6 yaw otd Konrad (Hue- 
kkaaerry i0., to a wewvan (Pody 
rtofarjayl  erho  dewtn i meat   Iha 
bath factory a stendwdt Ned 
Bearty cottars  IPari lo!2ig 
■ FAME Aa Grant a 'Dabbw 
ABtnl danoa asaattani. Laroy 
(Gar* Anthony Re*I  .. pven it* 
leak Of te-KI-vg ma stad an a 
*Chom rnuaaCSl 
• A WALK THROUGH THE 
20TH CENTURY WITH BaU. 
•40YERS An eiter.aaw wafh I I 
Kt*>   edv»» 10 J   Robert Dppsn 
recapasnt of the Nobaf pru* lor ha* 
WOrt es phyaac*   IR) Q 
ESPN) NHL HOCKEY '-ad- 
ph* Flysr* at Washrngton Cap. 
ta* Livol iSubstci toblackouti 
7:30 
0      BEACHCOMBERS     A 
young coup* coratpsa* with No 
teach Rake a star after he tea* 
S IC 
At 
S' 
 
1200 
0 SPORTSCENTER TODAY 
Host* Casey Cokrnvjn John Tet 
ch and) Grog Ptustt Coverage of 
cotag* and hagh school footbaa 
and a kaok at the QiiaWnd 
Browne 
0 MEETING PLACE Tk. P*. 
f w*n A Macpharton ofr«*taa at 
thai Truan.se/w-J ijaabielion horn 
the Angfccart Chratt Church - Ho* 
*rvdlandar>g  Onlario 
S EARLS BRUCE 
MEET THE PRESS 
•tar* *a a mald-mannered treneJe 
tor who meets tats ■> love awth 
and •vaniuaBy mames the dawgh- 
Mt (Greta Scacchrl of a cruet and 
occona* Sanaa rndkonaaa I Jen** 
Maaonl Q 
(TMO MOVtl • t> ' > ThaBor- 
dar 116611 Jack Na^vofeon 
Vaaa.-Pw.-w 
2:30 
0 CAPITOL JOURNAL 
MO 
0 THROUGH THE YEARS; 
THE OSMONOS 26TH AN- 
NIVERSARY Th* Osmonds 
Alan Wayne Mortal Jsy. Dor-y 
•dar* and Janmy - portorm ihe* 
currsnt r****** a* wad M hrt* 
from tn* paai -n caktbration of 26 
year* at Mow bwaanet* Guaat* 
Lola Fsstr* Andy G*b rha Oat 
Ridge 6oyt Dan See* Do 
Clark Bob Hope Jerry Lew* and 
Andy Wehern* 
0 MOV* *•>* Tt* Ap- 
pstoot*    116661 Marion aVando 
AnaarvHta Comer 
0fatOV*d** Hombre 
11667) Paul Newman Fredrir 
March 
3: SO 
• TO BE ANNOUNCED 
ESPN)    BILL    DANCE    OUT- 
DOORS 
4)690 
OS NPL FOOTBALL Cr-<a 
go 6ear* at San Francisco 49art 
|M 
• CAPTTOL JOURNAL 
ESPNI AUTO RACING War* 
Champaonsh*     CWrraOkVaon    Darby 
and r*fure taehf convpention atom 
t-idenhurst   N V   (Rl 
(TMC) MOVIE *• The Man 
Who W**nt Thar* 119631 
Stave Gutttntwrg Jeffrey Tsm- 
bor 
4:30 
• BASESALL    PLAYOFFS 
Gam* Fava   if necessary   In* from 
homa  tastd  of   Amercen  league 
0 MCLAUGHLIN GROUP 
8 DO 
(SEEING IT OUR WAY 
0 LIFESTYLES OP  THE 
RICH   ANO    FAMOUS   *tw 
news with oa magna* T   Boona 
Ftokana and Kek ITmiglai   a tour 
Of   Cannes     trance   aw*   Che*     • 
London tnoppang tpree wWh O- 
ahann Carrol 
0 WAR: A COMMENTARY 
BY GWYNNE OYER The 
■syvalormatron of gr**n recruitt 
nto toww s •• obaervad at South 
Carofaw * Parr* *Hnd Mara* Re 
crwt Treeing Depot Q 
0 FIRING LINE Thraa Ap- 
proachet to Torronats Guests 
•ormsr CIA ofhew Mate Aekar- 
man author 8r*n Janke* I Tar- 
ronam and Pwsonar Protection I 
ttrroratm proaKI OVactor Or Anal 
Maren. th* jeftee C^m for Stra- 
teett Studas* at Tel Awv Ur-var*. 
LryttM   'iauq LeBlanc   and   Todd 
Ouckwarmgunieiai  Q 
0 SaLVER SPOONS 
8 OO 
0 • MURDER. SHE 
WROTE *.*-* -i-*si.gat** 
when her r*sce lAkot Krejal at en- 
pacated m a rnurdar that took 
psto* on the sat of a popular soap 
opwa 
O SAYO Hi* mother a desee to 
move 10 Toronto and hat seererng 
gjaraDlatr*r * profasion conhaii 
wash 10 year cad 6dvo 1 (Stephen 
McGrathl own preference* Patn- 
cw Ptsdkp* and Ed McN*me>* 
coatar  CJ 
0 BASEBALL PLAYOFFS 
Gama Four kve horn hon* held of 
National League East cha-npaon 
• MACOYVER MacCryvar 
souares off agaanst Hungarian au 
thorri*t and the KG8 to hasp he* 
* band of Gyp*** who have bean 
-nprwoned lor unentWngly steal 
•ng  some   ciaatahad  iniormat*n 
0 0 OLYMPIC CHAL- 
LENGE fiwfrnd iha tcana* at ins 
'664 Lo* Angsts* Surrey*. Oayov 
pat Game* anctudng lootag* of 
if* eatonvv* Mcuhty prepara- 
tion* to backstage momenta M 
rha newn-vj cerernoras* Q 
0 PUTTIN- ON THE HITS 
L*>*yncad .enations of Madrught 
Star *        Operator End*ss 
Love by Datna Rot* and lamer 
tach* and The Ch-pmunts Sur 
hn USA 
(TMO MOV* * * The Ag»ow 
Man ilt*4lM*haefC*rne Lau- 
rence Cawaer Year* after datectng 
10 Moatow an aaSrMaah ntafa- 
g*nc* agsnt at gn-en redkcal PW*. 
be turgwy and relumed 10 Eng. 
•and under a new adent.ty lor on* 
more mission    PG 
8:30 
0 WHArS HAPPENING 
NOWII Oweyr* a fielded for 
troub* when -t t d^ovsrsd that 
ha Latest gedVaynd happan* to be 
ha, dentist a wd* 
8:00 
• • CRAZY  LKC   A FOX 
Harry get* involved e> ■ comp*a 
rnurdar ptat when at h* wanted to 
do woe n  urn a loat wahet to ta 
Srfulwwnw 
MOV*    Tougraov.    (Pmm 
awe) lee ftemct  Bruce Darn  Un- 
Toughiova     CJ 
• • MA8TERP*CE THE- 
ATRE The Good SoldHr floBan 
lbs and Jarsnvy Srati star m an 
adapter«- of Ford Mads* Ford a 
novel Irec-vg the ••setaoneha) be- 
Iwaan two wealthy Edw*d*n 
coup* I who most yearly ot a 
l**haonab* German spa  IRI □ 
• START OP SOMETHINa 
BfO P>of«*t of Gfcm Cempbed 
Andrew Steven* 2** z** Gebor 
•nd Susan Itichavdaon rha oraajn 
of Oaer and cough drop* 
Dimensions in 
Financial Technology 
Let us serve 
your banking needs. 
Bowling Green Locations: 
100 S. Mali St. 
327 S. Main St. 
1098 N. Main St. 
Howard's club H 
210 N. Main 
No Cover 
LIVE 
ENTERTAINMENT 
Terry A Jeff 
Invite you to 
eres^aeeskaa  Ava^s*  eaavaadkaWaa^t^B* BfaRBffrEI TnEf SSW'BBlSTfESi 
a*4   LJ—laaa-arnt't OJT rrvHtlaWM S 
E FIRST EDITION HAIR OEBIQIM STUDIO and TANNING SALON 
Call us Today for your 
Hair and Tanning Appointment. 
434E.Woott6r 
uw.kye.Da 
Visit Our 
Full 
Sorylce 
Salon 
Today! 
354-1477 
\glke <J&Mnpem*>M*]\ 
a ■' 
Hair, Skin, Nail Designers 
352-4101 181(B) S. Main 
354-4143 Bowling Green 
20% OFF 
haircuts, perms, 
highlighting, 
manicures. 
with this ad 
expires 10-25-85 
Chris 
MILTON'S 
now I l\(, (, 
IIU V M \|\ 
THIS WEEKEND'S ENTERTAINMENT 
THE HAIRCUTS 
MONDAY: MICK PAYNE & 
MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL 
TUESDAY: CHEAP-N-EASY 
DART NITE 
WEDNESDAY: WANTED 
LADIES NITE 
THE COPY SHOP 
117 East Court Street 
Bowling Green. Ohio 43402 
(419)352-4068 
COMPARE THE COST PER COPY. 
WHITE COLOR 
200    4.6 5.3 
500    2.9 3.2 
1,000    2.3 2.6 
5,000    1.8 2.0 
These are EVERY DAY prices 
for high contrast, quality offset 
printing (not just photocopies) 
on 20* 8 1/2X11 bond paper. 
HOURS: Monday-Friday 9:30-5:30 
»■■—•-■ with this coupon"""™* 
i   $2.00 OFF A | 
Any sweatshirt \ 
or $1.00 OFF sweatpants       \ 
FALCON HOUSE 
i i 
s 
o 
u 
1 I 
I 
I 
f I 
■wwat0.fyiil     1  t  linear 1 1 
I 
I 
I 
jk ■■-■■. with this coupon ear eat ao 4 
140 E. Wooster Bowling Green 
Downtown Bowling Green 
Ph.352-M10 
Exp. 10-17-85 
M.O. 
Jack  O 
is 
10:00 
|     "mAPPER     JOHN. 
aa-borne (Hovl A.ionl re 
rneavt ei guarded conckton Gon 
»0 drecover I thai h.i current lot* 
(Andrea   Maco-col   hM   mutt-Ma 
tcferotn iPart 2 of 2) 
ic»c sews 
WASHINGTON REPORT 
NFL'S      GREATEST 
MCM4ENT8 
(TMC) MOVIf * * '1 The Bar 
de> <IW1l Jack Nrchorton 
Valero   P«..««    A   Teiet   border 
102I 
O   VCNTUm   I   The   NK«II 
MMM   -AIOBOWI 
10: SO 
O KE NNETH CC*»fLAN0 
1140 
ooasCNfwi 
B 8 MYSTfRY1 RumpoN 
0< The Baaey Rurripole 1 hopaa 
oi ennrang a bawd CM* and dee- 
etg tat pereonel (Mbit ere ihreat 
•mdo, Judo, iuetnghem (RIC, 
fVNI SPORTSCE NTH 
11  20 
0 ABC NEWS Q 
1130 
O  *T  TNC   MOV* S Sched 
uMd  IMM      Remo    Tha  feat 
Adventure If'ad     Wetd        JOOt 
Grevl Sator 6u*et (GOT 
Irttvl 
m MOV* * * * The Moun 
ten (19661 Spance- I.e.* "ob 
a>i Wagner Iwo brothere af- 
tempt io reach a plane -reck 1-9* 
-> me Aip-oi 
0   ENTERTAINMENT   THIS 
WICK Mart**** *.th Shea* E 
0 FOR MV PtOPLS 
HtM 
0   MOV*   ***      1M  O* 
And  In*  >■„«,<.t     ( 19701 Ba> 
br.  Sire-tend   George Sag*    An 
-nanaciu* become! evvohod —th 
.peri I—proil.iuie 
11:46 
O    MOW    **•'      Death 
Servant    II975) Raul Juke   Luc* 
Arnei  A woman i let a*, tiabbed 
et fut .ww o4 her Stoakiyn neigh 
bort -ho ■•* to reapond lo poke 
*"W*>    heveuie    Ihe*       do" I 
nani to get -tvotved 
12:00 
O  ENTERTAINMENT   THIS 
WEEK mi—w -.th Sheea t 
B      700     CLUB    Scheduled 
(oh»M Suuwi Mo—aid   America t 
reaction to AlOS (Part  2  ol  21 
how lo tare a chad -ho t chok 
m 
WNI GYMNASTICS USrt 
CMMM 
(TMCI   MOVIf   **      The Pm 
IWM      11962)   6*   Schoppari 
Keren lend/y 
12:30 
• F«H 
1:00 
O  AMfReCA SchaduMd   how 
to become a game thow tonteti 
art      Oac»     Rambo    I   Debat   I 
Gao>B* Kamwion 
S NEWS 
8 MtCMKiAN Rf PLAY 
CD WOMEN IN CRISIS 
1 SO 
0NEWS 
1:96 
(1HQ    MOV»     * 
I19H'   H«w*l   6«nn 
OArrndE MOWS 
(TMCI *••* «"d Haiti 
AndCoronau 119491 *Mc G«n- 
nmu  D«w-t R"ca 
7:00 
(TMC)   •*'.      Tha Enchanaad 
JU"n    119641 An-«aMd  Vo<- 
M ol An. 6acau«  Oiaon Stan 
SSO 
rma **'i   io T,«P A sp« 
119661 Rorwi VaugV Ob*") 
McCa*«<n 
10O0 
(TMO   •*     Uncommon  VaMr 
(1963)   Gana   Madman    Robad 
Suck 
12:00 
(TMC)    ***'»       Tha   Laai 
Tycoon     119761   Roban  OaNao 
JaamnaHoaab 
2 0O 
fmO   *•      Tha IW lagoon" 
119601   Rfooka  ShMOt    Chr.tio- 
pnw Attma 
4O0 
(TMO    **       *■»»    My    Grrft 
(19621    6-uca    Oavoon    Suaan 
Gaorga 
EVENRVQ 
S:O0 
I«SJ| NEWS 
CATCH RMRASE 
CD     MACNfR,     /    LEHRCR 
NEWSHOUN 
SDtf^'RENT STROKES 
ADAM SMITH S MONEY 
WORCO 
| PM SRORTaOOR 
(TMC) MOV* *■• Coun 
", < 19641 Jtatxa langa Sam 
Shop at d Thntoatnod amK toacio- 
tiaa «■ na< 'arm an kna woman 
tnuggM* io hold an io ha land 
and kaao hw lamrfy iogama>    PG 
S:SO 
SJ CSS NEWS 
• NBC NEWS 
STJASC Niwsg 
■P HAR»Y DAYS AGA.N 
• 6USJNCSS REPORT 
(E9PNI   AEROBICS     •00*9 
IN MOTION 
7:0O 
BCSS NEWS 
BNEWS 
• WHEEL OP PORTUNE 
S   ENTERTAINMENT   TO- 
NIGHT i-.i«—* *■»« fm wa 
I NEWLYWID GAME 
| BUSINESS REPORT 
|M»A»S»H 
MACNEH     /     LEHRCR 
NCWSHOUR 
■6PN) SPORTSCENTER 
7:30 
O     IS     PM       MAGAZINE 
Ihomai   Puc<io    Ciaut   »on  6w 
k>«> « Miomar   a daniiti ■> Maw>a>i 
mam m hn otlica 
B JEOPAROY 
(D TAKI 
ffi WILD AMERICA A looa at 
***•• Mn>o>ia io Noith Amarica 
KHtudmg iha aionghotn ma muta 
(•an and iha oootM** Q 
O THREE'S COMPANY 
rtSPN) NFL FILMS PRE- 
SENTS 
SCO 
B   B   SCARECROW   AND 
MRS.   KINO  A  lormf  Agancy 
ct-al lHo<wBd Do"i aati Amanda 
iruapiacmo ol an ad »»io a (M*aon 
IN ccaxmn 
f WAYNE AND SHUST1R 
MOVC Saani Wrnna 
iP-anw.i VaMra Samno*. John 
Sa*aga Altai •wtnaaaatg nor 
bioiha. -» la- com™ 'MO. a 
woman lacot ma moral ibMmmt 
el iaab*img ogamai l*m or ra- 
"*nng iJam Q m 
B    NFL     FOOTBAU.   M«nv 
..- Vat JMt il .v.) 
i: 
PwC» 
2:00 
B CBS NEWS 
NIGHTWATCH 
B WALL STREET JOUR- 
NAL REPORT S.h-duiad ' 
now board gamo caaad Pol Econ 
omv ma Amatoamatad tar* ol 
Naw Yea* Ctaotadobaoad Agr. 
cap i farmland •"•attmantl 
IESPNI SPORTSCENTIR 
SOO 
(ESPN)   NATIONAL   WHEEL- 
CHAIR GAMES 
3:20 
fTMCI  MOV*   • *      Tha  Man 
VMM     Watni      It—a        < 19631 
Stave   t.utl>nba>g    Jal*av   Tarn 
bor 
4:00 
IESPNI   AUTO  RACING NAS 
CAR Morfched* hom North WA 
Bottom  NC  <Rl 
MONDAY 
OTTOSCR 14. 16SS 
OAYT 
BOO 
KSPNI SPORTSLOOK 
7:00 
IESPNI SPORTSCENTIR 
S:00 
■SPMI NHL HOCKEY Phaada. 
pr*a  Eh""»  »i Watr-ngiO" Cap. 
laHlRl 
12:30 
■8PN) FtSHIN   HOLE 
1:00 
(ESPN) PKA FULL CONTACT 
KARATE (Rl 
2O0 
IESPNI COLLEGE  FOOTBAU. 
It 
3:00 
B    BASE SAL l     PLAYOFFS 
Cama '^#  * nacrttarv  hva bom 
home   l«M   ol   Naional   laogua 
laat champion 
4:00 
O   CPL   FCOTBAU.   Torowo 
Argonault M Catgar* 
llrvel 
M0 
IESPNI OUTDOOR LIFE 
ixaiani dMumantt iha« covtd aa 
unarata him ol any •wor.o Oomgt 
MlW-had to a tovall miitann 
B FRANK MILLS' HAR- 
VEST MOON A muaxal coM- 
biaiton ol Ihanktgnnrg «n iha Ol 
lawa Vabay wm guatlt ■■« 
CoohOga John SclmawMi Tha 
Spoon* VMOOHM 6■■■■an and 
".*— i • -- 
B TVS BLOOPERS AND 
PRACTICAL JOKES N V 
Vaniaat outhaaOar Oava VWAald 
and acic* Nod Baa". a>e prach- 
ca* «•■ txlana 
B HAROCASTLE AND 
MCCORMrCK Tha MOgaooardt 
a it am and bacoma* tha unwitting 
i*g.toia.*-. Q 
S MOVB« ***) HWan 
KaOar Tha M>a<le Contmoat 
(19641 iPati 2 ol 2) Mara VV-»- 
->gham Blvlha Oannar Bated on 
Joaapn P lathi boot Iha a. 
t>aoidMiai| tatalonVup balwaan 
HaMn   Kabtr    and   har.    wacHai. 
Anna   Sutavao     continue*   tlaough 
liili" a araolrwoni at RadchHa 
and Anna t ma>i>age lo rouinafeai 
JohnMacy 
■ MOVE ••• The Savon 
lace* Of r> lao H664I Tony 
Raxdad Arthur O ConrtoB An oM- 
artr Chaiata cecut proprraior gan 
aratat a **eve ol good nappanmga 
*» a Wattern tt ont>a- town 
(B WONDERWORKS Oatpaa 
a <ecaa nonta horn (ha lactory 
•tonad * portoON happy —it. rhe 
B B THE BRAIN Tha Not at 
an a>gtope>i totiot on ma »a- 
maraabM rhraa pound rrwKttartt 
voaa mejogiapha computar an. 
mahon and paopat et achon »B 
rjarnontkaia how iha braai tune- 
hOM (Rip 
IESPNI rNSKX BASEBALL 
MO 
B B COUNTRY MUSIC 
ASSOCIATION      AWARDS 
live horn NaahvdM ■ Grand Ota 
Opry HOtatO Anna Murray and 
K'rt *ri»iohw»on cohotl tha 19th 
annval aarO'da caramon. 
Htot—ghn aiciuda partomonoaa 
b. CryMal Gayia tha judda Hank 
vVekama ji and Wata Nation 
B PRONT PAGE CHAl 
LSNOC 
(I9PN) AUTO RACING CART 
Phoar-i ISO IRl 
10OD 
B  NATIONAL  /  JOURMAL 
B B WAR IN THE WIST 
Tha   conrfceta   and  controwartaat 
turrounAng   tha   faderM   govern 
man) t managemeni ol AmpnCO'l 
pubfec landt mcKHlmg ina naimnal 
pati and loretti and tha pafctmi 
ol doRari m ravonua ot poN-ouH 
Irmbar   oM and mineral Maaaa 
BNEWS 
ITMCI MOVIf ** MAai 
Murder 119641 Oobra Wwtga. 
Mark Keytoun A lot An gain 
bank arwptoyaa and tomaiena lov- 
m ol a drug daaang lanmt xiiruc 
tor decrda* io mvattigata taa 
deal" and raopardi/ei har cram 
Ha   R 
10:30 
B SANFORO AND SON 
I law 
QOOO NEWS 
ffi OARK SHADOWS 
B WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
B   OHtO   BUSINESS   OUT- 
LOOK 
(ESPN) AUTO RACING Iron 
1* S00 OR Road Race horn lot 
Vegat io Reno  No*  (Rl 
11:26 
O MOVIE  » ShaOamont 
I19S6I B4h McCaba Tod GrrRm 
four i*ep—tart lurvrori on a 
South Saaa raMnd tiumbta onto a 
lacral Nan    tatxaetory 
11:30 
B    ENTERTAINMENT    TO- 
NIGHT  Iniarvw* win Ffcp VV« 
ton 
B REMINGTON STEELE An 
■nfeetgenca   nperalrva   heal   I Ourt 
and  Shtaea  IO  proton  ha*>  bum 
CIA agent* emo have placed hen 
onihaemtMl  IRl 
B BEST  OP   CARSON  from 
June 1964   Charlai Grodm   6rad 
Garten and Mare* larle   pn   hotl 
Johnny Carton IR) 
B B  LATE NIGHT  AMERI- 
CA   Gurni    hoal     John    Wada 
SchaduHd  move producer  David 
Ebown  pravetwa   hn  laiaal   lam 
Tanjat 
B BENNY HSJ. 
■SPN1 SP>ORTSCENTER 
IfjOO 
B   STREETS   OF   SAN 
FRANCISCO 
BNEWS 
B COMEDY BREAK WITH 
MACK ANO JAM* 
IfSPN)     NPL      FR.M8     PRE- 
SCNTS 
tTMCI   MOVIf   **     Tha  6hat 
lagoon     <l9B0i Brooka ShaaUi 
Cnrnlaphea AAma 
12:30 
B LATE  NIGHT WITH  DA 
VaD LETTERMAN from Fabru- 
m,   1966    Carol  Chanrang    M> 
chaol  Pafcn   and   en-net   ptyxr-c 
Baaixaiydactargueii 
B ABC NEWS NIGHTLINE 
B LAUREL ANO HARDY 
■SPN) SPORTSLOOK 
12:40 
B      MOVIE      PR*        Great 
Calherme    I >966l "alar 0 Tocea 
TUESDAY 
OCTOBER 16.  IS 
OAYTBal SPORTS 
6 00 
EMPW BPORTBCfNTf R 
7 0O 
KBPNI SPORTSCf NTfR 
T:SO 
*9PNI SPORTSLOOX 
S:00 
•SPN) INStOf BASEBALL 
M0 
CSPN) FISHING Arthur Smrih 
Ketg Mackerel Tournamanl bom 
MytloBooch SC   IP I 
OEM 
6MPMI BPORTBCfNTER 
B:30 
■SPNI GYMNASTICS Ultt 
ChmalRI 
I ISM 
(ESPN) INSIDE B ABB BALL 
IM0 
(E6PNI BASEBALL HALL Of 
FAME INDUCTION CfRf- 
MON*S(R) 
M0 
(ESPN I     JULIUS     ER VINO'S 
SPORTS FOCUS 
M0 
IESPNI FISHING 
MYTBdf MOVIE 
KSPNI WRESTLING 
(TMO MOVIf * * H had 
Dawn' (19641 Petrxk S-eyre C 
Thonun Howoa VVhon Commu 
real parairoepori m.ada a amol 
U S town and bogtn to tlaugntar 
■it rnhabaianti a group ol hagh 
achool lludanti daaparatafy hghu 
book    PG-13 
8: SO 
B    OROWINO    PAINS   Tha 
•ruth hum wnan Maggat gnoa an 
honotl crn«e*m of har daughter ■ 
arrilavgrae*   Q 
BOO 
B  B  MOVIf     Prorrtraoe  To 
leep IPramiaral      Roban 
MrHhum   Chrntopher MnChum   A 
rouaiabom t vetn io rna enta and 
ton ha daaartod JO toari oarbar 
S^ 
(19601 
MO 
fTMC)  • *     *att» Fa. 
Ban CNanbouW. Sort Nawton 
7:0O 
fTMC)    *•*       Ropo      H946I 
Jamat Sle-ari  lartry Granger 
MO 
OMO   *•      T AG Tre» Aa- 
laatetairon Game    M962lRabari 
Carted--   I-vU Ham-Ion 
10OO 
OMC) • • •     Tha 6ro«har From 
Anothar Planat    11964) Joe Mor- 
ton  Darrytfowardt 
12:00 
tTMO  •     V-ut     119621 Gemn 
Ford Chuck Connort 
2:00 
fTMCI***      10    11979) Dud- 
lay Moore  to D~ek 
MO 
ITMCI      •••• Yemen 
M956I  Jamet Stewart   Ken No- 
r 
NEV 
Is 
II 
LEMRSR 
by nn ana than petted mother 
andhiiiv—>dt lPa>i2ot 2trg 
(ESPN) MOVERS. SHAKERS 
ANO RECORD BREAKERS * 
toot at i he Miem- Ootptant 1SS4 
NFiSaaton 
fTMO MOV* •• Uncom 
mon Vetar 11963) Gana Hack 
man Robert Slack A grervetg la- 
the- lormt a tma* 'orce to tatCuO 
hn ion arho hat bean held prraon 
« tor 10 yeart altar bawtg da 
dared mmang et act-on ei Vex 
nam   R  y 
OBM 
IESPNI   NPL   MONDAY 
NIGHT MATCHUP A preview 
ol lorwghi i game Oeiieen rha 
Miam. Dcapfana and Ne* Vort 
Jew 
BOO 
B B "ATE B ALL* tr- 
end f mma net inyorvad m a taant- 
m<yjy <nnocant prent etvoenng ee 
aMoraau 
1:00 
I HAWAII FIVt O 
| JIMMY SWAGGART 
KSPNI     SUPERBOUTS    John 
Tata** Ge-neCoatiee  On    79 
IBM 
I NEWS 
MOV*  * * *     The French 
Lejuienantt     VVornen        I19BU 
Meryl Streep  Jeremy bone 
1:48 
fTMCI    MOV*    ***      C«un 
wy     119941  Jatfca langa   Sam 
Shopard 
MO 
B coo NEWS 
NKeHTWATCH 
• NEWS 
8SPN) OUTDOOR LIFE 
2:30 
B CBS NfWS 
NIGHTWATCH 
S9PN) SPORTSCf NTER 
3:00 
8SPN) INStOE BASEBALL 
3:30 
EtSPNl TOP RANK BOXING 
Merry Arroyo 126 1 20 KOtl n 
Sammy (uentMl6 1 6 KOtl » a 
kghtvteaghi bout athoduiod lor 10 
round* bom Allanhc f 0> N J 
091 
3:46 
(IMC)    MOVIf    **• 
>ea>    »  A»  Goat  Wea     11961 
itabeae Adtan.   Thatrry Iherm.ita 
-».i 
BOO 
(NEWS 
I CATCH PHRA 
MACNEb.     / 
WSHOUR 
IDfF FP* NT STROKES 
N-CHARGE PARENTING 
8SPN) SPORTSLOOK 
OeOO 
SCB8 NEWS 
NBC NEWS 
B ABC NEWS Q 
CD HAPPY DAYS AGAIN 
B BUSINESS REPORT 
IfSPN)    WORLD    CLASS 
WOMfN 
(TMC) MOV* * * Got Oaty 
(1963) Makc-m McDowe* Aban 
Goorwiif A lamoua roe* muaez 
tmpratara} hotlt a d«e«|>ouO 
teawTaar lEeabaoh   H 
7:00 
QCBS NfWS 
QOZOWSKI 8 CO 
I WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
ENTERTAINMENT    TO- 
NIGHT    interview    W4h    Ardrth 
fi   tiarol   YVhoabwBoaof 
NEWLYWED GAME 
BUSINESS REPORT 
M-A'S'H 
MACNfK     /     LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
KSPNI SPORTSCf NTER 
7:30 
B P.M.   MAGA2INE Actreat 
Tan Garr    tha  Itteit  ei aaarcree 
artight  Mtetg and dancing erort 
out proipam 
) COUNTRY REPORT 
I JEOPARDY 
I TAXI 
P.M.   MAGAZINf   Stunt 
•roman Sandy Rrchrnond   aciraai 
Tar.G*' 
B W9.D AMERICA An otarm- 
naiion ot 15 ipeoei ol humrrvng 
bed* tut breed and naai ■> iha 
US L) 
B THREE'S COMPANY 
6JSPMI      MAJOR      LEAGUE 
BASEBALL'S       GREATEST 
HITS 
BOO 
B  B  HOMETOWN  Jane  ra 
laced    mm    a    dalhcwM   cRoaw 
rnaartiain har  twatasnertp  y»th  a 
Montana   eatittr   or   conhnue   io 
purue her career goatl 
I FIFTH ESTATE 
A TEAM    /   PLAYOFFS 
SA    paracaMtet  m  a  nock c* 
race   to  aneure   thai   Hanrubai t 
nephew I ilance* ol   ermmng the 
event atari t corryprortatad by tab 
otourt iMey be pre empied hjr a 
viih  A*  PlayoM  game  4 nacoa- 
M»»IQ 
B WHO'S THE BOBS' Mona 
-acetvet an unexpected avheri 
•ance horn a myeiareMa beno'el- 
B 6 NOVA An ..am-uit-on ol 
the aggrettive agrtcurtia-al techno 
•ograa bo-tg utod to develop 
lougho- cop ihama  CJ 
B MKTvTf   • • • '■>       Taa. D-ea- 
er 119781 Rob-rl OeNeo Cvbal 
Shepherd A Now Vort cab drruar 
ptott a urvoue brand ol revenge 
egoeitt the iMHin o> corrtatoon 
who co-ttanrly take thee to" on 
Iha "4>fB>m* *■ Iha c*y 
\J i. 
I1 
BNEWS 
fTMC) MOV* • '. Terror bt 
The AjabM U994) Narrated by 
Oonatd Pta ait"&e and Nancy Al- 
lan 
2:30 
m COS NfWS 
NK1HTWATCM 
8SPN1 SPORTSCf NTfR 
M0 
8BPNI COLLEOE  FOOTBALL 
00 
3:26 
tTMa  MOV*   **•*     Vort- 
go     I19MJ)  Jar 
(WHEEL OP FORTUNE 
ENTERTAINMENT   TO- 
NIOHT   Mterwrw    with   Robart 
aba 
I Nf WLYWf 0 GAME 
I BUBINCSS REPORT 
IM'A'I-H 
MAC NEIL     /     LEHRIR 
NEWSHOUR 
KSPNI SPORTSCf NTfR 
7:30 
■ P.M. MAGAZINE A TatM 
Ueety traewig   canter    har   peon 
i 
hthai ceac rackey Alan Freed moa 
to brxg the hrtl eve rot* n njd 
thow to the ttaga ol Brooklyn a 
Paramount Theatre datp-ta rnaw. 
protatii   PG 
n 
Oormani   ratontmantt   10   raeur- 
ISANDBAGGERS 
I RIPTIOf   /  PLAYOFFS A 
fPurnaktt  heat   Cod*.   Neck   and 
Murrey lo hnd out —ho I trying to 
ket her  and  wtr*   (Ma*  be  ore 
empied   lor   a   euth   AL   PtavoH 
gome rl nacaaeeT* I 
B MOONLIGHTING Q 
B  B WAR:  A  COMMEN- 
TARY   BY   OWVNNf   DYfR 
An eiammatron ot iha prceeinon 
at eotdor and the meem uaod by 
the iateer  oFhcer to rnatnutrn hra 
meltary    or general ion «    Mtitudoa 
and hrt own befceti  Q 
BfeOO 
8SPN) ROLLER DERBY 
lOOO 
B   NATIONAL   /   JOURNAL 
B REMINGTON STEELE / 
PLAYOFFS I aura and ShtoM 
lake 10 tha Irrandhr Wat  to hnd 
out   who commuted a   murder   On 
board a no-ferba eMhnar (May be 
preempted lor a a>th AL PleyoM 
B OUR FAM8Y HONOR 
Jarr* t dry 0< recfeorang near I 
Frank I drug related nakeout et 
touted up La and her partner bo- 
come amotajnaby involved m a a> 
vanea aiiauti cat* 3 
• B DATELINE: USSR 
/ U.SA. Taped coverage of a 
tatabite knkup baiwaan Moecow 
and Waih-rgton 0 C . abo-etg 
■Jurnahtu   et   both   counl'iet   to 
dttcuot maoaa COvOtagt Ol recent 
n-orld eventi 
O NEWi 
(TMCI MOV* *** Tha 
Brother From Another Planet 
119641 Joe Morion Oarryl Ed 
-arch A gentle e■water-eetrue: 
enth myiiKel heakng poweri 
Undt e> Naw Yort harbor and em 
bart % on an odyttey through Har 
10:30 
B SANFORO ANO SON 
(ESPN) ARM WRESTLING 
11.00 
BOBBBNEWS 
B DARK SHADOWS 
B WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
B ON THf LINE 
11:26 
B MOV*** Oaylon.Oov 
et (19661 Rory Cathoun lane 
Katan A cfeve-te group plane io 
rob an Ae Force boa* ol 62 6 ma- 
tron 
11:30 
a    ENTERTAINMENT    TO- 
NIGHT    imervw-   em"    JudHh 
Light  tier of    Who i the Boil' 
B 94MON 8 SIMON Ra* and 
A J   encounter a* tOrtl Of danger 
when ihey By lo i-ampori a video 
game from Sen D-ago to Lb* 
Vegat IN) 
B TONKJHT Hotl Johnny 
Canon Scheduled Geoga Burni 
B LITTLE   HOUSE  ON  TMf 
a B LATE NIGHT AMERI- 
CA Guett hoai John Wada 
Scheduled ptydwear-ti Stanley 
Turetkt drtCueeaa deakng enth drl 
rtcuftrJvJdren 
BSENNYHfLL 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTtR 
11:48 
{TMCJ MOV* *#* 10 
119791 Oudbty Moore Bo Derek 
A twccetfdul tongarritar dtt- 
lurbed aboul reaching m-dde age 
dacidai io chaae after a beeutiii* 
gel on har way lo her —eddaig 
R 
12:O0 
B      STREETS      Of      SAN 
FRANCISCO 
B  COMEOY  BREAK   WITH 
MACK AND JAM* 
86PNI SPORTSLOOK 
12:30 
B LATE   NIGHT  WITH  DA 
VIO   LETTS RMAN   Scheduled 
Dvan Cannon    comatfean Georgt 
MaMr   gwier.tl Duaneldrty 
JASC NEWS NtOHTLINE 
LAUREL ANO HARDY 
■SPN) NFL'S GREATEST 
MOMENTS Hsp*eghtt of me 
63 Nil C-wnp-snirvp Game be 
twoan tha Naw York Oontt and 
ChataooBeart 
12:40 
B    MOVIE     ••">       Rabb.1 
Ron     119701   Jamat  Caen    An 
jenetio Comer 
ISM 
IHAWAH FIVE-O 
JIMMY SWAGGART 
89PNI      NFL'S     GREATEST 
MOMENTS   M-jntghti   ol   tha 
66 Gram Bay Packart 
1:30 
I NEWS 
MOVIf  • * *     The Harder 
They Fa*    119561 Humphrey Bo- 
geri RodStergar 
■SPN) PKA PUU CONTACT 
KARATE (Rl 
MO 
B CBS NfWS 
NIGHTWATOH 
s; 
WEONEBDAY 
OCTOBER 16. IBM 
Cave**      ••*» 1>0e.- 
DAYTIME 9PECLA1 
4:30 
B ROSE PETAL PLACE An. 
meted A roea bnngt He and hap 
patooa io har hower bejnda 
through long daaprta the threat! 
ol an avri trMdar 
DAYTIME CHLDRE N 8 SHOWS 
B TRANSFORMERS 
4:30 
B ROSE PfTAL PLACE An. 
mated A rote brmga Ma and hap 
pmatt to her ho—e- bainda 
through long detp-ta tha threatt 
of an av* tpadar 
DAVTaMfl SPORTS 
CSPN) SPORTSCf NTfR 
7:30 
81SPN1 SPORTSLOOK 
8:00 
(fSPNI    HARNESS    RACING 
Breadan     Crown   CharnpraneTap 
Race Four bom Yonkort  N V  IRl 
840 
IESPNI SPORTSCENTER 
8:30 
(ESPN)   TOP  RANK  BOXING 
Herry Atovo (26 1   20 KOtl vt 
Sarnmy Fuantat (6 1   6 KOtl et a 
i«jhi-a-ghi bout wheduted lor  10 
round!     bom   AllanlK   Ci«     N J 
811 
I MO 
■SPN) AUTO RACING Ratty ol 
lOOOletettiom Finland  IR) 
140 
■SPN)  AUTO  RACING  iMSA 
GT Sarart From Portland Ore  IRl 
240 
■SPNI  AUTO  PACING USAC 
Hul   100 bom  Terre Heule   Ind 
IR) 
3:00 
a    6ABEBALL    PLAYOFFS 
Game $■■   rl necettary   eve bom 
home   l-etd   ol   Nabonaf   League 
WMIcharnpron 
3:30 
■SPN)  AUTO RACING World 
Endurance Spa  1000 bom BatB- 
um  (Rl 
4:30 
■SPN) PKA FULL CONTACT 
KARATS (Rl 
MO 
■SPNI   TENNIS   MAGAZINE 
88 
peoe 
O WILD KINGOOM 
B JEOPARD* 
I TAXI 
P M   MAGAZINE A Taaaa 
aa*at* ireewtg   canter    lor   peeta 
and laght allandonti   t»ty" le <ec 
8 champ Greg 1 emond 
WHO    AMERICA   Three 
cfooe rafatrvet of the gtani panda 
are leetured   the raccoon. ratgtM 
and coat mundi  Q 
B THREE'S COMPANY 
■SPNI      MAJOR      LEAGUE 
BASEBALL S       GREATEST 
Hell 
04O 
I STIR CRAZY 
NATURE    OP     THINGS 
featured  a took at the macNnat 
da tanned  to  anaOM  man  to R* 
from iha nrrig/tt brotneri to IO- 
do* t tevotutiOnBiy cMtagna 
B HIGHWAY TO HEAVEN 
/      PLAYOFFS     Mark     and 
Jonathan try lo ravitabfo a hrvjr. 
cwby aAng rranor league bataba* 
team (May be pre amp ted lor a 
aovenih Al PUroM game rl necet- 
•■VlQ 
I INSIDERS Q 
B   AARON   COPLAND 
SELF-PORTRAIT   Aaron   Cop- 
land i 60th bethdey t tafuted ■> 
thni documentary peat-*! comtan 
8« 
avg «*   parlormancat 
ol b«nde en< 
MBk 
laaguei and an mieview enth the 
compoaai  CJ 
B MOVIE*** T>-Omen 
119761 Caegory Peck Lee Ram 
a* A mviie-ioui 5 year cad bo* 
eearcraat daodty po-ert to da 
ttroy thote emo become tutpi 
oout Ol hn Mrenoe belhnght 
■BPNI PKA FULL CONTACT 
KARATE 
fTMC I MOV* * * * ', Apoc 
arepte Now 11979) Me-.cn 
Brando Martai Sheen An mteb 
gence agent ambarti on a me>- 
tasn up tiver atto Iha Vitnanef 
ajngla lo laid and kfl a renegade 
AWOV Army oHicar who hat 
•Odad all prevtoua aitempti at tat 
capture   R 
BOO 
B B CHARL* 8  COMPA- 
NY C? 
B MARKET PLACE 
B HELL TOWN / 
PLAYOFFS Hardtlep mvetlt 
gaiat the mytterroua cecum 
aiancat lurroundmg the death of 
hra learner Name (May be pre 
empied tor a tevenih AL PlavoR 
gameilnecetaary) 
B DYNASTY «.,it- and 
Sammy Jo louare oat m Ne— 
Yort Jed CoRr* embarki on a 
BJurney lo Catrternia thai ana 
change hi» He   Jaton Cotby con- 
B UNCOMMON PLACES: 
THE ARCHITECTURE OF 
FRANK  LLOYD  WRIGHT An 
DAYTIME MOVIES 
6:36 
fTMC)   *•      TAG The  A. 
■eabnaion Game    119821 Robert 
Can-arena  levde Hanvaion 
7:30 
fTMCI    * * *        Th.   Wetlerrw. 
(19401 Gary Cooper   WMla- Bran 
8:30 
(TMCI     **• Hopicouh 
(I960)   Watte.   Metihau    Granda 
Jacfcton 
11:30 
(TMCI   * *      The W«ked lad* 
(19631     lave     Dunawey      Alan 
Bate* 
1:30 
(TMCI***     Crmarron    (19611 
Gfenn Ford Maria Schob 
440 
(TMCI   ••      The  Agee-  Man 
(19641  Michael  Caeve   Ll 
ORflfJ 
of controyertaM arthetecl frank 
Itoyd Wr>ght eycaadetg eyiagat ol 
Dana Houae Fafkng Water and 
Tabetm 
B SKIN HORSE NeN Shaben 
narretet thn kx* al the tevarety 
caeab—d peraon i contetuatg need 
■or normal human — atmth Betty 
Roam mode, ale* a 'oao— up d>i 
c uatann CJ 
8:30 
B    B    OCORQf    BURNS 
COMEDY    WEEK    A   menred 
coupM   iHer—y   Konnan.   Vet** 
-' * 
i future 
• BB» 
BCATCH 
B MAC! 
NEV 
OBM 
I NEWi 
I CATC PHRASE 
NCR.     /     LEHRCR 
VSMOUR 
I 0*F RENT STROKES 
I COOKING MEXICAN 
■SPNI SPORTSLOOK 
(TMCI   MOV*   **     Race  For 
The Ven.ee iephy.     i 1991) Ken 
Want      Gaorga    Peppard      Two 
farmer! locate the — edege ol a 
World War II plane ■> the moun- 
laavi of Now  Zealand and com- 
pete enth other i tor eta veluaMa 
cargo   PG 
8:30 
B CBS NfWS 
B NBC NfWS 
B ABC NEWS CJ 
B HAPPY DAYS AGAIN 
B BUSINESS REPORT 
■SPN)   AEROBICS     BOO*9 
IN MOTION 
7:00 
I CSS NfWS 
DATELINE ONTARIO 
lurna io the Eovaanr lor help at 
bratgavg the rogue cop to eieUe 
B  NATIONAL   /  JOURNAL 
B ST. ELSEWHERE / 
PLAYOFFS Caidweb ,. con- 
vinced mat in ne— Cape Cod 
home n haunted Turner tiret to 
tare the He of Otagt oremeture 
I* born gianrWaughier (May bo 
preambled for a tevomh AL 
Pleyoh* game 4 necettary I 
B HOTEL A former cenuxt- 
turned author unvadt let pnton 
novel et Iha St Gregory Dave 
POaet at a •oung —oman % 
fiance Anthony Geary and Kate 
Vvraan.guatl Ha- CJ 
a B SPACE SENATOR 
ONE WAY JAKE Tha conbo- 
•artaal Nght ot tenor Senate Ap 
proptietioni Commrttea member 
Jake Gam IR UtatU aboard ma 
apace thutiM >% -raced hem pre 
launch eamtng through the actual 
feet*** 
a Nfws 
10:30 
B SANFORO AND SON 
(TMC)   MOVE   ***      Amar. 
can Hot Wea    11916) Tan Mcky 
lae   Lor erne  hre—man    Nineteen 
i t <■> 
OOBBB 
B DARK SHAD 
BWKR-INCII 
B ART SfAT 
1140 
_  NEWS 
OWS 
CINCINNATI 
11:26 
B MOVbl * * t, Th. Sad 
Sack 119571 jmt, lew* Dewd 
Wayne Afier 17 monthe «« the 
Ann* a o-vete net rttafcee btund- 
86 
11:30 
B   ENTENTAlNMfNT   TO- 
NIGHT   Intervene   enth   Robert 
fBBjj 
B T.J. HOOKSR Hooker and 
Romano comb the crly at nil It 
ol a kewr —ho leavet a cop* ol 
tha BfMe at each murder an*  IRl 
B     TONIGHT     Hotl       Johnny 
Carton Scheduled Oev>d Bran 
nar 
B LITTLE HOUSE ON TMf 
PRAIRIE 
B B LATf NK3HT  AMERI- 
CA Hotl  Oenrtta Whcaey  Sched- 
u-d  automake- John Dec oraan 
OBENNYHRJ. 
12:00 
B     STREETS     OP      SAN 
FRANCISCO 
B COMEOY BREAK WITH 
MACK ANO JAMIE 
12:08 
(TMCI MOVIf * •    Tha Jot— 
Man   11964) fmchaat Cane leu 
rancaCaryter 
12:30 
B LATf   NIGHT WITH  DA- 
VID  LETTERMAN  ScfteAAtd 
Phe Ocatanue   Chat Ataaii   mag. 
iPenn4 Teeta 
[ABC NEWS NIGHTLINE 
LAUREL ANO HARDY 
■6PN) SPORTSCENTER 
12:40 
B   MOVIE   8-4      Oaopatra 
Jonet     (19731   Tame.a Oobaon 
Sheer, Wmiari 
1:00 
IHAWAH FIVC 0 
JIMMY SWAGGART 
IESPNI   TENNIS   MAGAZINE 
Rf PORTS 
1:30 
BNEWS 
B MOVBJ.  • * *    Confidential 
119451   Chanet   Boyor 
7:00 
fTMCI ** Somperhare Tomor- 
row' (19841 Sarah Jettara Per 
tar   Nancy Addaton 
MO 
(TMC) • * Tht PeraonaM 
119621 Bat Sc hoppe. i Karon Lan- 
•* 
104S 
(TMCI      * * *        Slap     Shot 
(19771   Paul   Ne-man    Mtcnaol 
Ontkeen 
1248 
(TMO     * *        Purple    Heerii 
119941 Kan Want  Che-v- Ladd 
2:00 
(TMCI        *•>>. Biamltorm 
(19631 CNniapher Waken. Ne 
take Wood 
4:00 
fTMO    88)* H        R«    Bravo 
M969I John Wayne   Dean  Mar 
it 
8:00 
IBB Ntws 
CATCH PHRASE 
B     MACNEK.     /    LEHRER 
NCWSHOUR 
tOfPFRf NT STROKf S 
MECHANICAL       UNI- 
VERSE 
■SPNI SPORTSLOOK 
S:30 
B CBS NEWS 
B NBC NfWS 
to ABC MEWS g 
B HAPPY OAYS AGAIN 
B BUStNCSS Rf PORT 
(ESPN)      HORSf      RACING 
WEEKLY 
(TMCI MOVBJ •• Th. P.- 
tonali (19621 6* Scrvoppan 
Karen larvdry A man ■eioao ante 
doeerted tarn eniari the trngM Me 
and place* a per ion* ad an a 
ne—ipaper    PG 
740 
I CBS NEWS 
I THIS WEEK IN ONTARIO 
I WHEEL OP FORTUNE 
INTER TAINMENT     TO 
NIOHT  Intorvetw   enth   . 
ONeR 
B MYSTERY) Morece RurnpoH 
it caaad upon to eery* a* Baraer 
counael at da*ending an actreat 
at cued of iha bodaaiage murder 
other hueband iRig 
■SPN) TOP FLANK BOXING 
Lmt bom MartP.de. md 
8:30 
B NIOHT COURT / 
PLAYOFFS Ch.it—. fMhai 
aJatet lor the hrit brno et year! 
rtucetti atvOda the eourt-oom 
i May be pra amp led lor a aeventh 
NL Pleyolt game d rticaaear* I 
1040 
a  • KNOTS LANDING A 
ptvehopathre  Sheet father  itebi 
VM   Maok  cuti  a deal wrtn  me 
fOve-no. I erte   Q 
B  NATIONAL   /  JOURNAL 
B HEU. STRffT BLUES / 
PLAYOFFS I aRua am out M 
hnd (he man -ho nabbed a tal- 
low detective a man —.th cancer 
conimuei hra ooai country run 
daaprta Iha iha" of hn oetang 
■tgt (Ma* be pre empied lor a 
aevwith NL PtayoR gam* rl rmcmt 
B 20/ 20p 
B CAPTTOL JOURNAL 
BNEWS 
• A CONVERSATION IN 
MAINE  WITH  MALCOLM 
901*888  The eon or at duet ol 
i pob- 
SMp 
r BOBfl BDARK 1 B WKRP I 8 TIME O 
l! 
lau-anBecaa 
89PNI SPORTSLOOK 
240 
B        COO        NEWS 
NIGHTWATCH 
BNEWS 
■SPN)     JULIUS     ERVtNOS 
SPORTS FOCUS 
(TMCI   MOVef   ***     Crmet 
ron     (19611  Cea-tn  Ford   Mae 
ScheH 
2:30 
B CSS NfWS 
NIGHTWATCH 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
340 
(ESPNI SUPfRBOUTS 
Mattha-   Seed   Muftafrtrnad  mj 
Marern Jobnton   Apr-   79 n md> 
• -«< I 
440 
■SPN)   CHtfRLfADING   Ma 
tonal Chavmp*tniha>i bom Or Ian 
DAYTIME CHLDREN S SHOW 
4:OS 
B TRANBFORMCRS 
m lam 
B MAN ALIVE The eho.H of 
AJberta and SaikMchewan larin- 
art —bo ipent i—o nvontha n N< 
car ague toachayg thee counter 
pant how to 'apart term 
mecheiH, are examined bom au 
be* land renung through Iha 
proaKI t comptatton 
■SPNI NHL HOOKfY New 
York Wandari at Edmonlon Oaari 
fLnrel ISubarct loblaokout) 
1040 
B  B   EQUALIZER   When  a 
poke*—oman    leerna    about   har 
CAYTbW SPORTS 
8:00 
89PNI PKA FULL CONTACT 
KARATE IR) 
640 
KSPNI SPORTSCENTER 
7:O0 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
7: SO 
IESPNI SPORTSLOOK 
BOO 
■SPNI   AUTO   RACING IHRA 
Summer nettonel Drag Racetg bom 
Cmcaviat, |R) 
840 
(EBPNI SPORTSCENTER 
B:30 
KSPNI THf YEAR IN GOLF 
10:30 
(I6PNI  AUTO  RACING World 
Cttampontf-p   rjamohtron   Derby 
bom Laa*anhurit  N Y  IRl 
11:30 
■SPN)  TRUCK   ANO   TRAC 
TOR PULL W) 
12:30 
(ESPN) BASEBALL FILM 
1:30 
■SPN)    NHL     HOCKEY   New 
York <Wandert at Edmonton Caktri 
IRl 
4:30 
KSPNI BULL RrOtNG 
8:30 
■SPNI    TENNIS   Monte   Carlo 
World fro Cetebniy ClaeeC bom 
Monaco 
OAYTIME MOVES 
6 CO 
(TMa  • •     Race For  The Yen 
tea  j-aphyr      MMII   Ken  Wahl 
George Peopard 
NEWLYWED GAME 
BUSINESS REPORT 
'■•H 
MACNEK     /     LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
89PNI SPORTSCENTER 
7:30 
B  P M     MAGAZINE   Mode* 
eta. agency hood Ceeen Ford  co 
medontVhHel 
B WAY WE ARE Tha 17- 
year cart iter center lot a tumor 
hockey teem >i untura aboul pur 
auavg a career r> ihe NhL Oaoprte 
hrt draft etgrtMiy and hrt father i 
8JBB9B 
>AROY 
TAXI 
P.M. MAGAZINE Model 
-t(j agency head!eeen ford tap 
pbae rr-nei m Yugo Gukh Mont 
8 WK-O AMERICA A aurvey 
of the landecapet and emdMa ol 
Monument VaBey iha Grand Can 
yon and Utah • landnona arena* 
B THREE'S COMPANY 
■SPNI SPEED WEEK 
840 
B B MAGNUM   P I 
B THURSOAY NIGHT A per 
bjrrnence of Bach i Magnificat e< 
D  reeturmg   two  catbnclrv*   ap 
proachaa Wayne R-tdea  con 
ducii TafebnuaA and the Tudor 
Sngari ay a IradMional renOYhon 
Moa Knttman and Doug Ree* are 
among ihe Toronto mueac-ent 
Patbcaaatint m a aur etia-praia 
•am CJ 
B COSBY SHOW CM1 graat 
bdrtoa IO a young man IJoeeph 
Phefcpii -bom had aba io be 
Son*, i need* boytiajnd 
B FALL GUV Colt tearche. tor 
a -r-aang Nan i-eaaura yattea lam 
St mewa m itaty  Q 
THIS OLD HOUSE Tha a* 
dnexii  hnal  plan!  are re.-arad 
nata and h-i per tonal Me 
(TMC)     MOV*     •** 
Shot ;19771 Pac* Nev 
chaai Ontkaan Altar a traAor 
league hockey learn decade* to 
eaauce cgt di .mage by pMvetg 
daiy it end* up mafcavg hockey 
hrttory    R 
10:30 
I SNEAK PPIEVWVVS 
SANFORO AND SON 
11:00 
E)NFWS 
L SHADOWS 
E) IN CINCINNATI 
tOUT 
11:28 
B MOV* 8 * H The voyage 
O* The Yet 119721 Dan Arnai 
A Ma* Evan* Tero lain ■garI 
lac* phyt-cei and tonal probbtmi 
what anybartatg upon en ocean 
voyage a» a taaBoat 
11:30 
B   ENTSRTAINMfNT   TO- 
NtGHT  Interv—   enth   Jerawer 
ONa- 
B NfGHT HEAT Krt-ood (At 
■en RoYfR —inaiaei the tppar 
entl* wort related eleyeyg ol a 
me* m a atvatpatg pbjni 
B TONIGHT tfoat JonMi* 
Carton    Scheduled    Slave  l*w 
B LITTLE   HOUSE  ON THf 
tatvegayard Q 
B MOV* **'. Darraan 
Oman li 119791 Wekam Hoaden 
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